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Abstract of the thesis entitled: 
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Submitted by MAK, Yim King for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in September 2009 
As the usage of sign in contemporary Chinese art has become a controversial 
issue in the recent decades, this paper contributes to this area of studies by 
interpreting the uses of signs in Zhang Dali's Dialogue /and Demolition. I select this 
work of art as the focus of research because it demonstrates distinctive uses of a 
self-invented sign, which is a one-stroke head in the urban spaces of Bologna and 
Beijing. Combining various research approaches, this paper investigates the 
construction of meanings around this sign, as well as its constitution to “the 
aesthetics of demolition" in Beijing during the 1990s and the early 2000s. In the end, 
this research paper will demonstrate how an abstract sign may gain polysemy when it 
appears in different configurations and contexts. It will also illustrate the impact of 
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In the recent decades, contemporary Chinese art has become more closely 
associated with the use of signs in which many artists take advantage of its 
effectiveness in communication to compose their work. Sign can appear in different 
dimensions in contemporary art. It can refer to the use of well-recognized images or 
symbols, among which Tiananmen, the Great Wall, panda, garden rock, or qipao 
(cheong-sam) are some of the common examples in contemporary Chinese art. 
However, more precisely, it refers to a characteristic way of stylishing an image or a 
work art so that it becomes the style of an artist. Some of the well-known examples 
in contemporary China art are the monochromatic and stylished portraits in Zhang 
Xiaogang (1958- )'s Bloodline, the Fang Lijun (1963- )，s bald men, and Yue Minjun 
(1962-),s the laughing figure.1 
The reasons behind the rise of this phenomenon are manifold. Some art critics 
believed that it arised as early as in the 1980s when groups of artists sought to use 
distinctive cultural or regional images, such as lantern, the rural landscape of 
Jiangnan, and paper cutting of Shanxi, to accentuate their Chinese orgin in art.2 In 
the 1990s and 2000s, there have been a growing number of artists who followed 
Zhang's, Fang's and Yue's approaches of fabricating signature figures in paintings, 
which enables their works securing foreigners' attention and subsequently entering 
• • 3 • • 
into international art markets/ Coupled with media and market forces, the use of 
1 Liu Weiwei 劉維維,"Jiyi zhong de fuhao--- qiantan fuhao zai dangdai huihua yuyan zhong de 
znoyong”記憶中的符號--淺談符號在當代繪畫語言中的作用（S l gn in memory-a brief account 
of the function of sign in the language of contemporary painting), Xue lilun 學理言侖，no. 14 (2008): 65. 
2 Song Ziyang 宋子揚,"Guanyu 'fuhao' yu 'baorong' de shensi”關於‘符號’與‘包容’的慎思 
(Thinking twice before accepting the use of sign in art), Meishu guancha 美fU觀察(Art Observation), 
no. 9 (2008): 26. 
3 Liu Weiwei, 65. 
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signs in contemporary Chinese further multiplies to the level of what Jiang Wenbo 蔣 
文博 called "the feast of symbols" amidst "the revelry of contemporary art."4 
Using signs in art enable it to communicate with viewers in their own way. 
However, as some people create their signature images in rather uncharacteristic 
manner, such manner of making art has provoked much discussion in China in the 
recent years. Liu Weiwei 劉糸隹糸隹 from Harbin Normal University 哈爾濱徐州師箪包 
大學 has once commented on the boredom of seeing iconic images among 





"We have become accustomed to identify the artists through their painted images. 
For instance, someone paints 'Chairman Mao', someone paints a 'mask', and 
someone paints a 'five-pointed star'... Every artist looks for a distinctive image and 
keeps using it as his or her signature sign once it is confirmed." (my translation) 
Song Ziyang 宋子揚，from Xuzhou Normal University 徐什旧帀大學，has once 
criticized the widespread uses of the images of "bald head" and the "Cultural 
Revolution" in an exhibition, “Miawciang xianshi: zhongguo dangdai yishu 
面向現實：中國當代藝®1 選展(Facing the reality: an exhibition of 
selected works of contemporary Chinese art), organized in 2008: 
4 Jiang Wenbo 蔣文博,"Dangdai yishu de kuanghuan yu fuhao de shengyan”當代藝術的狂歡與符 
號白勺盛宴(The revelry of sign in contemporary art), Diaosu, no. 1 (2009): 57. 




"Walking around the exhibition hall, we can notice the use of bizarre images in some 
exhibited works... as well as the signs of 'bald head’ and the 'Cultural Revolution'." 
(my translation) 
In this socio-cultural context, some art critics castigate the use of sign in art,7 while 
some artists even avoid having any association with it to prevent from being 
restricted by such mode of creation or being criticized as turng art into a speculative 
tool.8 
Although the artistic values of some of the works mentioned above are 
debatable, the issue of signs in art deserves a more in-depth research before negating 
its possibilities of making a peculiar artistic language. As manifested in the history of 
post-war Euro-American art, signs may function distinctively in a work. A celebrated 
example is Andy Warhol (1928-1987), who appropriated the images of commercial 
trademarks and movie stars for serial printing on canvas during the 1960s and 1970s 
(figs, a and b). In Warhol's case, he transformed a well-known icon or subject in 
American culture into his mechanically reproduced sign on canvas. This kind of sign 
relies on both of its original and artistically altered forms to communicate with the 
viewer. While Warhol used sign in a pictorial manner, other artists have framed text 
as a sign image.9 A renowned artist working in this field is Jenny Holzer (1952-), 
who created a wide variety of written and spoken texts that described cliche views on 
social, political or philosophical issues. Her famous statements include "PRIVATE 
6 Song Ziyang, 26. 
7 Wang Nanming 王南溟,"Cong 'Zhongguo fuhao' de yishu dao 'Zhongguo wenti qingjing' de 
yishu”從‘中國符號’的藝術到‘中國問題情境’的藝術（From ‘Chinese sign，in art to ‘Chinese 
issue' in art),Meishu jindian 美術進點，no. 3b (2008): 18-19. 
8 Liu Weiwei, 66. 
9 Rosalind Krauss, The Optical Unconscious (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1993), 284. 
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PROPERTY CREATED CRIME" (1982, fig. c), "ABUSE OF POWER COMES AS 
NO SURPRISE", and "MURDER HAS ITS SEXUAL SIDE" in the serial work, 
Truism, in the 1980s. Members of the public might at first agree with some of these 
statements, but later find them doubtful or even ridiculous.10 Her work is 
characteristized by using textual sign is used to subvert the function of language 
itself.11 The fact that Holzer exhibited these fabricated texts in the form of signs in 
public spaces further extended this usage to spatial dimension. Obviously, as sign 
enters the sphere of art, it enables artists to experiment with its pictorial, textual, or 
even spatial form for artistic creations. 
The list of artists who managed to create characteristic visual language 
through sign can be further expanded. While Warhol and Holzer primarily exploited 
the figurative or textual aspect of signs, some artists combined both of them. Barbara 
Kruger (1945-) is a good example because her montages include both pictorial and 
textual signs in the form of advertisement (fig. d). Furthermore, some artists even 
explore the abstract qualities and the spatial context of using signs. A famous 
example is Daniel Bur en (1938-) who consistently used striped cloth or paper as his 
"striped 'sign'"12 to reveal the characteristics of an exhibition site (fig. e).1. The 
above examples have proven that sign can indeed function in any forms in art. 
Whether it is able to create a profound artistic language depends on the purpose and 
the approach of using it. As Umberto Eco defines, "a sign is everything which can be 
taken as significantly substituting for something else. This something else does not 
necessarily have to exist or to actually be somewhere at the moment in which a sign 
10 Dan Graham, ‘‘SignsArtforum (April 1981): 39. 
11 Hal Foster, "Subversive Signs," in Recodings: Art, Spectacle, Cultural Politics (Seattle, 
Washington: Bay Press, 1985)，107. 
12 Graham calls Buren's art as evolving around the use of "striped 'sign'." Graham, 39. 
13 Guy Lelong, Daniel Bur en, trans. David Radzinowicz. (Paris: Flammarion, 2002), 37. 
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stands in for it."14 With such comprehensive definition, the meaning and the usage 
of sign can indeed multiply in diverse fashion as long as it is strategically used to 
signify something in a characteristic manner. 
Hoping to contribute to this area of studies, my thesis research interprets the 
semiotics and the creation of the aesthetics of demolition in Zhang Dali 張大力 
(1963- )’s Dialogue /andDemolition 對言舌/禾口拆.15 I selected this work as the focus 
of my studies because it demonstrates a new usage of sign that has created diverse 
meanings and visual effects. Zhang began his work by spraying a self-invented 
abstract sign, a one-stroke head, in a public space of his adopted city, Bologna, in 
1992. Thereafter, he continued this practice in the public spaces of his "home city", 
Beijing, in 1995.16 As Zhang actively altered the context of the sign, he transformed 
it from its neutral qualities to a sign that signifies a range of socio-political meanings: 
self-imposed exile, space activator, intruder, wanderer, fragments-seeker, and an 
altruistic sign that concerns the urban development of Beijing and brings people's 
attention to preserving the old city. Photographing it in characteristic manners, Zhang 
further turned this image into the key vocabulary in constructing the aesthetics of 
demolition. Undoubtedly, this work of art demonstrates an unprecedented manner of 
using signs in art. Thus an understanding to the strageies of using the head sign in 
this work would enable us to see the dialectic interactions between a fabricated 
abstract image and the contextual environment in generating new signification and 
aesthetics. 
14 Umberto Eco, 4^ Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979), 7. 
15 A "/" is placed within the title of the work to signify the possibility of entitling it as Dialogue, 
Demolition, or Dialogue and Demolition, depending on the visual language manifested in the work. 
The discussion in chapter 1 to 3 focuses mainly on Dialogue. Discussion will be extended to 
Demolition in Chapter 4 and 5. 
16 Although Zhang Dali was born in Harbin, he has resided at several cities and towns in China before 
settling in Beijing for his art college education in 1982. Therefore, he considers Beijing as his home 
city rather than his original birthplace in Harbin. 
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Dialogue /andDemolition deserves a new angle of interpretation even though 
it has been widely exhibited in photographic form and studied over the past decade. 
Some of the significant exhibitions are the First Guangzhou Triennial: 
Reinterpretation: a Decade of Experimental Chinese Art (1990-2000) (2001, 
Guangzhou, organized by Wu Hung, Wang Huangsheng and Feng Boyi), "Between 
Past and Future: New Photography and Video from China" (2004, New York, 
organized by Wu Hung and Christopher Phillips), and "The Wall: Reshaping 
Contemporary Chinese Art" (2005, Beijing, organized by Gao Minglu). Some people 
perceived this work merely as a graffiti or performance art in the capital city.17Other 
scholars valued its conceptual qualities,18 while some focused on its association with 
urban redevelopment in China.19 Obviously, the complexity of this work welcomes 
different angles of interpretation. Nevertheless, the fact that this work revolves 
fundamentally around the usage of signs and its contribution in forming a new 
aesthetics have been neglected.20 
To examine the semiotics and the subsequent creation of the aesthetics of 
demolition in Zhmg's Dialogue /andDemolition, I developed this paper into five 
chapters. Chapter one examines the formation and the characteristics of the 
17 See the section of "Graffiti Art as Protest: A Dialogue with Zhang Dali" in Anne-Marie 
Brouaehoux, The Making and Selling of Post-Mao Beijing (London; New York: Routledge, 2004), 
219-225; Lu Hong 魯虹 and Sun Zhenhua 孫振華，Yi hua de roushen: Zhongguo xingweiyishu 異化 
白勺肉身：中國行爲藝饰于(China Performance Art; Shijiazhuang: Hebei meishu chubanshe, 2006), 
39-41. 
18 Also see Lu Peng 呂彰，"Di qi zhang: guannian yishu"第七章：觀念藝術(Chapter 7: Conceptual 
Art), in Zhongguo dangdai yishushi 1990-1999 中國當代藝術史 1990-1999 (90s Art China 
1990-1999; Changsha shi: Hunan meishu chubanshe, 2000), 248. 
19 See Wu Hung, Wang Huangsheng and Feng Boyi, The First Guangzhou Triennial: 
Re interpretation: a Decade of Experimental Chinese Art (1990-2000) (Guangzhou: Guangdong 
Museum of Art: Art Media Resources, 2002); Wu Hung, "Between Past and Future: A Brief History 
of Contemporary Chinese Photography" in Wu Hung and Christopher Phillips, Between Past and 
Future: New Photography and Video from China (Chicago: Smart Museum of Art, University of 
Chicago; New York: International Center of Photography; Gottingen: Steidl Publishers; Chicago: In 
collaboration with Museum of Contemporary Art; New York: Asia Society, 2004), 31 and 117; and 
Gao Minglu, 224-225. 
20 Mathieu Borysevicz has briefly mentioned the use of the head image in Dialogue /and Demolition. 
See Mathieu Borysevicz, "Zhang Dali's Conversation with Beijing," in Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: 
Demolition and Dialogue (Beijing: Courtyard Gallery, 1999), 8-13. 
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one-stroke head as the key sign in the work and at the same time interprets Zhang's 
early experimentation of spraying this sign in the public space of Bologna. Chapter 
two describes how the artist modifies the meaning of this one-stroke head through 
using additional signs that have well-defined meanings. In Chapter three, I will give 
my interpretation of how changing the spatial context of this sign can lead to new 
meanings of the work. Chapter four examines how the demolished sites in Beijing 
enable Zhang to further re-characterize the head sign and create its aesthetics of 
demolition. Finally, in last chapter, we analyze how photography has become a 
decisive strategy to elevate the meaning of the head sign in photographic form. The 
main goal of my paper is to examine closely the conception of using signs and its 
generated signification as the artistic language of the work. At the same time, I hope 
to demonstrate how a structuralist approach of analysis offers us a better 
understanding to the construction of the formal language in a work as this angle of 
analysis has been lacking in contemporary Chinese art. 
In terms of research approach, I combined various methodologies to the 
interpretation in this art work. I began by identifying the key formal characteristics of 
this work through making extensive visual analyses, as well as comparing its visual 
language with other works of art in both Chinese and Euro-American traditions. 
Since this work focuses on the usage of signs, semiotic theories are used to 
demonstrate how this sign functions within the work. I also examined the urban 
topography and cultural environment of the two cities to gain an understanding of the 
relationship between the sign and the space. Moreover, I employed architectural 
knowledge to observe the nature of the architectural "canvas" of these sprayed signs. 
Finally yet importantly, constant references are made to the published interviews of 
7 

Chapter One: Usage of the One-stroke Head in Intact Public Spaces 
Before examining the formation of the sign in Dialogue /and Demolition 對言舌 
/禾口拆，it is important to take a closer look into the biography of Zhang Dali and the 
development of the art.21 Zhang Dali was born in Harbin, a northeast province in 
China in 1963. He graduated from the National Academy of Fine Arts and Design 4 匕 
京中央工藝美挪J學院 in Beijing in 1987. Thereafter, Zhang retained in the capital, 
which he considers as his home city, for making abstract oil and ink paintings before 
immigrating to Bologna with his Italian wife in 1989 (figs. 1-1 to 1-3). The 
preliminary form of this work, Dialogue 對言舌，resulted from Zhang's desire to 
communicate with Italian communities through spray-drawing a profile image in one 
stroke as his personal sign in public space in 1992 (figs. 1-14 to 1-17). In some 
cases, the image of five-pointed star and Chinese text were sprayed around the head 
to signify his Chinese identity (fig. 2-7). After returning to Beijing in 1995, Zhang 
continued to spray-draw his signature sign in different kinds of intact spaces (figs. 
3-5 to 3-18) with occasional attachments of texts such as "AK-47" and "18K". 
Recently, he focused on using demolished sites for his sign (figs. 4-3 to 4-15). Since 
1998, Zhang hollowed out some of these profiles and considered them as an 
extended work called Demolition 拆 ( f ig . 4-39). His works that comprise both 
sprayed and hollow heads are called Dialogue and Demolition 對言舌禾口拆.These signs 
21 For detailed biographical information about the artist, see Wu Wenguang 吳文光’s interview with 
Zhang Dali m 1997 to 1998, "Yishujia xianchang: fangwen Zhang Dali"藝術家現場：訪問張大力 
(Artist on-site: an interview with Zhang Dali), Jinri xianfeng 今日先鋒(Avant-garde Today), no. 9 
(2000): 166-186. 
22 One of the best interviews was recorded by Wu Wenguang in his film, At Home in the World 四海 
爲家，in 1994, in which Zhang Dali talked about his exilic experiences in Bologna and his intention to 
communicate with the city through Dialogue. For a published interview, see ibid, 175-178. Also see 
Wu Hung's interpretation of the beginning of the art in Bologna, in Wu Hung, "Zhang Dali's 
Dialogue: Conversation with a City," Public Culture, vol. 4 (Fall 2000), 752. 
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no longer exist in its original form today due to urban (re)development of the cities. 
But they are captured in photographic form as well as being reproduced as light 
boxes for illustration and exhibition. 
Apparently, Dialogue /and Demolition is an art work that has a high level of 
complexity. It involves at least five major stages of execution. It begins with Zhang 
Dali inventing a one-stroke head as a personal sign, and transferring it to intact 
public spaces in a city through the act of spraying. Secondly, Zhang adds in new 
signs to modify the meaning of his primary sign. Thirdly, he transfers these signs to a 
range of public spaces in another city where graffiti art is absent. Next, Zhang 
executes these signs on demolished sites in the city and integrates them with the wall 
through the act of hollowing. Finally, Zhang frames these signs within the urban 
context of the city through photography. This allows him to exhibit the vanished 
street scene in form of photographs or light boxes. One has to bear in mind is that 
these five levels of execution are not separated from each other - at least the 
additional signs appearing in both non-ruined and demolished spaces, and 
photography is used to capture the heads executed in most spaces. They are 
structured in such a way only for systematic interpretation and illustration. 
With five interlocking stages of execution that crosses numerous media, 
Dialogue /and Demolition has been analyzed as graffiti, performance, conceptual and 
photographic arts that concern urban redevelopment in Beijing.23 However, few 
have noticed the fact that this work features the new use of sign in the architectural 
and cultural spaces across two cities. Therefore, in order to understand the function 
of signs in this work, it is necessary to understand the formation of the one-stroke 
head and its employment as the basic vocabulary in the work. 
23 Same as footnotes 13-15. 
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A. The Formation of a One-stroke Head Fragment 
Although the one-stroke head was invented after Zhang had resided in 
Bologna for three years, it was connected to the visual language of his previously 
used images in Beijing. As a matter of fact, Zhang used to create an intricate pattern 
of human forms in both oil on canvas (fig. 1-1) and color and ink on paper (fig. 1-2). 
These patterns comprise a conglomeration of solid human forms that bear no facial 
details. The abstraction of these figures echoes that of the one-stroke head. In another 
painting，Zhang confronts the viewers with the silhouette of three men standing 
frontal and upright (fig. 1-3). Such idea can be seen as the antecedence of using the 
one-stroke head to confront the viewers in public spaces. These paintings show that 
Zhang was interested in using human form as the basic vocabulary of his art. This 
was further supported by a statement Zhang mentioned in an interview: 
“我真正的變化是在我大學的三年級，那時我開始關心藝術與人的生活的問 
題”24 
"My third year of studies in university was critical to my personal development 
because I became interested in the question of art and people's life." (my 
translation) 
The idea of using human forms for artistic creation is continuously practised in some 
of his later projects. One example is AK-47, in which Zhang composed a human face 
with the text "AK-47" on canvas (2001-Present, fig. 1-4). He also casts real human 
bodies with fiberglass in Chinese Offspring 種方矣(2003, fig. 1-5), as well as creating 
24 Zhang Dali expressed this in an interview conducted by Wu Wenguang (2000), 172. 
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a whole team of Chinese figures with mixed materials in Wind/Horse/Flag 風;馬旗 
(2008, fig. 1-6). However, as remarked by Zhang in an interview in 2008, his 
concern during the 1980s and the 1990s was to capture man in an abstract form, 
whilst his later concern in the 2000s is to experiment with the creation of details.25 
Despite the human figures in the oil and ink paintings are given as full or 
half-body statures, the one-stroke head is decapitated. When being interviewed about 
his selection of a head as the sign in Dialogue, Zhang stressed his intention to 




"Huang Wenya, Han Weihua: At that time, did you make graffiti only with the image of a 
head? 
Zhang Dali: Yes, it was just a head.. •. I was mainly drawing myself... “ (my translation) 
“吳文光：一開始爲甚麼想到做人頭？ 
張大力：...只有人頭能代表我，畫的都是我自己…”27 
"Wu Wenguang: How did you first come up with the idea of using a head? 
Zhang Dali: ... only a head can represent me, I was drawing myself... “ (my translation) 
25 See Du Xiyun 杜曦雲，"Fangtan beijianzhe de shengcun—Zhang Dali fangtan"訪談卑賤者的生 
存—張大力訪談(July 22, 2008, at Zhang Dali's studio), in Wu-suo-bu-zai: Zhang Dali zuopin 
(1995-2008)無所不4 :張大力作品（1995-2008) (Pervasion: Works by Zhang Dali 1995-2008), ed. 
Feng Boyi 瑪博一 and Lin Fan 林帆(Shenzhen: Hexiangning Art Museum, 2009), 46. 
26 Huang Wenya 黃文亞 and Han Weihua 韓偉華，"Duihua yu duihua---Zhang Dali fangtan，，‘對言舌’ 
與對言舌—張大力訪談(Dialogue and dialogue---a conversation with Zhang Dali), inXicnichang: 798 
yishuqu shilu 現場：798 藝術區實錄 (On site: recording the 798 art zone), ed. Li Jiuju 李九菊 and 
Huang Wenya 音交亞(Beijing Shi: Wenhua yishu chubanshe, 2005), 206. 
27 Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
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Nevertheless, the idea of using a decapitated head in art is further developed in 
Zhang's later works. For instance, in Chinese Food That Gels at Room Temperature 
肉皮凍（2000, fig. 1-7), Zhang casts a human head in food gel that decomposes 
within three to four days.28 His One Hundred Chinese (2000, fig. 1-8) also confronts 
the audience with hundreds of sculptural heads that are made of resin. It appears that 
Zhang became interested in using a decapitated head in his art on top of his 
whole-bodied sculpture in the 2000s. The phenomenon of using a skull image is 
common among contemporary artists. For instance, Andy Warhol extracted only the 
image of the head from an actress's photograph in his silkscreen work, Marilyn 
Monroe (1962, fig. 1-9).29 As well, Jean Michel-Basquiat (1960-1988) constantly 
painted the image of a skull in his works (fig. 1-10). Jasper John (1930-) displayed 
"four truncated life casts of a face painted orange" in his Target with Four Faces 
(1955, fig. 1-11).30 Although these artists are using different approaches and media 
to visualize their artistic concerns, the use of head fragments as the key motif is 
central to their art. Perhaps a decapitated head is more successful in creating a 
visually compelling effect than a whole-bodied figure in contemporary visual culture, 
• 31 
a topic that deserves greater studies. 
28 Patricia Eichenbaum Karetzky, "Zhang Dali: The Face of China," Yishu (December 2005), 70. 
29 Thomas Crow points out that "his [Warhol] source was black-and-white publicity still, taken for the 
1953 film Niagara by Gene Koreman... A portrait in color from the same session, in which the actress 
reclines to one side and tilts her head in the opposition direction, was and remains today one of the 
best-known images of the young actress, but Warhol preferred to use a segment of a different, 
squarely upright pose. His cropping underlined that difference, using the outer contours of her hair 
and shoulders to define a solid rectangle, a self-contained unit at odds with the illusions of enticing 
animation normally projected by her photographs." Cited from Thomas Crow, "Saturday Disasters: 
Trace and Reference in Early Warhol," in his Modern Art in the Common Culture (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 1996), 51-53. 
30 Leo Steinberg, "Jasper Johns: the First Seven Years of His Art," in his Other Criteria (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1972), 35. 
31 Linda Nochlin studies the proliferation of the use of fragmented body in European art of the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in the context of European modernity. She also points out a 
number of artists of the twentieth century who use bodily fragments for their art; however without 
further contextualizing them. These include Max Ernst, Louise Bourgeois, and Cindy Sherman. See 
Linda Nochlin, The Body in Pieces: The Fragment as a Metaphor of Modernity (New York: Thames 
& Hudson, 1994), 53-57. 
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Examining the transformation of the head image further helps to identify the 
visual characteristics of the one-stroke head. After living in Bologna for two to three 
years, Zhang Dali dismissed the execution of ink painting. He began to experiment 
with making installation art and mixed media that he learned through visiting 
museums and international exhibitions in or around Italy.32 The transition from 
dismissing Chinese abstract painting to something completely different and more 
adapted to his new Euro-American context suggests a new way to comprehend the 








"...basically [in Bologna] I was using my old ideas in China: I painted something 
traditionally Chinese. For example, I made modern Chinese ink paintings and sold 
them at an art gallery. It was great to sell the paintings there. However, two years 
later, I found that this idea was totally a fallacy. It was a wrong way to understand 
art. Therefore, I threw away all paintings... After studying for years, I discovered 
that art is a practice of anthropology as it helps study [the conditions of] human 
being. One has to grasp that idea very well; if not, it will be meaningless to be an 
artist. This was my real thought: painting or other media of art have to be related to 
the questions or problems of human being. What you paint or draw is really 
unimportant." (my translation) 
32 Wu Wenguang (2000), 176. 
33 Ibid. 
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Zhang Dali rejected formalistic paintings and pursued a more conceptual 
approach of making art. The exact transition from the human figures in ink paintings 
to the abstract one-stroke head in Dialogue remains unclear due to the lack of 
markedly dated photos or documents between these two stages. Nevertheless, from a 
few photos provided by the artist, we can see that Zhang has experimented with 
drawing the profile on newspaper with brush and ink (fig. 1-12). These images echo 
the form of the one-stroke heads except the fact that they face the right and are 
darkened with ink in the center. Meanwhile, Zhang has experimented with drawing a 
head on walls in the public space in different manners: outlining in a three-quarter 
view (fig. 1-13) or a lateral view that face the left or the right (fig. 1-14). Gradually, 
he discarded the facial details such as the eyes (fig. 1-13), eyelashes (fig. 1-15), the 
ambiguous expression of the mouth (figs. 1-15 and 1-16), and the spiral that signifies 
the brain (fig. 1-16) in favor for a simple one-stroke curvy line (fig. 1-17). The form 
of the profile correlates closely with the one-stroke technique, as Zhang remarks in 




“I select a profile because it can be executed in one stroke. A frontal head [was 
not preferred because it] is difficult to draw in one stroke. Moreover, it doesn't 
look like anything. A profile can readily tell the shape of a head through simple 
outline." (my translation) 
34 Huang Wenya and Han Weihua, 206. 
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A profile enables the artist to produce the sign through an economic use of a stroke. 
Here we can see the function of such drawing mode in alluding to the profile of a 
person. 
Studies on one-stroke painting or drawing are lacking. However, this 
technique has caught the attention of some viewers through Ding Yanyong's 丁行亍庸 
(1902-1978) One-stroke Crane (1976, fig. 1-18) and One-stroke Cock (1977, fig. 
1-19). Although executed in different media, the one-stroke drawings are comparable 
in a way that the profiles of the depicted images are vividly outlined in one gestural 
movement of the hand.35 Their formal likeness to the original image is disregarded 
for a highly expressive line. These drawings demonstrate the denial of technical 
sophistication in a way that echoes the idea of guzhuo 古拙(clumsiness) in some 
Chinese paintings.36 Nevertheless, Zhang and Ding's one-stroke drawings are 
simplified into a line through swift dragging and twisting of the hand. This line not 
only renders both coarse and fine details of the image but also demonstrates a 
dynamic "contrast between the solid and the void"37 within which senses of 
eccentricity and childishness are delivered to the viewers of all ages/8 
With the age, gender, ethnicity and profession still being a mystery, the 
one-stroke head is extremely depersonalized and ambiguous. It resembles everyone 
35 Ding Yangyong is also famous for his one-stroke cat, whose head is outlined in one stroke 
connecting to its tail (fig. 1-20). This image is not compared with the one-stroke head because it is 
frontally executed. 
36 To learn the discussion about guzhuo (clumsiness), see Frank Vigneron, Zhijian: zhongxi yishu 
shangxi bijiao 之間’中西藝体于賞析比較(In-between: a comparative studies between Chinese and 
Euro-American art; trans. Wang Yan-tak; Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 2007), 116-119. 
37 This comment was originally used to describe the one-stroke cat in Ding's another painting which 
is not cited in this paper. The current writer uses this phrase here because she finds such quality in 
Ding's One-stroke Crane and One-stroke Cock as well as in Zhang's one-stroke head. See The Hong 
Kong Museum of Art, ed., No Frontiers: The Art of Ding Ycmyong (Hong Kong: Leisure and Cultural 
Service Department, 2008), 211. 
38 Many people regards Ding Yanyong's painting as demonstrating "boisterousness and eccentricity" 
{qite youqu 奇特有趣)and "childlikeness" {tianzhen tongqu 天真童趣).For the former idea, see Lang 
Shaojun, "Returning to The Past for Transcendence: Ding Yangyong's Exploration with Chinese 
Painting," ibid, 43. For the latter idea, see ibid, 211. 
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due to the basic profile illustration of a person. On the other hand, it does not refer to 
any particular person because it bears no personal identities. For those who are well 
acquainted with images that carry specific references, such as Benito Mussolini in 
Italy (fig. 1-21), Adolf Hitler in Germany, Benjamin Franklin in the United States, 
and Mao Zedong in China, this faceless head is highly ambiguous. Moreover, given 
the resemblance between the form of the one-stroke head and the profile of 
Mussolini,39 some graffiti artists in Bologna questioned and challenged the identity 
of these faceless image by scrawling text on top, such as "Who are you?" "Stop 
drawing!" "Fascism!"40 Some people even responded to the head with a Communist 
hammer and sickle, and the insignia of a right-wing party (fig. 1-22).41 Obviously, 
selecting a faceless skull as the key image in this work enables Zhang to capture 






"I feel that using the shape of human head as the sign is very important. People 
might not concern about my work if I used [the image of] a fish, a cross, a hand, 
a heart, or a circle. However, my art begins with [the head of] a person. This is 
important because a human head relates to everybody in some ways. People are 
fear of others. It will be dubious for them to see something that resembles them. 
Therefore my sign has hurt many people." (my translation) 
39 My gratitude to Professor Frank Vigneron for inspiring me this idea. 
40 Zhang Dali revealed this in the interviews conducted by Wu Wenguang in 1997-98. See the 
onginal Chinese text published by Wu:吳文光：“別人一開始在牆上和你對話時寫的是什麼？“ 
張大力：“一般都是罵人的話，很多誤解的東西。比如，‘他媽的！你是誰？ ’ ‘停止！別他媽畫 
了 ！‘ ‘法西斯！，” See Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
41 Wu Hung (2000), 752. 
42 Wu Wenguang (2000), 181. 
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A faceless human head catches people's attention because of its similarity to every 
individual. Its faceless quality constitutes a high sense of metaphysical ambiguity 
that in turn evokes speculation and anxiety in the viewers. 
B. The One-stroke Head as a Personal Sign for Communication 
After experimenting with the form and the method of execution (figs. 1-12 
to 1-16, 1-23), Zhang Dali finalized the design of the one-stroke head on wall (fig. 
1-17). The remaining photos of Dialogue illustrate that Zhang has exclusively 
sprayed this image on the walls around Bologna. Such act differentiates him from 
ordinary graffiti artists who seek to illustrate their creativity and abilities to make 
colorful and embellished images. In addition, Zhang's one-stroke head is technically 
economic. It is different than the decorative chalk drawings of Keith Haring 
(1958-90), which were executed on black papers that covered the outdated 
advertisement in New York's subway station during the 1980s (fig. 1-24).43 In terms 
of the strategy, Zhang's consistent spraying of the one-stroke head somehow echoes 
Basquiat and his friend, A1 Diaz, who tagged their wall writings in lower Manhattan 
with the sign, "SAMOO", in the late 1970s (fig. 1-25).44 Repeatedly spraying the 
same signature tag along with their writings on walls, Basquiat and A1 Diaz make 
their sprayed text readily identified among the street graffiti in New York. Obviously, 
43 Keith Haring made chalk drawings on the black papers that covered the defunct advertisements in 
New York's subway stations in the 1980s. These images ranged from barking dogs，radiant babies, 
copulating couples, anthropomorphic appliances, to zapping spaceship. Sometimes he interlocked 
these images with each other to form a linear maze pattern. See Sam Hunter, John Jacobus and Daniel 
Wheeler, Modem Art: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Photography (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: 
Prentice Hall, 2004), 399. As Haring commented himself, his chalk drawings were decorative and 
patterned. See "Interview with Keith Haring," conducted by Vince Aletti, in Keith Haring, Future 
Primeval (Normal, 111.: University Galleries, Illinois State University, 1990), 100. 
44 To know more about the rise of SAMO© in the late 1970s, see Philip Faflick, "The SAMO Graffiti: 
Boosh Wah or CIA?" The Village Voice, December 11, 1978. For more photos that capture 
"SAMO©", see the photos taken and published by Henry Flynt on the web at 
http://www.henryflynt.org/overviews/samo.htm (accessed May 18, 2009). 
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producing a tag or an image in public spaces frequently can turn it into a sign that 
signifies the existence of its producer. 
Although Zhang learned about the graffiti art of Haring and Basquiat early 
before leaving Beijing,45 his one-stroke head functions differently from these 
American artists. We have already explained how Zhang's public drawings differ 
from Haring's. As for Basquiat and A1 Diaz, their sign "SAMOO" remains 
subordinate to the wall writing that comments on the local art scene. It never exists 
by itself as an independent image or a work of art. This is different to the one-stroke 
head that consistently appears as the primary and isolated sign in public space for 
most his art. Moreover, "SAMOO" differs from the one-stroke head in its form and 
composition as it is composed of four letters and a "©". "S-A-M-O" stands for "same 
0’ same o'." With the copyright sign "©" attached to these letters, it transforms 
"SAMO" into the name of the executor, while the © sign reminds the viewers of the 
copyright on their work.46 Therefore, "SAMOO" performs clearly as a warning label 
that stresses the originality of the written text on walls. Its lucid function contrasts 
sharply with the ambiguity of the one-stroke sign in Dialogue. Although Basquiat 
has once sprayed a frontal skull along with his messages (fig. 1-26), he soon 
transferred it to the canvases as a frequently recurring image (fig. 1-10). Clearly, 
Zhang's one-stroke head differs from Basquait's "SAMO©" and skull with its 
primacy and consistency as an isolated sign in public spaces. 
Introducing the one-stroke head as an independent sign in public spaces, 
Zhang takes advantage of the characteristics of sign to create a dialogue with the 
viewer. Such concept can be explained with the use of semiotics theories. According 
45 Zhang Dali revealed this to the current writer through email on November 14, 2007. See the 
ongmal Chinese text:[我]在去義大利之前知道有塗鴉藝術’因爲看過一些畫冊，像基斯-哈林、 
巴斯奎特等等，但從沒有想過也用這種手段來作藝術。 
46 Rene Ricard, "The Radiant ChiXd；'Artforum (December 1981): 37. 
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to Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), a sign consists of a "signifier" and a 
"signified".47. For instance, in an English-speaking country, a board carrying the 
alphabets "E-X-I-T" is a signifier that signifies a way leading to the outside. In 
Dialogue, since Zhang Dali claims that the one-stroke head was invented to represent 
himself, it becomes the signifier that signifies his existence in a city. In other words, 
the one-stroke head forms the signifier, and Zhang Dali as the executor forms the 
intended signified of the sign. This signifier and what is being signified form the first 
system of signification according to the semiological system introduced by Roland 
Barthes in his Mythologies.^ 
Nevertheless, the one-stroke head as an abstract sign demonstrates a high 
level of ambiguity for different ways of communication. This is because the 
correlation between the signifier and the signified of a sign is always arbitrary. 
People have to learn the signification by convention and practice over time.49 In 
Dialogue, the fact that Zhang introduces his sign to the society without any 
annotations complicates the synthesis of a definite signification among the public. 
People are unaware of the intended messages behind the faceless head image. They 
interpret it according to their personal and cultural knowledge. For instance, in 
Bologna, some people perceive it as political image partially because of their 
historical association with Fascism in the past.50 Such reading of the sign is different 
to a taxi driver who reckons the sprayed head as the symbol of a triad group. This 
interpretation may come from his cultural knowledge of the practice of spraying 
among the triad members in Hong Kong, which could be learned through films 
47 Ferdinand de Saussure, A Course in General Linguistics, trans. Wade Baskin (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1966), 67. 
48 Roland Barthes, "Myth Today" mMythologies (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972), 114. 
49 Saussure, 67. 
50 To leam the political history of Fascism in Bologna, see chapter six, "The Police and the Rise of 
Bolognese Fascism, 1921-1922" in Jonathan Dunnage, The Italian Police and the Rise of Fascism: a 
Case Study of the Province of Bologna, 1897-1925 (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 1997), 117-153. 
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during the 1990s.51 The Bologna and Beijing's viewers arrive at different 
interpretations because of their own socio-cultural context. This illustrates what 
Barthes has explained that what is being signified can become the signifier of another 
sign in a different context.52 The signification can further multiply depending on the 
context of the sign and the interpretation of the viewer. There are no criteria 
justifying the exactitude of the interpretation. From these examples, we can see that 
spraying the one-stroke head in a city not only asserts the existence of an artist, but 
also provokes questions and dialogues between the spectators because of its 
ambiguous references and an array of possible interpretations. This enables Zhang to 
interact with people in a visual manner. 
Zhang Dali places his sign in the city as an art work due to two reasons. 
Conceptually, as discussed above, Zhang believes that art should gain a new role in 
reflecting the conditions of a person. Therefore, he disregards formalistic beauty and 
incorporates his life in his art. This idea forms the premise of the genesis of the 
one-stroke head. Moreover, as a self-imposed exile in Bologna, Zhang was unable to 
communicate with local people and artists in fluent Italian. These motivated him to 




51 Zhang Dali stated this in his conversation with Leng Lin 冷林，"He chengshi 'duihua' ---Zhang Dali 
fangtan”禾口城市‘對言舌,---張大力訪談('Dialogue' with the city---a conversation with Zhang Dali), in 
Leng Lin, Shi wo 是我 ( I t ' s me; Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chubanshe, 2000), 171. 
52 When explaining the formation of myth, Barthes explains the idea of "a semiological chain" in the 
following manner: "it [myth] is a second-order semiological system. That which a sign (namely the 
associative total of a concept and an image) in the first system, becomes a mere signifier in the 
second... And it is precisely this final term which will become the first term of the greater system 
which it builds and of which it is only a part. Everything happens as if myth shifted the formal system 
of the first significations sideways." To leam a greater detailed of this theory and the examples given 





“Wu Wenguang: Later when I met you in Bologna... .you have already begun spraying 
one-stroke heads in street and called it "Dialogue". How did you get this idea in the 
beginning? 
Zhang Dali: I did this because of my psychological status. I was really lonely and 
depressed at that time. For one thing, I could not speak in Italian. Another reason was that 
I did not know the local artists. Finally I sought a forceful method to make people look at 
my art." (my translation) 
C. The Conceptual Qualities of the One-stroke Head 
The sprayed sign also communicates with the viewers through its conceptual 
references to the human qualities of a head. Although bearing no features to illustrate 
its gender, age, or occupation, every one of the executed forms is unique on four 
levels: the overall shape, the facial features, and the emotional and temporal states. 
To demonstrate this idea, we have to examine the one-stroke heads executed in both 
Bologna and Beijing with a more in-depth analysis. 
First of all, each one-stroke head has its own shape. The shapes of the heads 
range from horizontally elongated form (fig. 1-27) to vertically lengthened shape (fig. 
1-28). As for the brain and neck, some heads are composed of a ball-shaped skull and 
a small neck (fig. 1-29) while some have a small brain and a thick neck (fig. 1-30). 
These heads are given in different sizes and shapes because they are gesturally drawn 
by the artist. In other words, their forms are directly affected by the strength and 
speed of each body movement of the artist during the process of drawing. For 
53 Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
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instance, if Zhang walks for one or two steps after drawing the back of the head 
before resting to complete the facial features, he creates a horizontally elongated 
image on wall (fig. 1-27). If he completes the whole drawing on the same spot with 
swift movement of the hand, he produces a vertically elongated and round head (fig. 
1-28). Therefore, even though the one-stroke head is produced by a similar way of 
twisting and rendering a curve line, their form changes through the coarse movement 
of the artist's body and hand. 
Secondly, apart from various sizes and shapes, these heads differ from one 
another by their facial features as if in a real individual. Some one-stroke heads 
demonstrate a small and pointed nose (figs. 1-27 and 1-30) while others have 
comparatively huge and round ones (figs. 1-28 and 1-29). As for the shape of the 
mouth, some heads bear a pair of thick lips (figs. 1-28 and 1-30) and others are given 
thin lips (figs. 1-27 and 1-29). Facial distinctions are extended to the shape of the 
chin, among which some are flat in shape (figs. 1-27 and 1-30) while some are rather 
curvy in form (figs. 1-28 and 1-29). The variations of these facial components result 
from minor alterations in twisting and turning the hand and arm when executing the 
undulations. The fineness of this movement stands apart from the coarse outlining of 
the head that demands the movement of the entire body as discussed in the previous 
paragraph. 
Thirdly, in addition to the facial features, the one-stroke heads in Dialogue 
demonstrate unique emotional qualities because of the variations on the shape of the 
mouth, the eyebrow, and the disposition of the head. A clear example is that Zhang 
creates a range of emotions to his signs through altering the curves that signify the 
mouth. For instance, when he makes the lips resting slightly against each other, he 
creates a gentle smile for the head (fig. 1-31). When the lips are dragged apart with 
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the corner rising upwards, he creates a laughing face (fig. 1-32). However, the 
smiling effect would vanish if the corner of the mouth points downwards (fig. 1-33), 
or the two curves lean closely towards each other (fig. 1-34). In some cases, the 
one-stroke head is given an angry (fig. 1-35), a meditative (fig. 1-36)，or a drunken 
face (fig. 1-37) depending on the distortion of curves that signify the face and the 
neck. Nevertheless, some one-stroke heads appear rather unemotional because of the 
well-proportioned curve (fig. 1-27). After all, for gestural images that communicate 
with people through a line, minor changes to the face can lead to prominent 
emotional qualities perceived by the viewers. Such characteristic contributes to the 
differences in head images drawn by other contemporary Chinese artists, whose 
emotions are clearly depicted with the painting medium. 
We may gain a better understanding of how the form of these one-stroke 
heads convey their features and emotions conceptually to the viewers by referring to 
Rodolphe Topffer's theory of the physiognomy in cartoon drawing that was made in 
the mid-nineteenth century. According to Topffer, a cartoon figure communicates 
with the viewer through its permanent and non-permanent signs. Permanent signs are 
those that are disposed to a figure permanently. These include the "inherent" features 
such as the shape of the forehead, the eye, the nose, the mouth, the chin, and the back 
of the cartoon's head.54 Non-permanent signs are those that depict all temporary or 
accidental emotions of a figure.55 Topffer argues that permanent signs can reflect the 
general character and intelligence of a drawn figure. For instance, the high wide 
forehead of a cartoon man may signify his intellectual power (fig. 1-38)，while a 
low-pinched brow signifies the intellectual incompetence of a man (fig. 1-39). As for 
the lips, extremely thin ones indicate spitefulness or insensibility (figs. 1-3 8 and 1-40) 
54 Rodolphe Topffer, Enter the Comics (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), 17-18. 
55 Ibid, 17. 
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while thick lips signify easy-going nature (fig. 1-39).56 If we apply Topffer's 
interpretation to some of the one-stroke heads in Dialogue, we can also distinguish 
their character and intelligence. For instance, in fig. 1-29, the two heads demonstrate 
very similar profiles of the nose, the mouth and the chin. However, the fact that the 
left head is given a larger and rounder brain than the right head creates an illusion as 
if the left head is smarter and more assertive than the one on its right. Their tight lips 
also create a sense of spitefulness, which differ from the simple-minded and 
easy-going feeling illustrated by the low-pinch brow and the thick lips of the head in 
fig. 1-30. Examining the one-stroke heads with Topffer's theory can explain how 
these one-stroke heads communicate with the viewer through their dispositional traits 
in addition to the depicted emotions. It also enables us to identify the correlation 
between the depicted form and the created characteristics of these images. 
In addition to the difference in the shapes, faces, emotion, and personality of 
the one-stroke heads, these images demonstrate different speed and visual 
locomotion on the drawn surface. For instance, the two heads in fig. 1-41 
demonstrate very similar facial profiles. However, the right head has its back 
connecting to a long oblique neck whilst the brain and the neck of the left head are 
markedly defined by a curve and a straight line. This creates an illusion as if the right 
head is moving towards the left head, which seems comparatively static in its 
pictorial space. Therefore, using a slanted long curve line to represent the neck and 
the back can suggest visual movement of a one-stroke head. When applying this 
technique to the series of heads in fig. 1-42, they appear as if they are moving across 
the wall from the right to the left. This visual effect can be further diversified by 
strategically overlapping and isolating the heads (fig. 1-43). As for the one-stroke 
56 Ibid, 17 -18 . 
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heads in fig. 1-44, their distinctive neck and head make them appear more static than 
the heads in fig. 1-42. From these analyses, we can see that alteration made to the 
line representing the back of the head and neck can lead to different temporal effects 
to the one-stroke heads. 
The visual forms of these heads vary from case to case because Zhang Dali 
combines the technique of drawing in one stroke with his emotion and bodily 
strength during the process of drawing. This technique features the use of only a 
single line to capture the form and the spirit of the depicted object. Physical likeness 
of the depicted image is downplayed for unrestrained movement of the artist's body 
in one continuous gesture of drawing. The approach of drawing with a free spirit 
echoes the "all-inclusive original painting" (yi-hua 一畫）introduced by Shitao 石濤 
(1642-1705), in Kugua heshang huayulu 苦瓜禾口尙畫語錄(Talks on Painting by the 
Monk "Bitter-Melon，，)，in which Shitao addresses the free movement of the wrist in 




"The movement of the wrist must be freely revolving, they must transmit the 
richness of the ink and dominate the open spaces; they must start out as if cutting, 
drawing in like ripping, form circles and squares, straight lines and curves, make 
swellings and hollows, break and cut resolutely, move horizontally and transversely 
like watch that penetrates deep, or like rising flames of fire, they must do it all 
naturally without being in the least forced."58 
57 Shitao 石濤，Kugua heshang huayulu 苦瓜禾口尙畫語錄(Talks on Painting by the Monk 
"Bitter-Melon"; reprinted in Beijing: Beijing tushuguan chubanshe, 1998), 873-874. 
58 Translated by Osvald Siren in The Chinese on the Art of Painting (New York: Schocken Books; 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1963), 185. 
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The fact that the one-stroke head showed a free spirit also echoes the act gestural 
painting (xieyi 寫意）in the tradition of Chinese paintings, in which the execution of 
images is governed by physical and emotional qualities of the artist. Since the 
strength, the spirit, and the condition of the artist body in space predominately 
determine the drawing, any changes can lead to variations from each execution. The 
executed image also manifests a sense of speed and tension corresponding to the 
gestural movement of the artist. These signs convey their characteristics and temper 
to the viewer in a conceptual manner. 
D. Strategic Placement of the Sign in a City 
Zhang widely executes this conceptual sign on wall surfaces around Bologna 
and Beijing to confront it with people. Mapping the remaining photos of Dialogue in 
Bologna (Map 3), we can see that the artist began by drawing on the roads around his 
home. Gradually, he expanded his project to the main roads within the old city and 
other new regions.59 Since these spaces are physically durable, executing the signs 
on these surfaces allows long-term exhibition to the public. Moreover, the fact that 
these spaces are accessible to everyone ensures its visibility to a wide range of 
spectators. 
Spraying the head signs in the city, Zhang takes advantage of the 
characteristics of the site to compose special visual effects for communication. In fig. 
1-17, Zhang squeezes his sign into the space that is framed by the corner of the wall 
and a window. Since the one-stroke head faces the left, it creates an effect as if the 
59 The current writer confirmed this with Zhang Dali through email on July 5, 2009. 
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head is observing the road condition around the corner of the wall. This "observing 
effect" appears again on two other sites. One demonstrating two heads that are 
sprayed around the edge of a wall (fig. 1-45), and a single head executed around the 
corner of a redbrick wall (fig. 1-46). While in another site, Zhang situates his sign on 
a narrow wall that is flanked by two gates (fig. 1-47). This creates a visual effect of 
this head being confined into a narrow space and observes people in the two 
neighboring spaces. The careful placement of these signs makes a contrast to some 
earlier experimentation, in which Zhang merely juxtaposed the heads with the 
pre-existing graffiti art on conspicuous wall (fig. 1-14). Although these three photos 
represent only a small portion of his work, they illustrate the artist's attempt to 
combine his sign with the spatial characteristic of a site for creating distinctive visual 






"It was selective. On a specific site, a person casually discovers the drawing there. 
Later he sees it again somewhere. I do not want to make it like an advertisement 
that runs along a wall. Art should not be like this. In this art, the head has to 
function as a shadow that allows people to discover it without extra effort. It is such 
a thing." (my translation) 
Obviously, a sign may take advantage of a space if it is strategically placed in 
a city. Its role is altered when constructing a dynamic interaction with the spatial 
53 Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
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characteristics of the site. This notion is well exemplified by the fact that the 
one-stroke head becomes an audacious "performer" who seeks to catch people's 
attention when it appears with other graffiti art on conspicuous walls. However, it 
becomes a modest "observer" who observes people's life when it appears around the 
corner of the city. Consequently, a wall no longer functions as a canvas in the city. 
Combining its characteristics with the form of the one-stroke head creates a visually 
compelling language within the space. This makes a contrast to ordinary graffiti 
artists who merely spray their drawings on walls without constructing a specific 
visual relationship between their drawings and the space. 
E. Summary 
This chapter reviewed the invention and the characteristics of a one-stroke 
head as the visual sign in Dialogue. Produced in a single gestural stroke, this sign 
differs from Zhang Dali's early exploration of human figures with the fact that it is 
decapitated, highly economic and abstract in form. The transition from making 
modern Chinese painting to spraying sign in public spaces demonstrates the artist's 
rejection of formalistic pursuit in art, and his adoption of a conceptual approach of 
making art as a result of his exposure to a new culture and his firsthand life 
experience as a self-imposed exile in Italy. When appearing widely in the public of a 
city, this one-stroke head becomes an individualistic sign that signifies the existence 
of the executor. The fact that this sign is entirely self-invented and abstract confronts 
the street viewer with the signification open to different ways of interpretation. This 
enables the sign to form a wide range of dialogue with the viewers. 
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As Zhang Dali executes extensively his one-stroke head in Bologna and 
Beijing, he combines the characteristics of the sign and site to create specific visual 
effects. On one hand, he may control the emotion or the personality of the one-stroke 
head through coarse or fine movements of his hand and body. On the other hand, he 
considers the spatial features of a site when placing his sign in that space. These two 
strategies of using sign enhance the conceptual qualities of Dialogue and create a 
new dimension of visual interaction between the sign and street viewers. 
Beginning from the next chapter, we will examine another strategy adopted 
by Zhang Dali in both Bologna and Beijing to augment his visual conversation with 
the viewers. Zhang Dali continues to make Dialogue in Beijing appearing not to be a 
casual decision. For one thing, Beijing has undergone radical political, economical 
and socio-cultural transformations after Zhang left China in 1989. Therefore, in 
certain contexts, Beijing has become a new city to him after his repatriation in 1995, 




"Since I didn't return to this city for many years, I am no longer acquainted with it. It 
means a lot to me to continue Dialogue in China. There are many reasons for such 
continuation. The environment in China is new to me. It is no longer easy for me to 
have heart-to-heart dialogues with people." (my translation) 
As a voluntary repatriation, Zhang finds himself alienated from this home city. 
Therefore, executing the one-stroke head in Beijing enables him into interact with the 
city and people through an approach that he has acquired and practised in Europe. 
53 Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
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Chapter Two: Modification by other Connotative Signs 
As illustrated in the second section of chapter one, the one-stroke head as a 
self-invented abstract sign demonstrates obscure meaning to the viewers. To further 
address the intended messages, Zhang adds in new signs around the one-stroke heads. 
These include the use of five-pointed stars and some Chinese terms or phrases in 
Bologna, and specific model numbers such as "AK-47" and "18K" in Beijing. The 
semi otic impact of using these four kinds of sign on the one-stroke head in Dialogue 
will be interpreted in this chapter. It also investigates the socio-cultural context of 
these signs and their artistic values in the project. 
A. Pictorial Sign 
The five-pointed star was first adopted by Zhang Dali to modify the meaning 
of the one-stroke head in Bologna in 1992. Unlike the Star of David, which has six 
angles (fig. 2-1), Zhang's star bears five acute angles that are outlined in one stroke. 
It was first executed in a group around the one-stroke head with a brush (fig. 2-2) or 
spray-paints (fig. 2-3) in different colors. Gradually the stars were unified in style 
through using the same color of spray-paint and placing it within the head (fig. 2-4). 
Such formal transformation demonstrates the artist's attempt to relate the stars with 
the image of the one-stroke head. In his later execution in Bologna, Zhang 
experimented by centering an amplified star inside the head (fig. 2-5). As the star 
gains a dominant position, it exerts a greater impact on the visual effect and the 
significance of the one-stroke head. 
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These stars are employed because of the artist's desire to assert his identity in 
the adopted country. With five acute angles standing upright, the star mimics the 
shape of the dominating five-pointed star in the national flag of the People's 
Republic of China (PRC, fig. 2-6). The repetitive use of this image in the recent 
political history of the PRC turns it into the national symbol of China. This concept 
functions in a way similar to the symbols of other cultures - for example, a cross is 
used to represent Christianity and a six-pointed star is used to represent Jewish. The 
Communist uses the image of hammer and sickle, and the Nazi uses a swastika.62 As 
national identity is integrally connected to symbols or flags,63 Zhang Dali draws the 
five-pointed star around his personal sign to assert its Chinese origin in Bologna.64 
In this context, the five-pointed star transforms the one-stroke head from its neutral 
quality to a nationalistic sign. 
B. Textual Signs 
Apart from the pictorial sign, Zhang Dali uses Chinese terms or slogans to 
transform the implication of the head in Bologna. This includes “geming” 革命 
(revolution, fig. 2-7)，“da dao faxisi” 打/[到法西其斤(overthrowing Fascism) and 
“rerrnin wan sui” 人民万岁( the simplified Chinese, which means long life for 
people) (fig. 2-8).65 These three phrases bear specific political meanings as a result 
62 Lawrence K. Frank, "The World as a Communication Network," in Gyorgy Kepes, Sign, Image, 
Symbol (New York: G. Braziller, 1966), 10-11. 
63 Arthur Asa Berger, Signs in Contemporary Culture: an Introduction to Semiotics (Salem, 
Wisconsin: Sheffield Publishing Company, 1984), 99. 
64 Zhang Dali revealed this to the current writer through email in February, 2009. 
65 “Reming wan sui” was introduced to the public by Mao Zedong when he inspected the proletarian 
revolutionists in Tiananmen Square in the advent of the Cultural Revolution in 1966. These four 
characters appeared again ten years later as a banner's slogan in Tiananmen Square in the April Fifth 
Incident. Therefore, this phrase was well-known among Chinese as revolutionary slogan. Renmin wan 
sui 人民萬歲(Long life for people; Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1978), 32-33. 
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of their associations with various political incidents in Chinese and European history 
of the twentieth century. From visual comparison between the photos, we see that 
“geming” forms a more unified picture with the heads compared to the other two 
slogans because of two observable features. First, the characters “ge”革 and “ming” 
命 are sprayed in the same color as the one-stroke head and the stars, whilst “da dao 
b^xh/”打侄[J法西其斤 and “renming wan swf，人民萬歲 are executed in a different color. 
Furthermore, “geming” mingles with the shape of the one-stroke heads through 
writing the “/row，’ 口 in “ge”革 and in "/w/>2g" pp in one stroke instead of three 
regular strokes (fig. 2-7-2). The pictorial presentation of these texts makes a 
difference to “da dao faxisi” and “renming wan sui”, which are written casually and 
appear detached from the heads. From these comparisons, we can see that “geming” 
is more artistically affiliated with the prime vocabulary of the project. 
The words geming, meaning revolution, is widely known to Chinese because 
of its association with a range of political incidents in China of the twentieth century. 
This term became widely known to people after the 1911 Revolution (Xinhai geming 
辛亥革命)，in which Sun Yat-sen 孫中山 overthrew the Qing regime in the year of 
“xinhai” 辛亥 in 1911. Thereafter, the concept of geming was extended to anarchism, 
revolutionary Marxism, and a range of social, urban and rural revolutions during the 
following decades in China.66 “Geming” was employed again as the title of the 
Cultural Revolution, “Wenhua da geming” 文化大革命，to signify the politically 
and socially transformed period during Mao China between 1966-1976. Even though 
66 See Arif Dirlik, Anarchism in the Chinese Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1991); Arif Dirlik, Marxism in the Chinese Revolution (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers, 2005), 45-71; Christina Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese Revolution (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995), 115-199; and Stephen Averill, Revolution in the Highlands: 
China ’s Jinggangshan Base Area (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2006), 109-143. 
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the idea of revolution disappeared in post-socialist China,67 the fact that it has 
drastically transformed the political and socio-cultural structure of China throughout 
the twentieth century conveys clear political meanings to many people. Attaching 
this term to the one-stroke heads transforms them from their neutral qualities to 
possessing political meanings. This notion is further accentuated by its co-presence 
with the five-pointed stars around the heads (fig. 2-7). Nevertheless, to comprehend 
the message behind such group of images, the viewer needs to have good knowledge 
of Chinese and the political history of China of the twentieth century. 
On top of the historical implication, the term geming bespeaks a sense of 
heroism to Zhang Dali. It was used by him to convey his courageous feelings 
acquired during the course of spray-drawing in the city at night. Such notion can be 





“I had this concept for long. It was natural. When I was spraying on wall, I felt 
myself as if a hero in the dark during the twenties and thirties, a feeling of 
self-empowerment and heroism. Therefore, it was natural for me to come up with 
this term immediately. I was like carrying a heroic feeling of revolution. I was 
representing a group of people." (my translation) 
Perhaps spray-drawing on walls in the dark gives Zhang an empowering feeling of 
representing the minorities in the adopted country. He gains a sense of heroism, and 
67 Arif Dirlik, "Socialism Without Revolution: The Case of Contemporary China," Pacific Affairs, 
54.4 (Winter 1981-1982): 632-661. 
68 Wu Wenguang (2000), 179. 
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seeks to express his feelings through a sign. Since a revolution is usually led by 
heroic individuals who strive to overthrow the political turmoil, it gives Zhang a 
feeling as if a forceful sign that asserts his courageous act around the one-stroke head. 
As Zhang comments that the term was written out of immediacy, it shows the use of 
additional signs for the one-stroke head is rather unpremeditated, possibly a 
combined result of instantaneous emotional change and physical act of the artist. 
While political terms or slogans render a courageous sense, insolent slang 
such as “ta ma de” 他女•白勺(literally means "his mother") is sprayed along with the 
one-stroke head to express the agitated emotion of the artist.69 Since no picture is 
available to illustrate the use of this sign in the work, we can only analyze its 
semi otic impact on the one-stroke head. “Ta ma de” has sarcastically been regarded 
by Lu Xun 魯迅 as the "national swearword" (guoma 國罵)due to its commonality 
* • 70 , . 
between some Chinese who express their anger or annoyance through it. This 
slang expression as well embodies the anger of Zhang Dali when he found people in 
Bologna were generally unaware of the Chinese identity of the one-stroke head. 
Therefore, he sprayed these words around the heads to express his anger in a textual 
manner, as he explained in the following text: 
“這完全是我自己的一種發泄，我畫後沒有人知道這是一個中國人畫的，我就 
寫上漢字‘他媽的’ ’後來發現有人跟我對話了。”71 
"It was entirely my emotional release. Since no one realized that it [the one-stroke 
head] was drawn by a Chinese, I wrote along it with the Chinese characters, ‘ta ma 
de\ Later some one responded to it as a dialogue" (my translation) 
69 Zhang Dali revealed this in his conversation with Wu Wenguang. See Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
70 See Lu Xun 魯迅,“Lun 'ta ma de! ”’ 論“他媽的!” (A brief discussion on "his mother!"), Yu si 語 
絲，no. 37 (1925,7, 27). 
71 Wu Wenguang (2000), 177. 
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When these three Chinese characters appear around the one-stroke head, it expresses 
the agitated temper of the executer and transforms the one-stroke head into a 
mundane sign that confronts the viewers in an offensive manner. Contrary to the 
heroic quality of the head accompanied by “geming”, this kind of head bespeaks a 
sense of crudity and offensiveness that may appear unacceptable to some viewers. 
Nevertheless, on top of the connotative meanings, the Chinese characters and 
slogans studied in this section are employed by Zhang Dali to accentuate his identity 
as a Chinese. One has to bear in mind that these characters were used in Bologna 
where most Italians did not understand the language. Therefore, the fact that Zhang 
employs “geming” instead of its Italian form, “rivoluzione”, to announce the 
courageous feelings, and uses “ta ma de” rather than “cazzo” to express his anger 
demonstrates his attempt to retain the Chinese quality of these texts. For these 
Chinese characters appearing in Bologna, they are simply perceived by the Italians as 
Chinese characters. In that sense, these characters function as sign to accentuate the 
Chinese identity of the executor as well as the Chinese origin of the one-stroke head 
whilst expressing the artist's emotion. 
C. Alphanumeric Signs 
The technique of using additional signs enters a new stage in the extended 
part of Dialogue in Beijing. Since Zhang Dali no longer needs to address his identity 
in his home city, the five-pointed stars and Chinese characters disappeared in his 
work. On the contrary, Zhang appropriates international signs, such as "AK-47" and 
"18K" from military and industrial sectors for emotional expression. The sign 
"AK-47' first appeared in Dialogue in 1995 when the project was executed at a 
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demolished space around Drum Tower 鼓樓 in Beijing (fig. 2-9). "18K" appeared 
one year later around the heads executed at the east gate of the Altar of Earth 地壇 
(fig. 2-10). These two signs were usually written after the spraying of the head(s); 
therefore, they were mostly positioned to its/their left (figs. 2-11 and 2-12).72 
However, some of these signs are occasionally placed to the right (fig. 2-13) or 
within the head (fig. 2-14). The reasons behind these configurations remain unknown 
even to the artist because of the spontaneity of executing them without detailed 
planning. In most cases, these two signs appear separately to modify the one-stroke 
head. Only in a few situations do the two appear simultaneously with the heads (fig. 
2-15) or appear independently by itself (fig. 2-16). 
Through studying the use of these signs in a chronological order, one can 
notice the fact that Zhang seeks to present them as clear as possible. There are two 
pieces of visual evidence illustrating such notion. First, Zhang abandoned the idea of 
expressing the sign within a balloon that he has experimented in 1995 (fig. 2-17). 
Second, he evolved from executing the "AK-47" in one stroke (fig. 2-9) to printing 
them as legible as possible by writing them slowly (figs. 2-12, 2-14, and 2-15). When 
these signs are presented frontally and legibly, they confront the spectator a vis-a-vis 
fashion in the same way as the one-stroke head. This allows the viewer to identify 
the letters and numbers readily and perceive the semi otic impacts of attaching these 
signs to the one-stroke head. 
i. "AK-47' 
72 To learn the drawing of the one-stroke head(s) and "AK-47", see this video clip: Beatrice Turpin, 
Associated Press Television News (APTN, China) (1999), in which Zhang Dali wrote a "AK-47" to 
the left of a one-stroke head. 
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Each letter and number in these two signs refers to a specific concept in 
military and industrial sectors. As for "AK-47", it is the model number of an assault 
rifle invented by Mikhail Kalashnikov for the Soviet Army in 1947. The "A" 
represents the sort of rifle - “avtomat” in Russian and "automatic" in English. The 
"K" is the initial of the inventor's last name. "47" signifies the year when the gun 
was invented.73 AK-47 is well known to people because of its devastating use on 
both regional and national battlefields. In post WWII, it enabled the Soviet Union to 
take control of the vast territories acquired through the victories over Nazi 
Germany.74 Furthermore, the Third World's revolutionaries including the Iraqi 
government soldier or rebel, Afghan Mujahadeens, Colombian militiamen, 
Palestinian gunman, and African child soldier are extensively using it in recent 
decades.75 As a result, the model number of AK-47 is frequently broadcasted on 
radio and television news as a devastating weapon leading to violence and bloodshed. 
Employing the model number of this weapon to the one-stroke head somehow 
transforms it from its neutral quality into a violent one. This sign functions likewise 
as the five-pointed star and Chinese character in altering the moderate quality of the 
one-stroke head. 
While the star and the Chinese characters address the artist's identity in 
Bologna, “AK-47’ highlights the destructive qualities of the demolished site in 
Beijing. From the photos of Dialogue, this sign is frequently used along with the 
one-stroke heads that are executed on demolished sites. Zhang begins by drawing on 
a half-demolished house around the Drum Tower in 1995 (fig. 2-9) and ends on a 
broken wall around Qianmen 前門 in 2006 (fig. 2-18). The choice of space 
73 Michael Hodges, AK47: The Story of a Gun (San Francisco, CA: MacAdam/Cage Pub., 2007), 6. 
74 Ibid, 5. 
75 Ibid, 6. 
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illustrates a sense of mechanical violence where rubbles and debris can be found 
everywhere. They demonstrate ruinous quality of the site as if destructed by a 
catastrophe or war in which weapons are involved. When tagging these spaces with 
the sign of a devastating assault rifle, it highlights the damaged conditions of the 
building and the region (fig. 2-18). When one considers its co-presence with the 
human form of one-stroke head, it questions the use of violence on people who have 
vanished from the demolished site. 
Undeniably, AK-47 is associated with a wide range of violence in and outside 
China. This makes the employment of "AK-47' in an experimental Chinese art rather 
ironic. For one thing, China was involved in the manufacture of AK-47s and their 
distribution to North Vietnam during the Vietnam War after establishing AKs 
ammunition plants on its territory in 1956./0 China was also one of the countries that 
• * 77 . . 
helped establish the AK plant in Uganda, Africa. Such military support has 
ironically paved the way for enormous conflicts in Africa. For some reasons, AKs 
were accessible to a wide range of people in some parts of Africa including the 
demobbed government soldiers and rebels, bank robbers, poachers, and even 
teenagers. In Mozambique, AKs have caused millions of deaths in the 
post-independence civil war between Frelimo and the South African-back Renamo 
before it ended in 1992. In this light, China has indirectly participated in the spread 
of violence in the Third World countries. Using "AK-47" on the demolished sites in 
Beijing somehow recalls such bygone political history, as well as addressing the 
76 There are many articles discussing the production of AKs in China. See Hodges, 2; and Zhang 
Huang 張煌，"AK-47 tuji buqiangji qi gaijin he fazhan" AK-47 突擊步槍及其改進和發展(AK-47 
assault rifle and its advancement and development), Qing bingqi 車至兵器(Small Arms), no. 1 (1996): 
24. Concerning the provision of AKs to North Vietnam during the Vietnam War, see Hodges, 2, 
53-55. 
77 North Korea was the other partner country. Hodges, 113. 
78 Ibid, 113-114. 
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spread of mechanical violence in these demolished spaces across China during the 
1990s. 
Another connection between AK-47s and China is somewhat a political myth 
in contemporary history of China. Some people believe that AK-47s were involved 
• • • . . . 79 . , 
in the political suppression of the Tiananmen Incident in 1989. "AK-47" is a sign 
that signifies the use of violence on innocent civilians for those people.80 Drawing it 
around the one-stroke head on destroyed houses, especially for the heads that bear an 
ambiguously bitter face (figs. 2-9 and 2-17)，creates a myth on the site, and questions 
whether brutal assault occurred to the former residents who refused to leave their 
houses. Being widely reported in news and reports, some residents whose dwelling is 
• • o 1 
scheduled for demolition are unfairly compensated and therefore refused to move 
out. This is particularly true in Beijing, which is full of dingzihu 釘子戶("stubborn 
nails") - the elderly individuals resisting to be relocated. Some of them are threatened 
to leave their dwellings and receive physical abuses for not vacating. Others have 
their houses demolished whilst they are still living in them. There are indeed 
invisible abuses of violence and power behind these demolished landscapes. Using a 
79 "Xing-feng-xie-yu de s h i k e j u n d u i zhenya minyu guocheng jiyao"腥風血雨白勺時亥[J 軍隊鎮 
壓民運過程糸己要(The sanguinary slaughter---noting the military suppression on people's movement), 
Mingpao Monthly 明幸艮月干[J (1989, 7); Charlie Cole, a contract photographer for Newsweek magazine, 
claims that she witnessed the People's Liberation Army (PLA) locked and loaded their AK-47s during 
the incident on June 3, 1989. See Charlie Cole, "Picture Power: Tiananmen Stand-off," BBC news, 
last updated 7 October 2005, http://news.bbc.co.Uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/4313282.stm (assess on May 20, 
2009) 
80 A man named Wang responds to a photo exhibition organized by the Los Angeles Gate Culture 
Center about the June Forth that the most unforgettable shot about the incident was the PLA killing 
the protesters with AK-47s and tanks. See the journalist report in Xiao Rong 蕭融，"Luoshanji liusi 
ershi zhounian zhaopian zhan"洛杉磯六四二十周年照片展 (Photo exhibition of the twentieth 
anniversary of June Forth in Los Angeles), X/>7 tangren 新唐人（New Tang people; March 4, 2009). 
81 According to the studies of Anne-Marie Broudehoux, the foreign press usually highlight social 
justice and the loss of historic heritage, while the Chinese press usually regret on the fleeting of an era 
and criticizes people's desire for more compensation. See for example: Mark O' Neill, "Home of 
Reformers Becomes a Thing of the Past as Demolition Squad Arrives," Sunday Morning Post, 
September 17, 1998; Teresa Pool, "Professor Fights to Save His Piece of Old Peking," Independent, 
September 14, 1998; "Battle for Beijing's Ancient Courtyards," South China Adorning Post, August 
27, 1998; "That was Beijing," The Economist, September 9, 2000. These newspapers are cited from 
Broudehoux, 236, footnote 9. 
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sign that narrates the use of violence on civilians in Dialogue conjures up these 
reports, and calls into question of the legitimacy of the method used in relocating 
residents for urban redevelopment. 
li. "18K" 
Another alphanumeric sign explored by Zhang is "18K". It is an international 
sign that signifies a specific amount of gold in a gold alloy - 75% of gold and 25% of 
• • • oo 
other alloyed metals, in which the "K" (karat) is the measuring unit. 18K gold is 
regarded as the highest quality of gold with a considerable strength.83 Such concept 
became familiar to many Chinese after the Communist government resumed gold 
selling in 1982.84 People became acquainted with it with the blooming of the gold 
• SS ‘ ‘ 
market in China in the early 1990s and the increasing amount of discussion on the 
skills of selecting karat gold in press and journals.86 In this socio-cultural context, 
82 The karat scale is adopted because gold is too soft to withstand everyday wear. Therefore, it is 
alloyed with other metals to give it extra strength. See Wu Jianian 吳嘉年，"Jinshi zhong de ' K ' " 金 
飾‘的 'K, (The 'K' in Jewelry), Shanghai jinrong 上海金融（Shanghai Finance), no. 11 (1982): 27; 
"Jinshipin de han jin liang"金飾品白勺含金量(The purity of gold injeweliy), Jiage yu shichang 價格 
與市場 (Pr ice and Market), no. 12 (1994): 44; Ma Weiqing 馬偉青 ,"Jin shoushi de han jin liangji qi 
yinji bianren"金首飾的含金量及其印言已舞辛言忍(The purity of gold and its distinction injeweliy), 
Shanghai gongyi meishu 上海工藝美術(Shanghai Art and Craft), no. 2 (1995): 38. 
83 Timothy Green, The New World of Gold (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1982), ix; Ma 
Weiqing, 38; Gm Zhili 桂志利 ,“K jin shipin de yanse yu chengfen" K 金飾品的顏色與成分（The 
color and the metal alloy in K gold ), Jinshu shijie 金屬世界(Metal World), no. 5 (1997): 21. 
84 Gold selling was resumed on September 28, 1982. See Wu Jianian, 27. 
85 Zhu Huiyuan 朱會原 ,"K jin xiang bao shoushi zai Zhongguo shou huanying" K 金鑲寶首飾在中 
國受歡迎 ( In China karat gold jewellery is liked), Zhongguo baoshiyushi 中國寶石玉石(China 
Gems & Jades), no. 2 (1992): 20-21; Zhan Gengshen 詹庚申，"Shijie huanjin shipin fazhan xin 
dongxiang"世界黃金飾品發展新動向（New Trends of World Gold Jewelry Development), 
Zhongguo baoyushi 中國寶玉石(China Gems & Jades), no. 2 (1993): 10. 
86 Wu Jianian, 27; Xiaowen /j�文，"Zenyang xuangou huangjin",怎樣選貝冓黃金(How to select and 
purchase gold), Nongcun tiandi 農村天地，no. 12 (1994): 44; and Jin Yuxi 革斤羽西，"Chun jin shoushi 
jiu yi ding hao ma?"純金首飾就一定好嗎？ (Is pure gold good for jewlelry?), Keji wencui 文萃， 
no. 4 (1994): 229. 
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18K gradually becomes a sign of wealth, purchasing power, and material desire in 
China during the 1990s.87 
Although "18K" appears less frequent than "AK-47", it was executed in more 
diverse types of spaces including non-ruined spaces (fig. 2-10), suburb houses (fig. 
2-19), and demolished houses in Beijing (fig. 2-11). When appearing around the 
one-stroke head, it interacts with the shape of the head and its spatial context. For 
instance, in fig. 2-10, an "18K" is executed to the left of two closely sprayed heads 
which creates an effect as if the heads are chasing after the "18K" on the wall. In fig. 
2-19, with the curve of the neck accentuated, the distorted head appears to be 
depressed in front of the karat sign. Using "18K" along with the one-stroke head 
transforms it into a sign that concerns the rise of wealth and materialistic life in 
contemporary China. The one-stroke head thus reminds people of the transforming 
economic and social structure of present-day China. 
As a matter of fact, China has undergone a drastic transformation in market 
structure and privatization of property during the 1990s. It began with the transition 
from state-owned enterprises to a market-based economy in the 1980s. Following 
Deng Xiaoping's declaration that "it is glorious to be rich" in 1992, the major cities -
Beijing and Shanghai - and five Special Economic Zones were designated to 
experiment with the investment of foreign retail capital.88 One of the consequences 
was the growth of new consumption space in central areas of these cities. Modern 
department stores, shopping centers, general merchandise discounters and 
87 Zhu Huiyuan, 21; Zhan Gengshen, 10; Xu Xingen 徐信根，“Mantan 18Kjin shoushi"漫談 18K 金 
首食市(A casual talk on 18K gold jewelry), Zhubao keji 珠寶禾斗技(Jewellery Science and 
Technology), no. 3 (1994): 21-22; Xiao 肖,“Saite jiage you chu xiaofei guizu"賽特價格誘出消費貴 
族(Lurking the consumerist class with the price at Scitech), Jiage yuekan 價格月干IJ (Price monthly), 
no. 4 (1993): 47. 
88 Wang Shuguang and Guo Chongyi, "A Tale of Two Cities: Restructuring of retail capital and 
production of new consumption spaces in Beijing and Shanghai," in China ’s Emerging Cities: The 
Making of New Urbanism, ed. Wu Fulong (London; New York: Routledge, 2007), 261. 
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large-format specialty stores were gradually introduced in Beijing in the 
mid-1990s.89 The emerging group of economic elites began to pursue a materialistic 
life and exhibit their wealth through the consumption of designer clothes, jewelries, 
electronic goods and luxury cars, giving rise to the "revolution of consumption" 
within less than a decade.90 In this socio-cultural context, one can appreciate the 
implication of using "18K" in Dialogue in Beijing, as well as its manifestation of the 
artist's concern for the rise of materialistic life in the 1990s. 
Nevertheless, the "18K" in Dialogue may function to criticize the 
irresponsible desire for materialistic life in post-socialist China. As expressed by 








"The sign of 18K comes from the gold [industry]. I use it mainly to represent material 
desire... Material desire is the biggest problem in China. Although every country has this 
problem, it was not as serious as in China where no one can avoid it. Say for example, 
for a peasant squatting besides a road, when he sees a car passing by, he suddenly gains 
a strong desire of buying a car. However, he does not question whether he has such 
abilities. This is a kind of material desire coming from nowhere. You should measure 
89 Ibid, 265-276. 
90 The term "revolution of consumption” is modified from the book title of Deborah S. Davis, ed., 
The Consumer Revolution in Urban China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). 
91 See Zhang Zhi 張f直，"Zhang Dali fangtan"張大力訪談 (A conversation with Zhang Dali), in 
Yishu qicmyan—Zhongguo dangdaiyishujiafangtanlu 藝術前沿…中國當代藝術家訪談錄(Art at 
the forefront---a collection of interviews with contemporary Chinese artists), Zhang Zhi (Qingdao: 
Zhongguo haiyang daxue chubanshe, 2004), 258. 
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your own purchasing power [when making such kind of decisions]. There is an old 
saying in China that, "to acquire through the way"; "the way" here refers to whether you 
have the abilities or not. You have to know and control it well. You cannot kill a person 
and steal his money for constructing a huge house in your home city or village. Other 
people do not really care how you get the money; they just say it is good and regard that 
it is good to be rich. These people are not following the way of being a person. This 
problem appears particularly serious in China." (my translation) 
Zhang highlights the phenomenon of widespread materialistic desire in present-day 
China. He criticizes some people for having avaricious desire for wealth without 
measuring their own financial ability. As a matter of fact, this desire has led to a 
wide range of socio-political problems in China in the recent decades. A commonly 
known problem in China during the 1990s is the rampant corruption among the 
bureaucrats. Some people believe that it is the multiple structure of bureaucratic 
system in China that led to the frequent corruption in the official rank during the 
1990s.92 With such social-cultural and political contexts, we can see that the use of 
"18K" in Dialogue may function as a moralistic sign that criticizes the socio-cultural 
problem of avarice in China. When using it along with the one-stroke head, they 
become a didactic sign that castigates the phenomenon of boundless desire for wealth 
in contemporary China. 
iii. "AK-47" and "18K" 
In some cases, Zhang Dali executes both "AK-47" and "18K" around the 
one-stroke heads on a demolished site. They are usually sprayed to the left of a 
92 "Dujue fubai xianxiang bi xu jian-zheng fang-quan”杜絕腐敗現象必須簡政放權(Simplifying the 
political structure and decentralizing authority as a way to extinguish the phenomenon of corruption), 
originally printed in Guangming ribao 光明曰幸艮，n.d., reprinted in Dongfeng tongxim 黨風通訊 
(Newsletter of the Communist Party of China), no. 12 (1994): 16. 
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one-stroke head, with "AK-47" resting on top of"18K" (fig. 2-15). For these heads, 
they allude to the correlation between the use of violence and materialistic desire on 
the demolished site. This echoes a wide range of news reported in the media, in 
which many vulnerable residents receive inequitable compensation for their houses 
that are scheduled for demolition. According to Anne-Marie Broudehoux, by the 
early 1990s, the relocation policy in Beijing had demonstrated a genuine concern for 
the welfare of the displaced residents by providing equitable housing 
* 93 i • • • 
compensations. However, as urban redevelopment was privatized in the mid-1990s, 
the costs of relocating residents were transferred to the developers. To minimize the 
expenditure of vacating a site, some developers tricked inner-city residents into 
"signing equivocal contracts" without providing them with the promised new 
housing. Some developers simply sent the residents to low-grade apartments in the 
suburb area where the provision of public transport, schools, hospital and other 
facilities were inadequate.94 Without supervising system or institution, the residents 
were unable to appeal for a better compensation.95 They could only resist relocation, 
which might bring them into further harassment or brutal assault. In this context, the 
use of violence on these sites is driven by an overwhelming desire for wealth and the 
lack of conscience for the welfare of the vulnerable. Some scholars even point out 
that the district government generally supports construction project of large-scale 
because they are able to "make substantial profit from leasing prime inner city land 
93 Broudehoux, 236. For the news coverage, see David E. Dowall, "Urban Residential Redevelopment 
in the People's Republic of China," Urban Studies, 31 (9) (1994): 1497-1516; Michael Leaf, 
"Inner-city Redevelopment in China: Implications for Beijing," Cities 12 (3) (1995): 149-162; Lu 
Junhua, "Beijing's Old and Dilapidated Housing Renewal," China City Planning Review 6(3-4) 
(1993): 24-35. 
94 Broudehoux, 212-213. 
95 Ibid, 130. 
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for new development."96 Therefore, the combined use of "AK-47" and "18K" with 
the one-stroke head poses a question on the linkage between violence and 
materialistic desire on the demolished site. It also suggests their impact of violence 





"Indeed, economical life and violence are closely related. Some workers are unable to gain 
reasonable salary even though they have worked hard for the entire year. Therefore, it is the 
use of violence sustaining the growth of the economy. Some dishonorable government 
officials and merchants gain financial benefits through the use of violence." (my translation) 
In this analysis, we see that when applying these two signs together, Zhang 
transforms the one-stroke head from a personal sign into an altruist that concerns the 
life and welfare of vulnerable people. In this light, the well-defined meanings of 
these two alphanumeric signs provide rich contexts to diversify the meaning of the 
one-stroke head. 
D. Summary and Further Interpretation 
96 Ibid, 129-130. For more discussion about the problems involved in relocating residents, see Lu 
Junhua 呂俊華，“Beijing de weijiufang gaizao zhi e r j u m i n waiqian he jiucheng yongdi gongneng 
tiaozhengji guanyuan weigai yanjm”北京的危舊房改造之二——居民外遷和舊城用地功能調整及 
官園危己夂硏究(Redeveloping the dilapidated houses in Beijing, part three---a study on relocating 
residents, readjusting the functional planning of the old city and renewing the dilapidated houses in 
Guanyuan), in Beijing chengshi giuhua yanjiu lunwenji ：{匕京城市規畫[J硏究論文集(A collection of 
writings on the studies on urban planning in Beijing), ed. Zuo Chuan 左J f f and Zhen Guangzhong 鄭 
光中(Beij ing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe, 1996), 200-201. 
97 Email correspondence between Zhang Dali and the current writer on November 14, 2007. 
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To sum up, this chapter illustrated several aspects related to the use of 
additional signs on the one-stroke head in Dialogue. Zhang Dali devises new signs to 
modify the one-stroke head for conveying specific concerns in different contexts. As 
self-imposed exile in Bologna, he seeks to accentuate his identity as a Chinese 
through using five-pointed stars and Chinese characters around his sign. The use of 
Chinese texts further enables him to release specific emotions during the process of 
drawing. These two kinds of sign were ceased when the artist returns to his home 
city of Beijing because of his new concerns in a new environment. As a 
self-repatriation, Zhang witnessed the transformation of the capital and its people. He 
experimented by using "AK-47" and "18K" to pinpoint the emergence of violence 
and materialistic desire along the one-stroke heads. From this, we can see that the use 
of additional signs in Dialogue is related to specific conditions of the artist in 
specific socio-cultural contexts of the city. 
This chapter also demonstrated how the meaning of the one-stroke head is 
transformed by the use of additional signs that connote definitive messages. When 
these signs appear with the one-stroke head, they transform its meaning from neutral 
into political ones. As described above, a five-pointed star and Chinese text are used 
to allude to the ethnicity of the one-stroke head. Therefore, they function as if saying, 
"This is Chinese." Chinese text further helps convey the artist's emotion on top of 
being an indicator of Chinese. As for "AK-47", it associates the one-stroke head with 
a devastating assault rifle, and subsequently turns it into a violent sign that addresses 
mechanical destruction of the old city. The level of transformation can vary 
depending on the viewer's understanding of the additional sign. It works in the same 
way as "18K", except the fact that "18K" refers specifically to wealth and 
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materialistic desire. In these cases, these four kinds of sign function as modifiers to 
alter the meaning of the one-stroke head 
If we examine the semiotic impacts of these signs on the meaning of the 
one-stroke head, it is fair to say that these signs function in a way comparable to 
adjectives in linguistic studies. While some adjectives are given more than one 
meaning, these four kinds of sign bear as well a multitude of meanings on top of a 
fundamental concept. Primarily, the image of a five-pointed star represents an object 
in a star shape, “geming” refers to revolution, "AK-47" stands for a particular model 
of an assault rifle, and "18K" refers to a specific purity of gold. These signifiers are 
established to represent a particular signified, for which Roland Barthes would call 
the primary level of signification.98 If one analyzes further the meanings behind 
these signs, one can arrive at the second or third levels: for instance, a five-pointed 
star signifies the nationality of Chinese; “geming” refers to courageous act; "AK-4T' 
represents violence; and "18K" signifies wealth or materialistic desire. All these 
meanings result from their associations with history and culture, for which Barthes 
may consider as the second of third level of signification. This signification can 
develop further depending on the viewer's interpretation. As a result, these signs 
have more than one layer of signification to transform the meaning of the one-stroke 
head in Dialogue. Since the meanings of these signs are open to the viewer, they 
welcome all kinds of interpretation and conversation. From this, we can see that 
Zhang Dali is playing with the semiotic meanings of these signs to modify the 
meaning of the one-stroke head. The process is somewhat allusive due to a wide 
range of possibilities behind the meaning and use of these signs. 
98 Barthes (1972), 114-117. 
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Among these four types of sign, "AK-47" and "18K" function in a way 
different from that of the star and the Chinese text. For one thing, "AK-47" and 
"18K" are composed of international letters and numbers that are comprehensible to 
most people because of the widespread use of English letters and Arabic numerals in 
our daily life. This means that the artist can clearly articulate his message through 
using these letters and numbers, which is more accurate than drawing a real AK-47 
and 18K gold. Undeniably, the mechanical shape of an AK-47 rifle is difficult to be 
depicted in pictorial form. Even though the rifle is precisely portrayed, the viewer 
may have no idea of its particular reference to an AK-47 because they are not 
weapon experts. 18K gold is even more difficult to depict because the chemical 
composition and monetary value are purely abstract concepts that are unable to be 
visualized in pictorial form. As these two alphanumeric signs appear frequently in 
the media, they become a well-known concept in association with the real objects 
and precise audio-visual sign that are composed of specific letters and numbers. They 
also evoke people's imagination to a clear idea of a gun or high quality gold. When 
appearing along with the one-stroke head, these two signs function as simple, precise 
and powerful modifiers to the one-stroke head in Dialogue, which may not be 
achievable in the case of five-pointed star and Chinese texts. 
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Chapter Three: Changing the Spatial and Socio-cultural Contexts 
The third distinctive use of the head sign in Dialogue is to vary its spatial 
context. It first gains an alteration to its spatial-cultural context through transferring 
from Bologna to Beijing in the summer of 1995. Subsequently, it appears in different 
kinds of durable spaces across the city, which in turn develops into a range of new 
meanings because of the spatial, topographical and cultural environments of Beijing 
during the 1990s. To investigate the dialectical interactions between the head sign 
and its spatial context, this chapter investigates the impact of switching the 
geography of the one-stroke head from Bologna to Beijing. It also examines the 
architectural and cultural impacts of each of the employed spaces in Beijing on the 
meaning of the sign. 
A. New Spatial, Topographical and Cultural Environments in Beijing 
i. Changes to spatial and topographical conditions 
The spatial and topographical differences between the two cities alter the 
execution of the one-stroke head in Dialogue on spatial terms. Undoubtedly, both 
cities consist of both old and new districts, with their city wall demolished during the 
twentieth century to facilitate transportation. Nevertheless, comparing the shape and 
size of the two old cities, Bologna is much smaller. It is irregularly hexagonal in 
shape, with the longest length measured approximately 2.7 km and the shortest one 
1.95 km on map (Map 1). This is different in Beijing, where the old city is composed 
of two overlapping rectangles that measures 8 km east-west and 9 km north-south on 
map (Map 2). Therefore, the old city of Beijing is almost ten times larger than that of 
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Bologna." Nevertheless, within the old city of Bologna, many Medieval, 
Renaissance, and Baroque artistic monuments are preserved. This makes a contrast to 
Beijing in the 1990s where the spatial unity of the old city has been profoundly 
modified by various constructions during the twentieth century. A well-known 
example is that the central north-south axis of Ming and Qing Beijing was 
interrupted by a series of widening renovations of Chang'an Avenue 長安大街，an 
east-west road in front of Tiananmen, since the 1950s.100 The construction of new 
and bulky architecture along this road further enhances the significance of this newly 
created axis in replacement for the old one.101 Another form of spatial disturbance is 
the enormous amount of Ming-Qing's hutongs and siheyuans being taken over by the 
construction of high-rises of a hundred meter tall during the 1980s and the 1990s. 
These high-rise buildings threaten the horizontal skyline and the chessboard pattern 
99 The old city of Beijing covers an area of 62.5 sq. km. Information from the Beijing Municipal City 
Planning Commission, Conservation Plan for the Historic City of Beijing and Imperial City of Beijing 
(Beijing: China Architecture & Building Press, 2004), 10 and 21. 
100 According to Pan Guxi and Nancy S. Steinhardt, "the central axis of Ming Beijing extended eight 
kilometers, beginning at Yongding Gate on the outer city south wall and passing through Zhengyang 
and Darning gates, the main palatial halls of the Forbidden City, Jingshan (Coal Hill), the drum and 
the bell towers (which had been moved there), and finally to the center of the northern-most city wall. 
Imperial alters and temples, as well as government offices, were arranged symmetrically on either side 
of this main corridor. The one negative aspect of this splendid and majestic plan was that in order to 
get from south to north or east to west, one often had to travel completely around the Forbidden City, 
for it could be entered only by the imperial family, high-ranking government officials, or others who 
had specific business there." See Nancy S. Steinhardt, ed., Chinese Architecture (New Haven: Yale 
University Press; Beijing: New World Press, 2002), 209. According to Wu Hung, Chang'an Avenue 
was resulted from a series of transformations taken place during the twentieth century. "The most 
dramatic development of this avenue, however, took place after the establishment of the People's 
Republic. In 1949 Chang'an Avenue was 15 metres wide. A year later its width was doubled - an 
achievement made possible by demolishing historical landmarks, including brick gates and wooden 
archways across the road, and by moving two groups of stone sculptures ... 6 metres toward 
Tiananmen." The "process of destroying/ altering old structures and expanding/ creating the avenue 
continued during the following year: the Left and Right Chang'an Gate were demolished in 1952; 
Chang'an Avenue was widened to between 32 and 50 metres in 1955; and the section before 
Tiananmen was further expanded to 80 meter wide before the tenth anniversary of the People's 
Republic in 1959. The road also reached the remarkable length of 40 kilometres that year, far beyond 
the confines of the city of Beijing. Burying the old north-south imperial passageway underneath, it 
provided Beijing with a new east-west axis." Cited from Wu Hung, Remaking Beijing: Tiananmen 
Square and the Creation of a Political Space (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 64-65. 
For a detailed discussion on the formation of this avenue, see Wang Jun 王軍,Cheng ji 城言己（A 
record of the city; Beijing Shi: Shenghuo, dushu, xinzhi sanlian shudian, 2003), 291-295. 
101 Victor F. S. Sit, Beijing: The Nature and Planning of a Chinese Capital City (Chichester; New 
York: Wiley, 1995), 249-250. 
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of the old Beijing. From this, one can imagine that even though Bologna is 
smaller and more irregular in shape, it demonstrates a greater spatial unity of the 
preserved historical architecture than that of Beijing. A profoundly modified 
landscape in Beijing inevitably alters people's perception of the use of space. 
Moreover, it provides a different spatial context for the genesis of Dialogue. 
In terms of the spatial geography of the old and new cities, Beijing is spatially 
denser than Bologna. From the Beijing's map (Map 2)，we can see that the urban 
landscape is continuously developed from the four districts of the old city: 
Dongcheng 東城(east city), Xicheng 西城(west city), Xuanwu 宣武,and 
Chongwen 崇文(Map 2). These regions are surrounded by four new Inner Suburb 
districts: Chaoyang 朝陽，Haidian海g, Shijingshan 石景山，and Fengtai 豐臺.These 
regional districts are interconnected with each other to form a rather uninterrupted 
urban area for the rising population. The even development in Beijing is different 
than Bologna (Map 1), in which most new districts are developed along the 
pre-existing roads that lie southeast-northwest. Therefore, the new urban districts in 
Bologna are predominately developed in an east-west direction. In addition, the 
urban landscape of Bologna is rather fragmented where the northern districts are cut 
off from the rest of the city by a railway. This means that the area is not continuously 
developed from the old districts to the north. Moreover, the southern part is 
undeveloped because of its mountainous landscape. Such irregularly developed 
urban context undoubtedly affects the execution of the signs in public spaces. 
102 Ibid, 250. For more examples of the transformation of the old city of Beijing, see Zhu Zixuan 朱自 
煊 and Zheng Guangzhong 鄭光中，"Beijing jiucheng kongjian tese yu gucheng fengmao baohu 
fangmiandeji dmn jmnyi”北京舊城空間特色與古M風貌保護方面的幾點建議（The spatial 
characteristics of the old city of Beijing and several suggestions on protecting the appearance of the 
old city), in Zuo Chuan and Zheng Guanzhi, 124-125. 
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Therefore, when explaining his executions of his one-stroke head in the two cities, 




"Wu Wenguang: How often did you go out [for executing the head sign]? 
Zhang Dali: At first, I went out on the first three days. As I got tired, I took two-day 
rest before going out again. However, Bologna is a small city. If you go out everyday 
in one or two weeks, the city will become fully occupied of your drawings, leaving no 
spaces for new works." (my translation) 
“吳文光：在北京做的頭像比義大利要多…？ 
張大力：對，北京多，因爲北京地方大’區域多’你要想鋪滿了就做得多。”1(54 
"Wu Wenguang: It appears that there are more heads in Beijing than Italy... ？ 
Zhang Dali: Right, there are more heads in Beijing because it is a large city with many 
districts. If you want your sign fully occupying the city, you have to make more." (my 
translation) 
Zhang mentions that Beijing as a large city offers him more spaces and areas to 
execute his art. In contrast to Bologna, the act of spraying is limited by its small area. 
Therefore, an alteration to the conditions and the size of the executed environment 
indeed influences the frequency and the dimension of the work. 
On top of the spatial differences, the orientation of the roads counts as the 
third key impact on the usage of sign in the two cities. Examining the map of 
Bologna (Map 1), we observe that the old city and new districts are linked together 
103 Wu Wenguang (2000), 179. 
104 Ibid, 180. 
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by radiating roads developed from the city center. Since these roads are 
southeast-northwest predominated, traffic across the city takes place mainly in the 
same direction. This makes an impact on Dialogue as well because the executions of 
the heads have somehow been affected by the topographic context of the city (see 
Map 3). It begins with Zhang initiating the work on several east-west roads that are 
connected to the western part of the old city where his home is situated - including 
Via Tolmino (no. 1 on Map 3), Via A. Costa (no. 2), and Via Sabotino (no. 3). 
Thereafter, Zhang extends Dialogue eastwards to several major roads in the old city -
such as Via Ugo Bassi (no. 6), Strada Maggiore (no. 7), Via Carbonesi (no. 5), and 
Via Farnini (no. 9). The only noticeable spot in the northern district is also connected 
to a north-south road radiating from the old city (no. 4). Although these twenty 
photos do not represent the entire development of Dialogue in Bologna, it shows that 
the work mainly grows along the pre-existing road system that runs through the new 
and old districts. After all, since Dialogue takes place in an urban context, it is 
inevitably restricted by its topographical conditions and the ease of reaching each 
point within the city. 
As Dialogue moves to Beijing in 1995, it gains more flexibility in its spatial 
development. It begins with Zhang initiating the project around the northern side of 
the Second Ring Road (Map 4 and 5). Thereafter, he extends the work to several 
locations in the northeastern regions around which his home is located. The selected 
sites spread more evenly across the northeastern old city compared to the east-west 
domination in Bologna. One of the reasons is that urban development spreads out 
more evenly in Beijing. Moreover, Zhang enjoys greater freedom of movement with 
the highly perforated road systems constituted by the east-west hutongs and 
north-south major roads in the old city (fig. 3-1). Therefore, he can have easy access 
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to different regions as well as changing directions any time at his preference. Such 
freedom is restricted only when Zhang expands the project eastward to the suburb of 
the Chaoyang District where transportation via main avenues is necessary. From this 
comparison, we can see how the road system in old Beijing enables Zhang to have a 
greater autonomy in selecting the site for his art. This makes a sharp contrast to the 
limitations imposed by the fragmented topography of Bologna. 
ii. The impact of the socio-cultural environment 
Apart from the spatial influences, Dialogue gains a new significance as it 
moves across the socio-cultural environment from the Italian city to Beijing. On one 
hand, unlike Bologna and other European cities where street graffiti were popular, 
this kind of art was new to the public in Beijing before the mid-1990s. One reason is 
that portable spray-paints were not available to China until 1992. When it was first 
introduced to the public, this product was advertised as a high-tech invention for 
industrial, mechanical and domestic uses (fig. 3-2).105 Ordinary people tend to use 
them in domestic or industrial areas more than in art. On the other hand, most people 
in Beijing disapproved public spraying as a proper form of art when the one-stroke 
head was first introduced to the city. Beijing's citizens denounced it as simple 
imitation to the model of Euro-American graffiti art and considered it as a naive 
attempt to challenge the law and order. These opinions were reported by Yang 
Fudong 楊福東 and Jiang Zhi 蔣志 in a press article in 1996 (fig. 3-3): 
105 "Zhongwei hezuo xin gongxian Haima pai Caihong pai zidong penqi chanpin jieshao"中夕f 合作 
新貢獻海馬牌彩虹牌自動噴漆產品介紹（Introducing two new products from the contribution of 
Chinese-foreign cooperations---Sea Horse and Rainbow's automatic spray-paint), Motuoche jishu 摩 
托車技術(Motorcycle Technology), no. 4 (1992): 42; and "Caihong pai zidong penqi"彩虹牌自動 
噴漆(Rainbow's automatic spray-paint), Jingji tequ 經濟特區(Special Zone Economy), no. 12 





"The model and success of 'graffiti art' in the West is undoubtedly the source of 
inspiration to the graffiti maker in Beijing. Many people, including those in the art 
circle, hold different opinions to such act. However, most people regard such kind 
of drawing as a parody of graffiti art of the West. The fact that it defies law and 
order in the city also demonstrates the naivety of the maker." (my translation) 
Such criticism reflects an apparent way of reading the one-stroke head without 
analyzing its formalistic characteristics in contrast to ordinary graffiti art. As the 
public in Beijing tend to judge an art with social moral values, they considered the 
sprayed head as an antagonistic act that vandalized social properties and the urban 
environment.107 Some people even suggested that the executor should be arrested for 
judicial punishment.108 Ai Weiwei 艾未未(1957-), a local artist, has commented 
that the generally disapproving social environment in Beijing was not open-minded 
enough to accept new forms of art in the city.109 Therefore, spray-drawings on walls 
were immediately considered as a destructive act that challenged the state control in 
the capital. In such uncongenial social environment, the one-stroke head gained new 
interpretations as a naive imitation to the artistic practice of "the West" as well as 
vandalistic act in Beijing.110 Therefore, continuing the sprayed sign in Beijing is not 
106 Yang Fudong 楊福東 and Jiang Zhi 蔣志,“Kan! Beijing jietou de tuya"看！北京街頭的塗鴉 
(Look! Street Graffiti in Beijing), Jiedao 街道（Street), no. 6 (1996), 42. 
107 Li Jianzhong 李建忠,“Shi yishi, hai shi wuran?"是藝術’還是污染？（It’s art, or it's pollution?), 
Beijing qingnian bao 北京青年幸艮(Beijing Youth Daily), February 24, 1998, 1. 
108 See Yang Fudong and Jiang Zhi, 42. 
109 Ai Weiwei 艾未未/'YishiymiChengshiyinggaikuanrong” 藝術家：城市應該寬容(The city 
should have a tolerant attitude towards artists), Shenghuo shibao 生活時幸艮(Life Times), March 21, 
1998, 8. 
110 The one-stroke heads were particulary controversial in 1998. For more discussion and criticism, 
see 
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a mere alteration to the geographical location; it is a change to social-cultural context 
that renders new meanings to the usage of the sign. 
Whenever an oddity appears in public spaces and trespasses people's life, 
those who concerns about the space will inevitably disapprove it. Richard Serra 
(1939- )'s Tilted Arc (1981, fig. 3-4) is a famous example in the recent history of 
American art. In this work, Serra installed a long, curved, and tilted metal in the 
center of a plaza that was often ignored by pedestrians in downtown Manhattan. 
Even though Serra，s concern was to "alter the decorative function of the plaza and 
actively bring people into the sculpture's context,"111 his sculpture was adversely 
condemned by the public members. Comparable to the one-stroke head, Tilted Arc 
incited letters of disapproval to the newspapers. Many people criticized the work as 
representing specifically an "iron curtain" or “Berlin Wall" that might cause a range 
of social problems. People working in a nearby building, the Federal Complex, also 
petitioned for the removal of the sculpture from the site.112 Finally, the hostility 
grew up to the extent that the Tilted Arc was dismantled in 1989. It seems that a work 
of art is unavoidably victimized whenever it trespasses the spatial interest of the 
public. 
Hang Cheng 杭程,"Jietou tuya haocheng xingwei yishu”街頭塗鴉號稱行爲藝術（Graffiti as 
self-proclaimed performance art), Shenghuo shibao 生t舌時幸艮(Life Times), March 10, 1998; 1; Hang 
Cheng 杭程，"Benbao dujia fang dao jietou tuyaren - rentouxiang zuozhe bian cheng: shi guangnian 
y1Shu”本報獨家訪到街頭塗鴉人——人頭像作者辨稱：是觀念藝術（Exclusive Interview: street 
graffiti executor argues that: it is conceptual art), Shenghuo shibao 生f舌時幸艮(Life Times), March 18， 
1998: 16; Hang Cheng 杭程,“Jietou renxiang: shi bu shi yishu?"街頭人像是不是藝術？（Street 
portraits: are they art?), Shenghuo shibao 生卞舌時幸g (Life Times), March 21, 1998: 8; Jiang Tao 姜濤， 
"Jujiao Beijing: jietou rentouxiang"聚焦北京：flf頭人頭像(Focus on Beijing street portraits), 
Lantian zhoumo 藍天週末(Bluesky Weekend), vol. 1471, March 27, 1998, 1; Mathieu Borysevicz 博 
馬f|爹,"Qiang shang de biaoji”}(嗇的標言已（Scrawling on wall), Yinyue shenghuo bao 音樂生t舌幸g 
(Musical life), April 16, 1998: Bl; Zhao Guoming 趙國明，“Wei he qian shang hua renxmng”爲何牆 
上畫人像(Why drawing a portrait on wall), Beijing qingnian bao 北京青年幸艮(Beijing youth daily), 
March 18, 1998: 2. 
111 Serra recalled this when speaking to Douglas Crimp in 1980. See Richard Serra and Clara 
Weyergraf, Richard Serra: Interviews Etc. 1970-1980 (Yonkers, N.J.: Hudson River Museum, 1980), 
168. 
112 Robert Storr, '"Titled Arc': Enemy of the People?'Mr/ in America 73, no. 9 (Sept, 1985): 93. For 
more controversy on Serra's Titled Arc, read this article, 92-96. 
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Serra's example illustrates the fact that even for a city that advocates artistic 
creation like New York, a work of art will risk rejection when it invades public 
spaces. Such relation is particularly severe for Dialogue in Beijing where walls have 
long been used for official communication as well as other political events over the 
past centuries. One of the well-known facts is that the Manchurian government used 
walls for posting edicts in the late Qing dynasty. This practice was continued by the 
PRC for posting official newsprints, propaganda billboards and large-character 
• • • • 113 • 
political slogans during the Cultural Revolution. In contemporary China, the 
official mark of “chai ” 拆，which means "to demolish," is widely used by the 
government on soon-to-be demolished buildings. Therefore, the use of walls in China 
has long been associated with official power and the platform for mass 
communication.114 Inserting the one-stroke head in the public space in Beijing thus 
infringes the official practice of using walls in the capital. 
Nevertheless, in the recent decades in China, wall surfaces have also been 
used by the Chinese public to announce their views. Since the late 1950s, individuals 
began to glue big-character posters (dazibaos 大字幸K) on walls in order to air their 
social or political comments.115 Continuing the poster movement to post-Cultural 
Revolution in 1978, Beijing's activists established the Democracy Wall in Xidan 
District 西單，west of Tiananmen Square, to declare their dissent against the 
autocratic and bureaucratic rule of the Communist Party.116 Therefore, wall writing 
in Beijing has been conceptually connected to political or social unrests in the recent 
113 Broudehoux, 237, footnote 20. 
114 Ibid. 
115 See the introduction in Luo Pinghan 羅平、漢，Qiang shang chun qiu: dazibao de xing shuai }f嗇上春 
禾火：大字幸艮白勺興衰(The rise and decline of big-character posters; Fuzhou Shi: Fujian renmin 
chubanshe, 2001), 1-4. 
116 Chen Ruoxi, Democracy Wall and the Unofficial Journals (Berkeley, Calif.: Center for Chinese 
Studies, Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1982), 4-5 and 9-13. 
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decades. The serial execution of the one-stroke sign on walls in the capital 
unavoidably calls into questions if it signifies any political agenda among the 
public.117 
Although the act of drawing on walls is highly sensitive in the capital city, the 
sprayed sign multiplies prosperously across Central Beijing. Zhang Dali seeks to 
construct his art in the controversial socio-cultural environments in Beijing even 
though it was highly disapproved in the first few years of execution, as he remarked 






"Wu Wenguang: Do you think that executing this [one-stroke head] in Beijing is 
suitable for you? 
Zhang Dali: Right, it is suitable for me. The longer I work on it, I more interesting it 
becomes. It is entirely out of my expectation. It becomes a significant activity 
especially in the pragmatic environment of China. Executing this can constructs a 
close relationship with the society... My thing [head sign] creates a relationship with 
the society. It has provoked disapproval and anger. However, there are people 
appreciating it. I think these are all good. I was happy to have a magazine criticizing 
it." (my translation) 
117 Broudehoux, 237, footnote 20. Zhang reveals that some police came to interrogate him at his home 
about his motivation behind drawing the one-stroke heads on street. They particularly questioned the 
number of people involving in the execution. See Huang Wenya and Han Weihua, 204. 
118 Wu Wenguang, 181. 
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Executing the one-stroke head in such socio-cultural environments of Beijing enables 
Zhang to integrate his art with the society. In other words, it allows him to 
incorporate the social response as a component of his art on top of the site itself. This 
concept echoes the idea of establishing "a social organism as a work of art" 
introduced by Joseph Beuys (1921-1986) in 1973: 
"Only on condition of a radical widening of definition will it be possible for art and 
activities related to art to provide evidence that art is now the only 
evolutionary-revolutionary power. Only art is capable of dismantling the repressive 
effects of a senile social system that continues to totter along the deadline: to dismantle 
in order to build A SOCIAL ORGANISM AS A WORK OF ART. 
This most modern art discipline - Social Sculpture/Social Architecture - will only reach 
fruition when every living person becomes a creator, a sculptor, or architect of the social 
organism. Only then would the insistence on participation of the action of art of 
FLUXUS and Happening be fulfilled; only then would democracy be fully realized. 
Only a conception of art revolutionized to this degree can turn into a politically 
productive force, coursing through each person, and shaping history.”119 
As one of the pioneers of performance art and happening in Euro-America, Beuys 
suggested that art had to expand its definition and dimension to the social sphere so 
as to achieve "evolutionary-revolutionary power." He asserted that this could be 
achieved if "every living person becomes a creator, a sculptor, or architect of the 
social organism."120 When Zhang integrates a wide range of social responses into 
Dialogue, he turns the gestural sign on walls to what Joseph Beuys calls "a social 
119 Joseph Beuys, "I Am Searching for Field Character," mArt in Theory, 1900-2000, ed. Charles 
Harrison and Paul Wood (Maiden, MA: Blackwell Pub., 2003), 929. This statement was first 
published in English, translated by Caroline Tisdall in the exhibition catalogue Art into Society, 
Society into Art (London: Institute of Contemporary Art, 1974), 48. 
120 Ibid. 
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organism as a work of art." Without the specific socio-cultural context of Beijing, 
Zhang may not be able to develop such social functions for his sign. 
B. Making Spatial and Cultural Interactions across the City 
While the one-stroke head is reshaped by the new spatial, topographical, and 
socio-cultural environments in Beijing, it gains new contextual meanings as Zhang 
executes it widely across the city. As illustrated in the previous section, Zhang 
expands the project from the public spaces in the northeastern part within the Second 
Ring Road, to the eastern suburb in Chaoyang district between 1995 and 1996. He 
frequently visits those regions because they are close to his old and new homes and 
his light box house operated around the east Chaoyang.121 These employed sites 
demonstrate unique qualities in their space to transform the visual meanings of the 
one-stroke head. Here are the five most frequently used spaces in the project: 
i. Flyovers on the Second Ring Road 
First, Zhang Dali begins Dialogue at the flyovers at Andingmen 安定Fj (fig. 
3-5; Map 4, no. 1) and Deshengmen t患勝門(figs. 3-6 and 3-7; Map 4, no. 2) in 
Beijing in 1995. Located in the northern part of the Second Ring Road, these two 
flyovers were constructed in two stories to facilitate traffic in the early 1980s.122 
Back in the Ming dynasty, these two sites played significance roles regarding the 
security of the capital. Deshengmen functioned as an auspicious gate for the 
marching out of soldiers during the Ming dynasty, with the words “de sheng” 
121 Zhang Dali revealed this to the current writer through email in June, 2009. 
122 Peng Shiming 彭世明，"Shoudu lijiaoqiao jianjie"首都立交橋簡介(An brief introduction to the 
flyovers in the capital), Gonglu 公路(Highway), no. 3 (1982): 13. 
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literally mean victory. Andingmen was the return gate for the army after winning a 
war, with the words “an ding,’ referring to stability.123 These two sites continue to 
play an important role in the traffic of contemporary Beijing. Among them, the 
flyover at Deshengmen facilitates traffic to the northern section of the Third Ring 
Road, which is further linked to the highway leading to Badaling 達嶺，a section of 
the Great Wall.124 Given the historical significance and the heavy traffic around 
these two flyovers, they were used by Zhang Dali to confront his signs with the 
viewers. 
These flyovers function in different ways of altering the visual effect and 
meaning of the one-stroke head. Constructed for the movement of pedestrian and 
vehicle uses, a flyover comprises of several wall components, such as the staircase, 
the bicycle slope, the sidewalk, and the roadway. These structures provide concrete 
canvases in different sizes and shapes for the execution of signs in Dialogue. A huge 
wall erecting along the underpass allows the creation of a series of horizontally 
elongated and amplified heads (figs. 3-5 and 3-6), which conjure up "ghostly profile", 




123 Li Jianping 李建平,"Beijing de chengqian yu chengmen’’北京的城}f嗇與城門(The wall and the 
gate of Beijing), in Beijing lishi wenhua 北京歷史文化(Beijing's history and culture), ed. Luo 
Zhewen 羅哲文(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2004)，152. 
124 Huang Dongjiang 黃東江,"Beijing shen ao chenggong de zhong yao chouma---shu tong gonglu 
dadongmai”北京申奧成功的重要籌碼…疏通公路大動脈（The critical chip for winning the bid of 
organizing the Olympics—relieving the pressure at key highways), Gonglu yiinshu wenzhai 公路運牵俞 
文摘(Highway Transportation Digest), no. 2 (2001): 6-7. 
125 Yang Fudong and Jiang Zhi, 42. 
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"On the streets in Beijing, you may come across with one or a row of eccentric images 
that are taller than a meter---a profile outlined with dark spray-paint... This ghostly 
profile seems to be existing everywhere, and you are unable to avoid it... “ (my 
translation) 
As for the side wall along the staircase of the flyover (fig. 3-7), its triangular 
surface reconfigures the signs from the bottom to the upper corner of the 
staircase. Such diagonal arrangement augments the horizontal use of the 
one-stroke heads as in most places. Therefore, flyover as a functional sculpture 
offers unique surfaces to reconfigure the use of the one-stroke head. In other 
words, this sign gains a new visual effect through integrating with the 
characteristic feature of a space. 
Apart from that, these heads play a somewhat heroic role in activating the use 
of space. These flyovers are huge and austere in design, and have no structural 
components in engaging the attention and the daily activities of people except 
facilitating their movement and transport. Therefore, these flyovers are a kind of 
utilitarian architecture that discourages people from interacting with the space. 
However, when combining with a row of faceless heads, these walls address the gaze 
of the passerby, as well as provoking their discussion on the purpose of spraying 
these faceless images. These walls also receive wider attention and discussion in the 
press because of the one-stroke heads (fig. 3-1).126 Therefore, inserting the sprayed 
sign in this particular space not only enhance its exhibition, but also activates the use 
of space that is overlooked by people. In this specific spatial context, the one-stroke 
head no longer narrates the exilic emotion of the artist but function as a heroic sign 
that initiates the use of state-owned spaces. Such motive somehow echoes the 
126 See Yang Fudong and Jiang Zhi, 42; and Li Jianzhong, 1. 
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ambition of Serra's Tilted Arc in altering the function of the site and bringing people 
into the spatial context of the sculpture.127 
ii. Hutongs within or around the Second Ring Roads 
Apart from the flyover, the one-stroke head appears frequently on the walls in 
hutongs 胡同，which are traditional streets or alleys in Beijing. These include 
Bingjiaokou Hutong 冰窖口胡同（fig. 3-8; Map 4, no. 9), Xinglong Hutong 興隆胡 
同1 2 8 (fig. 3-9; Map 4- no. 6)，Xiaowei Hutong 校尉胡同（fig. 3-10; Map 4，no. 10) 
and Shuaifuyuan Hutong g巾府園胡同（fig. 3-11; Map 5-1, no. 8). Spatially, hutong 
is a street or alley shaped by the alignments of traditional courtyard houses that are 
called siheyuans 四合院.It usually lies in east-west direction, with the end 
• r*" 129 * 
connecting to north-south main streets (fig. 3-1). Since a hutong transfers the 
residents from the main street to their home, it functions as a semi-private space for 
the community. Therefore, people in the neighborhood can readily identify a stranger 
who enters into the space.130 Such security function applies to the sign in Dialogue 
as well. When it suddenly appears in a hutong, it becomes an alien sign that 
127 Serra and Weyergraf, 168. 
128 This is one of the few sites in Xicheng district that was used in Dialogue in 1995. A reason for the 
lack of using Xicheng is that it was comparatively far away from where Zhang lived in Dongsishitiao 
東四十卞条.He used this hutong while visiting his friend who lived there. Email correspondence in 
May 2009. 
129 Hutongs were constructed in a uniform manner in Yuan’s Beijing: all were east-west oriented with 
60m to 70m between two hutongs. However, such spatial unity was destroyed in Ming China as a 
result of the proliferation of urban population. Vacant spaces were used to construct extra dwellings, 
which led to the formation of south-east oriented and irregularly -shaped hutongs. Such conditions 
were prominent in the Outer City of Ming and Qing's Beijing. See Lu Xiang 陸翔 and Wang Qiming 
王其明,Beijing siheyucm 北京四合院(Beijing courtyard houses; Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye 
chubanshe, 1996)，50. 
130 Lu Junhua 呂俊華,“Beijing de wei jiu fang gai zao (zhi san)---Beijing lishi mingcheng de zhengti 
baohuji chaonei wei gai yanjiu"北京的危舊房改造(之三)-—北京歷史名城的整體保護及朝內 
危己夂硏究(Reconstructing the dilapidated houses in Beijing Part 3---studying the preservation of the 
historic city of Beijing and reconstructing the dangerous houses within Chaoyangmen), in Zuo Chuan 
and Zhen Guangzhong, 204; and Wang Jun 王軍，"Zen yang renshi yizuo chengshi"怎樣認識一座城 
市 ( H o w to learn about a city), in Women ruhe juzhu 我f門如f可居住(How do we live), ed. Yin 
Zhixian 殷智賢(Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue chubanshe, 2006), 65-67. 
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trespasses the privacy and the life of the community. Therefore, the security function 
of hutong transforms the one-stroke head from a neutral sign into an intrusive one in 
the old neighborhood of Beijing (fig. 3-9). 
Apart from the security function, the one-stroke head takes advantage of the 
socializing functions of hutong to diversify its visual meanings. As many residents 
consider hutong as their extended living space and conduct daily activities there, the 
sprayed heads mingle with their life to form new urban spectacles. For instance, the 
one-stroke heads executed on the walls in Xiaowei Hutong become hidden human 
figures when the residents place obj ects such as garbage bins in front of them (fig. 
3-10). In Shuaifuyuan Hutong, the sprayed heads address the presence of a tricycle 
through its gaze when a resident deposits it to the left of the sprayed head (fig. 3-11). 
Furthermore, the sprayed one-stroke heads may interact with the life of hawkers in 
* 131 • . 
hutongs that accommodate street businesses. The resulting visual outcomes 
between the sign and the local community can be very different depending on the 
socio-cultural practices of the selected hutongs. Obviously, by spraying in the 
indigenous residential areas in Beijing, Zhang utilizes his sign to address the life and 
culture of ordinary civilians and highlight the phenomenon of privatizing these old 
residential spaces in Beijing. 
iii. Bicycle parking lots within or outside the Second Ring Road 
Bicycle parking lots form the third kind of distinctive spaces in Dialogue. 
These include Dongdaqiao 東大橋(fig. 3-12; Map 4, no. 8) and Longfusi 隆卞畐寺 
(fig. 3-13; Map 5-1, no. 19). For Dongdaqiao, a one-stroke head was executed at 
night on the walls that bore the promotional text of a bicycle. During the daytime, it 
131 Watch the video clip produced by ZDF (Second German Television) (2001) to see how the 
one-stroke head mingles with the life of people. 
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combines with the surrounding bicycles to compose artistic street spectacles. 
Meanwhile, it summons dialogue from those who retrieve their bicycles from the site. 
For those who attempt to steal the bicycles, the sprayed head becomes a surveillance 
figure against thieving.132 Such effect appeared as well to the walls at Longfusi 
except that the head demonstrates a more meditative face (fig. 3-13-2). 
Zhang manages to employ street bicycles for his sign in Beijing but not in 
Bologna because Chinese citizens rely heavily on bicycles for local transport. Such 
practice can be dated back to 1960 when the bicycle population in Beijing was 
around 760,000. Thereafter, the number of bicycles doubled every decade between 
1960 and 1980，and tripled during the 1980s. With 8.32 million people relying on 
this mode of transport in 1990, bicycle parking prevailed in the pedestrian paths and 
133 , • • 
roads within the Third Ring Road. Therefore, China has been entitled as 
"Bicycle's Kingdom" (zixingche wangguo 自行車王國).1j4 The popularity of riding 
on bicycles in China is different than in Italy and other European countries where 
motorcycles and vehicles have already replaced it as the common means of 
transport.135 Obviously, the one-stroke head takes advantage of the social practice of 
cycling in Beijing to enrich its meanings compared to the automobiles captured in 
Dialogue in Bologna (figs. 1-16 and 1-17). 
iv. Commercial text outside the Second Ring Road 
132 According to the information from the police department, there were almost 8,000 cases of bicycle 
thieving in China every day during the 1990s. See Shen Wen 申文,"Dushi 'liuxing' qijiuche”都市 
‘流行，騎舊車(The 'trend' of riding on old cycles in the city), Wangluo yu xinxi 網糸各與信息 
(Network & Information), no. 10 (1995): 27. 
133 Sit, 284. 
134 Zhang Wenbin 張文种乡，"Gui lai xi, zixingche，，i帚來兮，自行車(Oh bicycle on returning), Lilun 
yu dangdai 理論與當代(Theory and Contemporary), no. 6 (1994): 34; Shen Wen, 27. 
135 Xin Zhangping 辛章平，"Zixingche yu x i a o q i c h e ”自行車與車 ( B i c y c l e s and mini cars), 
Chengshi wenti 城市問題（Urban Problem), no. 3 (1989): 44. 
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After experimenting with the places within and around the Second Ring 
Road, Zhang expands the project to areas beyond the Third Ring Road in 1996. He 
uses the roadside walls around Chaoyang North Avenue 草月陽北路(fig. 3-14; Map 
5-1, no. 14) and Jintai Road 金台路(fig. 3-15; Map 5-1, no. 15) as the forth kind of 
distinctive space in Dialogue in Beijing. On the map of Beijing (Map 2-2)，we can 
see that Chaoyang North Avenue runs almost parallel to Chaoyang Avenue 草月陽路， 
with Jintai Road linking the two. The former should be a significant road because of 
its commensurate width and length with Chaoyang Avenue, facilitating the transport 
of grain from south China to Beijing in the Ming and Qing dynasties.1 ’6 The photos 
taken by Zhang further revealed the fact that these two roads attract both truck and 
individual users in present-day Beijing (figs. 3-14 and 3-15). Therefore, it is not 
surprising to find elaborate and vibrant commercial texts on these walls that 
demonstrate unrestrained uses of wall surface for private business compared to the 
humble promotional texts in the inner city (fig. 3-8). Through superimposing the 
one-stroke head with these commercials along the major avenues in the eastern 
suburb, Zhang makes his sign address the culture of commercial writings for private 
businesses and enterprises in Beijing during the 1990s. 
In fact, commercial writing has become a common urban spectacle in 
post-socialist China. Many merchants or shop owners sought to make free 
advertisement for their products or brands in the city. Therefore, commercial wall 
texts and flyers gradually appeared around Beijing in the 1990s. However, with 
ambiguous state regulation and enforcement, it remained unclear whether these 
forms of promotional text were lawful to be produced in public spaces. When the 
one-stroke head is sprayed over these texts, it forms a superimposed image that 
136 Sit, 56. 
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questions the rights of using public spaces for non-official purposes. Zhang attempts 





"...for a piece of wall, the street and housing committee can use it, doctors who treat 
venereal disease can use it, merchants can earn much profit with it, the state can use 
it for propaganda. There are many more people using it, for instance, the owner of a 
private restaurant... So why can't an artist use it for his art? I seek to experiment 
with it. If a law is passed because of this, and says that ‘you, artist cannot do that,' 
then, fine, I will respect and follow this law." (my translation) 
The more elaboration the commercial texts, the more prominent is the highlighting 
effects. The embellished promotional texts in these two avenues turn the one-stroke 
head into a sign that question the unrestrained use of wall surfaces during the 1990s. 
v. Suburb areas 
In 1996, Zhang extends Dialogue to the eastern suburb located on the fringe 
of Chaoyang District. Spatially from the west to east, these include Dahuangzhuang 
大黃莊（fig. 3-16; Map 5-2, no. 13), Gaojing 高井（fig. 3-17; Map 5-2, no. 17)， 
Shuangqiao 雙橋(f ig. 3-24; Map 5-2, no. 5), and Guanzhuang 管莊(f ig. 3-23; Map 
5-2, no. 6). These places are far away from the city center with no subway services 
available in the 1990s. People could only access those places by bus or other 
transportations that ran through Chaoyang Avenue. Moreover, unlike the city center 
137 Leng Lin, 175. 
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where residential and recreational spaces could be found, these areas were sparsely 
constructed with factories and industrial plants in 1996 and 1997.138 Therefore, the 
one-stroke head executed in these spaces could only exhibit themselves to a small 
range of people in comparison to the city center. 
Although the eastern suburb only allows limited visibility, it offers a new 
spatial context to transform the meaning of the one-stroke head. Zhang deliberately 
executes his sign on a range of isolated houses (figs. 3-16 to 3-17) and the base of a 
flyover that is devoid of pedestrians (fig. 3-18). Such approach of using the sign 
differs markedly from those executed in the city center with a dense population. 
These suburb's heads no longer play the heroic role to question the rights of using 
wall surfaces, nor do they interact with people's life. On the contrary, they combine 
with the unpaved area that is full of grasses and earth, becoming alienated beings that 
stay away from the mainstream. Coupled with the mute faces, these heads compose a 
language of despondency with the suburb environment, contrasting with the senses 
of heroism or intrusion demonstrated in the heads in the city center. 
On top of the barren qualities, these one-stroke heads also address a wide 
range of surfaces and spaces in the suburb including abandoned vehicles (fig. 3-19), 
temporary houses (figs. 3-20 to 3-23), and walls with an exposed engine (fig. 3-24). 
As these trucks and houses are composed of rusted metal plates or plastic rather than 
brick and concrete, the heads interact with new construction materials that are 
unavailable in the city center. This makes the sign address a greater range of objects 
and housing conditions in Beijing in transition to the use of demolished houses. 
Coupled with thin lips and slack neck, these heads create a language of desolation in 
138 See Wang Ruiping 王瑞平,Beijing jiedao hutong dituqi 北京街道胡同地圖集（The atlas of street 
and alley in Beijing; Beijing Shi: Zhongguo ditu chubanshe, 1999), 105 and 113. 
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the suburb before arriving at the aesthetics of demolition on the demolished site in 
the city. 
C. Summary and Further Interpretation 
Obviously, the meanings of the head sign lead a dynamic relationhip with its 
spaces on many levels. On one hand, as it moved from Bologna to Beijing, it gained 
a new spatial, topographical, and cultural environment to recharacterize the work in 
Beijing. The notion of experimenting with the new spatial and socio-cultural contexts 
of Beijing for new social and artistic effects in Dialogue echoes a conversation 





"Leng Lin: In your opinion, what are the key differences between executing Dialogue 
in Beijing and Bologna? 
Zhang Dali: A work of art will gain different effects when you put it in different 
background and cultural context. In China, it [Dialogue] is provocative and is able to 
illustrate problems. Although it is still called Dialogue, the environmental and social 
contexts of dialogue are altered." (my translation) 
Therefore, continuing Dialogue in Beijing does not simply define a change in 
geographical location, but allows the transformation of the work on spatial 
and socio-cultural terms. 
139 Leng Lin, 170. 
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As the head sign appears in different kinds of spaces, it combines with the 
spatial characteristics of a site to generate new meaning. Executed in flyovers, 
hutongs, bicycle parking lots, major avenues, and suburb areas in Chaoyang district, 
the one-stroke head alters its meanings from a spatial activator, intruder, and 
questioner in central Beijing, to an isolated sign that addresses the desolate 
environments of the eastern suburb. Zhang managed to diversify the meanings of his 
art because the one-stroke head as a sign gains new contextual meanings in new 
spatial and socio-cultural environments. A parallel example to this concept is the sign 
of crossbones differs in its visual meaning within different contexts. For instance, 
appearing on the sail of pirate ship, it becomes the "heraldic signature of a 
fellowship"; appearing on a medicine bottle, it signifies "poisonous"; if printed on 
the leather jacket of a motorcyclist, it becomes a sign for "daring or acceptance of 
risks" (fig. 3-25).140 Zhang also points out the interaction between his sign and the 




"Once this sign combines itself with the environment, it gains new contextual meanings 
and becomes part of the environment. Of course, the generated meanings can be very 
different in different spatial context, such as in underpasses and demolished sites." (my 
translator!) 
In this light, as the one-stroke head progresses from the city center to the eastern 
suburb, it takes advantages of the spatial differences between the selected spaces to 
140 Adrian Frutiger, Signs and Symbols: Their Design and Meaning, trans. Andrew Bluhm 
(New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1998), 237. 
141 Zhang Dali expressed this in a conversation with Leng Lin. See Leng Lin, 168. 
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vary its semantic meanings. Such manner of using sign enables Zhang to differentiate 
his art from ordinary artists in contemporary China who persist in executing their 
signature acts or images in similar contexts. 
Another characteristic about use of sign in Dialogue is that the one-stroke 
head gains a new configuration in a new space. Zhang manages to achieve this 
because his sign is spontaneously created in relation to the spatial characteristics of 
the site: the heads at flyover are horizontally or diagonally executed in a row; the 
heads in hutong usually appear alone; while the heads executed in the suburb areas 
are usually given a dispirited face. Such notion echoes Kacey Wong's Drift City, in 
which Wong changes his masquerade form as a building man in reaction to the 
spatial features of each site. For instance, Wong performs as a modest building when 
standing in front of the historical architecture (fig. 3-26). However, he turns into an 
arrogant figure that compares his height as a skyscraper with the Taipei 101 (fig. 
3-27).142 Although Zhang's sign is a pictorial image while Wong's sign is a 
physically performing figure, they modify their signature sign in response to the 
spatial environment of the site. Such technique differs to some graffiti or 
performance artists who standardize their signs in space through using stencil or the 
same acting gesture (fig. 3-28). Obviously, Zhang and Wong observe the spatial 
relationship between their body and the surrounding environment in which they alter 
their gesture of making sign in different spaces for creating new visual effects. 
Nevertheless, Dialogue differs from Drift City and other contemporary arts 
with the fact that its sign interacts mostly with the ordinary living spaces in the city 
including the flyovers, hutongs and bicycle parking lots, and the suburb areas. These 
spaces demonstrate certain architectural and cultural qualities that are indigenous to 
142 The unpublished B.A. thesis of the current writer, Kathy Yim-king Mak, "Kacey Wong's Drift 
City. A Mythical Protest to Hong Kong Architectural Environment" (Hong Kong: The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, 2007), chapter four, sections 3 to 4. 
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Beijing. Tourist attraction sites, such as Wangfujing 王府井，Nanluoguxiang 南鑼鼓 
巷，and Yangdai Diagonal Street 煙袋斜f®, are not used for the project, different to 
the building man in Drift City who visits mostly tourist attraction sites of both the 
originating and visiting cities.143 The reasons behind this difference are manifold. 
For one thing, Zhang seeks to experiment with different local spaces in his home city 
that he is familiar. In contrast to Dialogue in Shanghai, the one-stroke head interacts 
with the famous skyscraper, Jimao Tower in Pudong. Another reason is that Zhang 
Dali seeks to confront his sign with ordinary citizens in Beijing rather than tourists. 
These considerations render Dialogue with a unique urban language of Beijing in the 
mid-1990s, as well as distinguishing it from other contemporary art that usually take 
place on culturally symbolic sites, such as Tiananmen (fig. 3-29) and the Great Wall. 
143 Ibid, chapter 4, section 4. 
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Chapter Four: Affinity with Demolition and Destructed Houses 
In addition to the five kinds of spaces discussed in the previous chapter, 
demolished site constitutes the sixth distinctive space that dramatically transforms 
the meanings of the head sign in Dialogue. Mapping the work executed between 
1995 and 2006, we can see that it first appeared in the destroyed houses around the 
Drum Tower in 1995 (Map 6, no. 1 and 2). It was subsequently extended to the 
demolished site around the eastern Second Ring Road in 1996 (Map 6, no. I-III and 
V) and the eastern suburb of Chaoyang District in 1997 (Map 7-2, no. 1). Up to this 
point, Dialogue executed on demolished sites illustrates a similar geographical 
pattern to that of intact spaces as discussed in chapter three. 
However, beginning in 1998, Dialogue was resumed at numerous demolished 
houses within the Second Wing Road (Map 8) because the Beijing municipal 
government accelerated the development project around several dilapidated regions 
there.144 As Zhang has developed an affinity with these destructed dwellings, he 
expanded the project to demolished spaces in the southern old city — Chongwen 
district in 1999 (Map 9 and 12), Xuanwu district in 2000 (Map 10 and 11), and 
eastern Chaoyang district in 2001 (Map 11-13). Finally, Dialogue ended in the 
destructed space in front of Qiangmen 前門 in 2006 (Map 13, no. 1). From this 
mapping, we can see that Dialogue covers a wider geographical scope on demolished 
lands than intact spaces. 
The usage of demolished spaces in Dialogue demands comprehensive studies 
in this chaper because it differs from those executed in intact spaces on many levels. 
144 Some of the major redeveloped sites include Dewai 德夕f, Guanyuan 官園，Chaonei 朝內，and 
Nanchizi 南池子.See Lu Junhua, 191-197. Among these, Zhang Dali has frequently employed 
Chaonei and Nanchizi that are located in the northeastern part of the old city to execute his art. 
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For one thing, since residents and users have already abandoned the houses, drawing 
on these walls does not assure its visibility to spectators as it did in non-destroyed 
spaces. Another challenge comes from the fact that these houses are scheduled for 
demolition. This means that the head signs executed there can only be exhibited for a 
short moment, which negates the artist's original concept of displaying it for a length 
of the time. Thirdly, the utilization of space in the work partially relied on the 
schedule of redevelopment that was enforced by developers or district governments. 
Obviously, as the one-stroke head combines with demolished materials, the artistic 
concerns and the approach of execution inevitably change in relation to the physical 
conditions of its spatial environment. 
A. Seeking Wall Fragments, Structure and Complexes on Demolished Sites 
Although demolished spaces impose numerous limitations to the execution of 
the sign, it offers a wide variety of fragments, structures, and complexes to transform 
its semantic meanings and visual effects. These include the exterior and the interior 
walls of siheyuans, the traditional courtyard houses that are widely destructed in 
contemporary Beijing.145 
i. Exterior walls along a hutong 
The most readily approachable surface on a demolished site is the exterior of 
a siheyuan. Standing along a hutong, this kind of wall differientiates itself from 
others with its characteristic facade, which is composed by a horizontal grey brick 
wall, the windows of a north-facing house (fig. 4-1), a grey-tiled roof, and an 
145 It is believed that the identified structures listed in this section only represent some of the 
structures adopted by Zhang Dali. Since a photo cannot entirely capture the features of a wall and site, 
many structures employed in the work are unidentifiable. 
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entrance at the far right. When spraying a one-stroke head on this surface, Zhang 
brings his sign into close visual context of these architectural characteristics (fig. 4-3). 
Their presence in the work give viewers an idea that the head sign is addressing a 
traditional siheyuan in Beijing. Its close proximity to the traces of demolition and the 
official white text “chai” further transforms it into an activist that confronts the 
official authority in demolishing a courtyard house. Compared to the one-stroke head 
executed on the facade of an intact siheyuan, this sign pinpoints the social 
phenomenon of destroying historical hutongs and siheyuans in contemporary 
Beijing. 
ii. Interior walls 
Walking into a demolished site provides the artist with a greater range of 
interior walls that are decorated with paint (fig. 4-4), wallpaper (fig. 4-5), tiles (fig. 
4-6), or inlaid wooden frame (fig. 4-7). The head signs executed on these surfaces 
highlight the spaces that are formerly enclosed within a house, among which white 
painted walls appear frequently in the work.146 Its co-existence with the "AK-47" 
and "18K" signs emphasizes the destructive qualities and the market values of the 
site (figs. 4-6, 4-10 and 4-11). In this context, the one-stroke head becomes a sign 
that highlights the exposed interior to passerby who might have overlooked the 
destructed conditions of these siheyuans. It also questions the use of violence and its 
possible associations with financial benefits on these spaces. 
Apart from the decorative layer, the one-strokes are drawn in close proximity 
to the traces or posters discovered on an exposed interior (figs. 4-8 and 4-9). They 
146 According to Gao Wei, white wall is widely adopted by siheyuans to create a brightening effect 
within the house because Beijing is always cloudy. See Gao Wei 高魏，Siheyuan: zhuanwajian cheng 
de Beijing wenhua 四合院：磚瓦建成白勺北京文化(Courtyard houses: Beijing's culture in bricks and 
tiles; Beijing Shi: Xue yuan chubanshe, 2003), 210. 
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may be placed around (fig. 4-10) or on top of a found poster (fig. 4-11). The 
technique of using these abandoned printed materials on interior walls echoes an 
untitled photographic art project of Rong Rong 榮榮(1968-) , in which Rong Rong 
made close-up shots of the woman models illustrated in the abandoned posters on 
demolished sites (fig. 4-12). Rong Rong also photographed the dragon sculptures 
installed on a damaged wall (fig. 4-13), through which he transformed their visual 
might and vigor into two-dimensional form.147 Both artists demonstrate an emphatic 
feeling for the abandoned beauties in demolished houses. However, Zhang's manner 
of accentuation leads a bodily relation with the discovered materials through the 
gesture of spraying while Rong Rong's sentiment was expressed through the act of 
shooting. 
iii. Housing structures 
Structural frameworks on gable walls 
In addition to the exterior and interior walls, a demolished siheyuan exhibits a 
wide variety of previously hidden structures that can renew the meanings and the 
visual effects of the head sign. One of them is the destroyed gable wall (shanqiang 山 
3¾) that is embedded with the construction frameworks, pillar-and-beam frame 
(tailiang 抬梁，fig. 4-14), or pillar-and-transverse-tie-beam frame (chuandou 穿『王J 
fig. 4-15). When a one-stroke head appears on the lower part of these gable walls, it 
brings viewers' attention to the exposed and destroyed conditions of these once 
durable wooden frameworks. 
147 For more photographic works of the artist, see Rong Rong, RongRong: tupian zhanlan 榮榮圖片 
展覽(RongRong: a photographic exhibition; Macau, Orient Foundation, 2001). 
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Although both frames involve the uses of wooden pillars and beams, they 
give out dissimilar visual effects when interacting with the sprayed heads due to their 
structural differences. A pillar-and-beam frame (fig. 4-16) involves two vertical 
pillars supporting a horizontal beam, upon which two short vertical struts are used to 
support other horizontal beams and struts.148 Consequently, the head signs executed 
on the lower part of this wall remain undisturbed by the wooden. This makes a 
contrast to heads drawn on the other kind of frame in which the central vertical pillar 
is extended to the space of the head (fig. 4-17).149 Therefore, signs executed on these 
gable walls mark the structural characteristics of these two kinds of significant 
frameworks used in supporting a traditional siheyuan. 
Non-load bearing walls 
Apart from gable walls, the head sign also appears on non-load bearing walls 
that are connected to gable walls at a right angle as shown in fig. 4-15. This kind of 
wall is constructed by filling the spaces between the pillars with bricks and earth so 
that the pillars function as the skeleton and the bricks compartmentalize the space.150 
Since some of the pillars stand abreast of the bricks; when exposed on a demolished 
site, they constitute a few wall panels that are demarcated by the vertical pillars. 
Zhang may relate his head signs with the wall-and-pillar structure (fig. 4-19), or 
execute them on the independent wall panels (fig. 4-20).151 As the distance between 
the pillars signifies the width of a compartment in the house, the heads drawn on 
these non-load bearing walls appear as if occupying each dismantled living space. 
148 Ronald Knapp, China's Vernacular Architecture: House Form and Culture (Honolulu: University 
of Hawaii Press, 1989),75. 
149 Ibid, 75-77. 
150 Knapp, 33 and 74. 
151 Zhang Dali told the current writer that this wall came from a principal house with a five of five 
jian through email on June 17, 2009. See the original Chinese text:這是五開間正房白勺雕花隔扇的 
分割處，也是房屋的大樑支柱。 
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Therefore, the head signs combine with the structural properties of these walls to 
assert their former function of sheltering. 
Windows and doors 
The head signs also appear around the windows and doors on the interior wall. 
Some of them address a window through the direction of their gaze (fig. 4-21), while 
some appear repetitively across a wall that bears several windows (fig. 4-22) or a 
window and a doorframe (fig. 4-23). Windows and doorframes differ from other 
structural elements with the fact that they are framed hollow spaces for ventilation or 
movement. Bringing them into close context with the one-stroke heads, Zhang 
addresses the functional qualities of the wall, as well as creating an illusion as if the 
heads are moving between these hollow spaces. 
Suspended ceilings 
In addition to the wooden frame, the wall, the window and the doorframe, 
some one-stroke heads are executed on walls that are connected to a destroyed 
suspended ceiling (fig. 4-24). These ceilings are installed above the horizontal beams 
to create a closer ceiling to the ground.152 A traditionally fine ceiling is meticulously 
created by wooden grid rack and paper.153 However, the one employed by Zhang is 
comparatively simple. It produces an illusion as if the heads is sheltered by the wall 
and ceiling. However, the "AK-47" sign reminds viewers of the destroyed condition 
of the house. 
152 Zhang Dali confirmed the use of suspended ceiling in this house of an old siheyuan with the 
current writer through email on June 15, 2009. See the original Chinese text:那是老四合院‘——般白勺 
人家會在房子裡做吊頂，所以看起來有兩層。 
153 Lu Xiang and Wang Qiming, 74. 
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Verandas 
Verandas are also used to enrich the meanings and the visual effects of the 
head sign. This kind of wall is built with an angle at the corner to connect two 
housing units in a siheyuan. It is topped by a grey eave to shelter the residents from 
the sky. When exhibiting a series of heads from the right to the left (fig. 4-25),154 it 
creates an illusion as if the heads are moving slowly under the eave. In another case, 
a single head appears in front of the corner of a wall appears to be inspecting the 
damaged condition of the site (fig. 4-26). 
iv. Traces of the extraneous constructions 
Aside from the original structures, the one-stroke head also appears on the 
painted (fig. 4-27) or tiled exterior of a house (fig. 4-28). These head signs highlight 
the contrasting difference between the plastered surface and the brick wall. It also 
addresses the material difference between the grey and red brick remains. The 
one-stroke head executed on these walls poses questions if some people have ever 
constructed an external space outside the house. Therefore, using these exposed 
surfaces for Dialogue turns the head sign into a tag that highlights the practice of 
arbitrary constructions in Ming-Qing siheyuans during the twentieth century. 
v. Housing complex 
Fifth, on top of the standard and extraneous structures, the one-stroke head 
interacts with wall complex that is resulted from dismantling a side-house. Since this 
wall is connected to a principal house to its back and an extraneous room to its right 
154 Zhang Dali confirmed such structure with the current writer through email on June 17, 2009. 
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(fig. 4-29),155 it differs from other walls by a high sense of mass and volume. 
Moreover, this complex exhibits a wide range of textures that are resulted from the 
decoration of the former residents and the destruction of the bulldozers. Using these 
housing complexes for the execution of the head sign extend its surface of interaction 
from ordinary fragments to complicated one in a siheyuan. In other workds, it allows 
the sign to address a wider range of destroyed structures in contemporary Beijing. 
vi. Free-standing walls 
Sixth, the one-stroke head also appears on small pieces of wall fragments that 
are detached from neighboring structures (figs. 4-30 and 4-31). As these walls have 
been tremendously destructed, they are small and isolated from other structures. This 
allows them to bring the heads into closer spatial context of the surrounding spaces 
(fig. 4-30) or distant buildings (fig. 4-31). Therefore, the head signs executed on 
these wall fragments may extend its scope of interaction from the spatial context of 
the wall to the surrounding cityscape. 
From the above analyses, we see how a demolished house offers a wider 
range of wall surfaces than an intact one for the execution of the one-stroke head. 
These include both the exterior and the previously hidden spaces of a house. The 
variety of these wall surfaces may increase further when it is a Ming-Qing siheyuan 
because it is an intricate architecture comprising at least three or four buildings and 
other components in different sizes and shapes (fig. 4-1).156 This include the 
155 We know that it is an additional construction because it is built with red bricks, which differ from 
the grey bricks used in the rest of the house. 
156 Due to the shape of the land and limited budget of the residents, some courtyard houses only have 
three major houses, which are called sanheyuan 三合院(“son” means "three"). See Jianzhu kexue 
yanjmyuan (China), Jianzhu Ulunji lishi yanjiushi建築_硏究院（中國)，建築理論及歷史硏究 
室,Beijing gu jianzhu 北京古建築(Beijing's old architecture; Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1959), 24; 
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principal house located in the north (north house), two wing-houses in the east and 
west (an east-wing house and a west-wing house), the north-facing house in the south 
157 • • 
(south house), the encircling walls, and the verandas located at the corners. When 
such an intricate structure is dismantled, it offers an array of dissimilar wall surfaces 
for the execution of the one-stroke head. Their sizes and shapes can be further 
diversified when the principal house has side-rooms to its left and right, or the 
1 r o 
siheyuan has more than one courtyard (fig. 4-2). Using them for the drawing of 
the one-stroke head can diversify its visual effects as well as enhancing its locality in 
Beijing. 
The head sign executed on these surfaces plays a new function as result of its 
new spatial context. Not only does its dark paint make a sharp contrast to both the 
grey and white walls, thus bringing people's attention to the destructed conditions of 
the houses. Their faceless quality as a painted head also combines with the space to 
create an effect as if the demolished site is revisited by anonymous beings. Without it, 
residents in the neighborhood might disregard these spaces because demolition has 
become a common spectacle in contemporary Beijing. Consequently, the one-stroke 
head no longer serves as a personal sign that narrates a sense of alienation, heorism 
and despondeny as it did in the intact spaces in Bologna and Beijing. It plays a dual 
function as a mysterious sign that inspects different wall fragments on a demolished 
site, as well as an altruistic sign that concerns the destruction of old siheyuans in 
Beijing. The signification of the heada sign on these spaces may further multiply 
depending on the conditions and the orientations of each employed surface. From 
Wang Qiming and Lu Xiang, 67; and Bai Hequn 白鶴君羊，Lao Beijing de juzhu 老北京的居住 
(Residential houses of Old Beijing; Beijing: Beijing Yanshan chubanshe, 1999), 67. 
157 The English terms of these housing units are adopted from Wang Wenbo 王文波，Siheyuan qingsi 
四合院情思(Affections for the siheyuan; Beijing: Zhongguo minzu sheying yishu chubanshe, 2008), 
11. 
158 Jianzhu lilun ji lishi yanjiushi, 26; Wang Qiming and Lu Xiang, 67-72; Bai Hequn, 67. 
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this analysis, we can see how the meanings of the head sign may change in relation 
to its affinity with the demolished spaces. 
If we consider the above interpretation as some of the principle meanings of 
the head sign on demolished sites, the fact that it addresses a wide variety of 
destroyed structures would advance its signification as a "demolition-seeker" in 
Beijing. As illustrated in this section, Zhang sought to bring his sign into close 
context with different kinds of structures on a demolished site. Such active 
exploration of the drawing surfaces is followed by the act of spraying in front of the 
walls. As the head signs appear extensively on a variety of damaged fragments, they 
visualize the artist's effort of exploiting and interacting with a demolished space. 
Therefore, using these found surfaces for the execution of the head sign renders it a 
new signification as a seeker for damaged structures. From this, we can see how the 
sign gains a new visual meaning because of the technique of active exploration and 
experimentation devised by the artist. 
B. Seeking Demolished Houses across the City 
While the head sign becomes a demolition-seeker through appearing 
extensively on destroyed siheyuans, it further completes this signification through 
addressing a wider range of demolished spaces across the city. The Ming-Qing 
houses around the Drum Tower constitute as the first demolished spaces employed in 
Dialogue in 1995 (fig. 4-32).159 Located to the north of the Forbidden City within 
the old Inner City (Map 6, no. 1 and IV), this region was first redeveloped in the late 
159 Due to the limitation of the photograph, it is unsure whether the illustrated house belongs to a 
housing unit of a siheyuan. However, given the construction technique of the roof and the degraded 
qualities of the house, it is reasonable to infer that this house was constructed in Ming or Qing 
dynasty. 
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1980s and the early 1990s due to their dilapidated conditions.160 Executed on the 
exterior of a poorly preserved house, the head signs combine with the shooty 
conditions of the drawn surface to suggest a sense of death, a feeling absent in the 
other cases of works. If one considers the fact that these three skulls were executed 
right after Zhang has returned to Beijing from Bologna in 1995, the "modernizing" 
approach of redeveloping the old city in Beijing during the mid-1990s would have 
been a contrasting attitude to the spatial unity demonstrated in the old city of 








“I came to Beijing in 1983. It was a pretty city. Although the city wall had already been 
demolished, the layout of the old city still existed... Many hutongs have vanished now. 
[The old city of] Beijing is destroyed. For me, it was the destructive result of ignorance. 
Urbanization does not simply mean demolition; one should preserve the urban culture 
and further improve its function For example, the problems of lacking water supply 
160 A famous renewal project executed on the area located to the east of the Drum Tower was to 
transform Ju'er Hutong 菊兒胡同 into a new housing estate that combines modern construction 
technique and traditional architectural design. See Wu Liangyong 吳良鋪,"Beijing jiucheng juzhuqu 
de zhengzhi tujing zhi san…Ju' er Hutong shiyan de ji ge lixing wenti”北京舊城居住區的整治途徑 
之三…菊兒胡同試驗的幾個理性問題（Redeveloping the old zones in Beijing, part three—several 
questions on experimenting with Ju'er Hutong), in Zuo Chuan and Zhen Guangzhong, 179-190. Also 
see the housing conditions around the area of the Drum Tower in Heng Chye Kiang, The Development 
of the Bell-and-drum Tower District in Beijing and of its Built Heritage: Final Report (Singapore: 
Centre for Advance Studies in Architecture, School of Architecture, National University of Singapore, 
1999), 57 and 58. 
161 Huang Wenya and Han Weihua, 203-204. 
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and town gas can indeed be solved. I have been living in Italy for many years. The 
streets there are as narrow as or even more worn-out than [old] Beijing. However, how 
did people keep them so well? It is because the Italian uses modern technologies to 
solve the problems that were unsolvable in the past. You cannot demolish a structure 
simply because it is difficult to fix and maintain, for that is an irresponsible approach of 
handling a problem." (my translation) 
Zhang Dali compared the spatial conditions between the two old cities and suggested 
that the dilapidated houses in Beijing coud be improved with modern technologies 
rather than simply demolishing them. It appears that the artist valued the idea of 
preserving the material culture of a place, an idea transplanted from Europe,162 after 
residing there for a few years. 
Executing the one-stroke head on this site brings people's attention to the 
poorly preserved conditions of these dwellings. Houses around the Drum Tower 
were usually constructed in the Ming or Qing dynasties. The one employed by Zhang 
might have been a fine construction in the past because the roofs of the main and side 
houses demonstrate two different techniques of aligning the tiles (fig. 4-32-2). 
However, it decayed gradually because its ownership has been transferred to people 
and the state who made little effort in maintaining the house.16 ' If we compare this 
particular piece of Dialogue with others, one would see that the heads in this work 
162 According to Frank Vigneron, the idea of preserving old architecture is primarily European, 
although such practice is also noticeable in Japan. It was absent in traditional Chinese culture due to a 
different way of perceiving the function of a house. However, it is an interesting phenomenon that 
some contemporary Chinese arts have manifested an affinity with the old houses in Beijing in the 
recent decade. See the discussion in Vigneron, 136-138. 
163 Zhang Dali asserted this idea to the current writer through email on June 17, 2009. See the original 
Chinese text:那是一個明朝的老房子，年久失修。解放後所有的房子都變成公家的了，沒有私 
人的房產，戶斤以房子壞了沒人修 ° In addition, Dong Guangqi also makes a brief account on the 
deterioration of old houses around the Drum Tower; see his book, 193. For a more detailed discussion 
on the causes of deteriorating houses in the old city of Beijing, see Lu Xiang and Wang Qiming, 
161-162. 
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not only highlight the dilapidated conditions of the house, but also question why the 
addressed surface has been poorly preserved compared to other dwellings in the city. 
Apart from old houses, the one-stroke head also interacts with fine siheyuans 
in An'er Hutong 安兒胡同，situated southwest to the Forbidden City (Map 12, no. 16, 
fig. 4-3). The conditions of this house make a sharp difference than the previous one 
and the one at East Hepingli Street 禾口平里東fg (Map 11, no. 11, fig. 4-33) by its 
fine alignment of massive grey bricks and ornamented rooflines on its facade. 
Moreover, it bears an official sign, “chai”, that indicate the official decision of 
demolishing it. Purposely placed against “chai” on this facade, the head sign plays a 
different function than the one around the Drum Tower and East Hepingli Street, as it 
directs the viewer's attention to the paradox that the authority has decided to 
eradicate a finely constructed and preserved house. If we further interpret the sign 
within the spatial context of the city, we would see that it also questions the premise 
of demolition as urban redevelopment has been extended to fine siheyuans located 
around the Forbidden City. 
As a matter of fact, demolition happens to a wide range of distinctive and 
significant siheyuans during the late 1990s and the early 2000s. These include the 
former residences of Zhao Ziehen 趙紫宸 and Zhao Luorui 趙蘿 _ in 2000, Cao 
Xueqin 曹雪芹 in 2005, and Tang Zhaoyi 唐紹儀 in 2006.164 Although many 
architecture historians have emphasized the significance of these traditional houses 
in Beijing, the idea of conservation applies mainly to the northern part of the old city 
where imperial architectures are concentrated (fig. 4-34).165 Other historically 
164 Yang Dongping 楊東平,“Shui lai baowei 'wenhua Beijing’”誰來保衛‘文化北京,（Who is 
safeguarding Beijing's culture), Liaoning Daily 遼寧曰幸艮 December 30, 2000, 4. 
165 In 1999, the municipal government has approved the "Conservation Plan for the 25 Conservation 
Districts of Historic Sites in the Old City of Beijing" that designated twenty-five key historical sites in 
the old city as conservation areas. Compiled on the basis of the first list, the second one covers fifteen 
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significant regions or houses can only be conserved as an independent unit or even 
being translocated to other site to make way for new constructions.166 As for An'er 
Hutong, the fact that it lays outside of these conservation districts suggests its 
possibility to be demolished amidst the widespread urban redevelopment. In this 
social context, the head sign executed in this hutong addresses a spatial problem that 
is concerned by many architecture scholars in contemporary China. 
In addition to ordinary houses, the one-stroke head seeks to widen its scope 
of interaction by addressing a "transformed" imperial structure, the south encircling 
wall of the Imperial Archives (Huangshicheng 皇史蔵)，located in the southeastern 
of the Forbidden City (fig. 4-35, Map 12, no. 1). Constructed in the Ming dynasty in 
1534, this wall encircles several archive buildings that preserve the records on the 
history of imperial families. As an imperial architecture, it bears a crimson red paint 
on its wall and golden-glazed tiles for the roof. It is also situated in close proximity 
to other imperial architectures that are topped by golden gabled tiles.167 Historically 
significant building complex like this one is well protected by the state law as 
"National Cultural Treasures in Dongcheng District."168 However, by the time 
Zhang used it for Dialogue in 2002, the golden-glazed roof was damaged, and the 
imperial red wall was painted white and connected to an extraneous structure at the 
far right. Therefore, it becomes a damaged wall with "transformed royal qualities." 
conservation districts in which five are located in the old city of Beijing. To learn the locations 
covered by the two lists, see "The Text of 'Conservation Plan for the Historical City of Beijing'," in 
Beijing Municipal City Planning Commission, 11, 13, 29 and 31. 
166 Cultural treasures in Beijing are governed on national, municipal and district levels. For a list of 
significant siheyuans conserved in the old city before 1996, see Lu Xiang and Wang Qiming, 186-191. 
167 The Imperial Archives in Beijing is "a rectangular building spanning an area of about 7,600 square 
metres. Arranged along an axial line from [the] south to north are the Frot Archway, the Main Hall, 
the East and Western Flank Halls, and a pavilion which houses a stele inscribed with the emperor's 
instruction." For more information about the functional the Imperial Archives, see Dongcheng 
People's Government, Beijing, Classical Architecture of Beijing's Dongcheng District (Beijing: 
Morning Glory, 1998),24-25. 
168 Ibid, 119. 
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The head sign executed on this surface take advantage of the housing 
problem in Beijing to renew its meanings. In fact, the demolished condition of this 
encircling wall was partially resulted from unrestrained use of land during the 
twentieth century. Some people occupied the areas around the Imperial Archives,169 
among which a few families used the exterior surface of the encircling wall as the 
supporting wall of their houses. This means that the exterior has became the interior 
of their newly constructed house and was therefore painted white.170 When the 
state-government began to restore the slum areas into the original river called 
Changpu River 菖蒲河 in 2002, all these houses were demolished.171 Therefore, the 
encircling wall of the Imperial Archives was destroyed, exposing its golden roof and 
the white painted wall on site. 
Zhang made use of this "transformed royal structure" to execute his sign. As 
the head signs run parallel to the golden-glazed tiles, they bring the viewer's 
attention from the far end where the extraneous structure is constructed, to the 
damaged conditions along this wall. The "AK-47" sign further emphasizes the 
destructive context of the site. Such manner of spraying contrasts sharply to those 
executed in hutongs that are usually standing alone. Therefore, through drawing on 
this wall in its damaged condition, Zhang makes his sign address the poorly 
preserved imperial structure located in the city center. This means that the one-stroke 
head has become a sign that address the problem of unruly use of walls and lands in 
twentieth century's Beijing. 
169 Dong Guangqi, 236-237. 
170 Zhang reveals this to the current writer through email on June 17, 2009. See the original Chinese 
text:這是皇史蔵的外牆，後來拆的建築是借這牆蓋的房子，所以就把皇史葳的強當成內牆給塗 
白了 ° 
171 Dong Guangqi, 236-237. 
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Expanding Dialogue to demolished sites in Chongwen (Map 12，no. 7-7, 
14-15) and Chaoyang districts (Map 12, no. 12), Zhang extended the dialogue of his 
sign to non-siheyuan dwellings that were situated outside Ming-Qing's Inner City.172 
Constructed by fired red bricks (fig. 4-36)，load-bearing wall (figs. 4-36 to 37), and 
prefabricated roof (fig. 4-38-2), these houses belong to those that were constructed in 
the later half of the twentieth century when the society lacked the capital and 
techniques to build traditional houses. They offer a new structural surface to renew 
the visual effects of the one-stroke head and "AK-47'. For instance, the heads may 
appear on a wall that is connected to the naked wooden frame of the roof (fig. 4-36) 
whose fragility makes a sharp contrast to the wooden framework in siheyuan s 
houses (figs. 4-14 and 4-15). Apart from that, the heads may appear under a 
prefricated roof (fig. 4-38), the structure of which is simpler than the unglazed grey 
tiles in Ming-Qing houses (figs. 4-27 and 4-32-2). Executing the one-stroke head in 
these outer districts, Zhang introduced his sign to demolished dwellings that were 
constructed amidst the economically difficult period of the PRC.173 
As the sign expands its geographical scope of interaction, it addresses a wider 
range of destructed dwellings that are constructed in different styles, qualities, and 
periods in Beijing. Not only does it highlight the demolition of traditional courtyard 
houses within the old city, but also other demolished buildings, including Ming-Qing 
houses, imperial architecture, and temporary dwellings of the twentieth century. 
Consequently, the sign further completes its purposes or meanings by addressing a 
172 Ming-Qing's Inner City refers to the combined area of Dongcheng and Xicheng districts. 
173 Zhang Shouyi and Li Deyao merely point out in their studies that Huadongshi 花東市,which is 
very close to where Zhang Dali executes Dialogue around Dongbianmen, belongs to one of the 
dilapidated dwelling regions in Beijing. Zhang Shouyi 張守儀 and Li Deyao 李德耀，"Beijing shi wei 
ji lou diqu zhuzhai jianshe wenti de chutan”北京市危積漏地區住宅建設問題白勺初探(A study on 
the dilapidated dwelling regions in Beijing), in Zuo Chuan and Zheng Guanzhi, 153. 
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greater number of demolished houses in the city. It becomes a genuine sign that 
concerns the destruction of dwellings in contemporary Beijing. 
Zhang manages to render new signification to his sign because these houses 
were constructed according to a spatial hierarchy established since the Ming and 
Qing dynasties. Those situated closest to The Palace City were finely built because 
they were usually official organizations or homes to gentries. This idea is well 
exemplified by the strength and qualities of the Imperial Archives and siheyuans in 
An'er Hutong in the city's center. Han Chinese, whose houses were comparatively 
small in size and scale, were usually located outside the Inner City.174 Most scholars 
agreed on this generalized idea although there were minor alterations in the 
distribution. However, as Beijing entered the mid-twentieth century, a range of new 
houses arised when people erected simple and economic houses around or outside 
the old city. From this analysis, we can see how the spatial history of Beijing offers a 
rich spatial context for the artist to enrich the meanings of his sign. The urban 
redevelopment taken place in the 1990s adds new layers of transformation to the 
spaces and the meanings of the head sign. 
C. The Assertion of Demolition 
i. From positive to negative 
The one-stroke head transformed when Zhang Dali began to create his own 
demolition on the head in 1998 (fig. 4-39). He achieved this through dismantling the 
head in three major steps: firstly, making indentation along the outline of the head 
174 Lu Xiang and Wang Qiming, 51; also see Shi Mingzhen 史明正，Zou xiang jindaihua de Beijing 
cheng— chengshi jianshe yu shenhui biange走向近代化的北京城——城市建設與社會變革 
(Beijing Transforms: Urban Development and Social Change in the Early 20th Century; Beijing: 
Beijing University Press, 1995), 131-132. 
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with a chisel (fig. 4-40); secondly, peeling off the plaster layer along the line; and 
thirdly, hammering the brick and earth of the wall with the assistance of temporarily 
employed immigrant workers.175 Consequently, a fluid sprayed line in Dialogue was 
turned into a standing negative skull that was entitled Demolition. 
The technique of transforming earth materials into a new artistic form evokes 
a few pieces of earth art that were executed in post-war America. Michael Heizer 
(1924- )’s Double Negative (fig. 4-41) is a distinctive example, in which Heizer 
excavated 240,000 tons of rhyolite and sandstone from Mormon Mesa in the Nevada 
badlands with the help of bulldozers. As a result, he transformed the narrow canyon 
into one that bore two man-made ramps of 3 0-foot-wide and 50-feet deep.176 
Heizer's approach of creating a negative space in a canyon can be seen as the 
counterpart of Robert Smithson, who constructed an artistically huge earthen gyre at 
* 177 • 
a barren shore on the Great Salt Lake in Spiral Jetty (fig. 4-42). As Heizer sought 
to use a more religiously sublime approach to purify the idea of art in the age of 
commodification, and Smithson attempted to create a "romantic metaphor for his 
fascination with entropy" with earthen material, they explored the possibilities of 
11SI 
altering the landscape of a natural vast land. 
Nevertheless, while Heizer and Smithson made earth art in a giant scale in a 
natural environment, Zhang's Demolition was executed in an urban context through 
manual ways of removing earth and brick. It came from the artist's daily 
confrontation with demolition and construction in Beijing in the late 1990s, and his 
175 Zhang Dali expressed that he paid the workers in his short writing, in Zhang Dali, "18K: 
chai...'Duihua' dejixu" 18K ：拆...“對話”的繼續（18K: Demolition ... continuing Dialogue), 
Wenhuayn daode 文化與道德（Culture and Morals), vol. 2 (1998, 5): 84. 
176 Hunter, Jacobus and Wheeler, 371. 
177 ibid,n\. 
178 Ibid, 371-372. 
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"I started to hollow the wall since 1998. Before that, it was just a sprayed image on 
wall. It was all by chance. One day I noticed a large hole on a destroyed wall, from 
which I saw modem architecture in a distance. It was a charming scene. The migrant 
workers were demolishing houses there. My thought was to adopt their tools and 
methods to demolish a wall. However, my approach is different from theirs. While 
they were destroying things, I was revealing the transformation of the city, an artistic 
„179 
creation. 
Digging the wall with a chisel and hammer, Zhang turns his sprayed head into an 
"anthropomorphic window" that illustrates the objects or buildings behind the wall. 
Sometimes it reveals the surrounding materials behind the wall (fig. 4-39) or 
destructed landscape (fig. 4-43). This allows him to highlight the destructive qualities 
of the demolished site. When he executes Demolition on a site where modern (fig. 
4-44) or classical architectures stand nearby (fig. 4-46), the hollow head brings 
people into making active comparisons between the styles, materials, and physical 
conditions of the demolished and preserved buildings. This creates a contrasting 
effect between the old and new cities, as well as the differences between the 
preserved, destroyed, and constructed buildings. Therefore, the act of hollowing a 
head creates an active spatial-visual interaction between the negative head and 
179 Zhang Dali revealed this in his interview with Zhang Zhi, 256. 
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different kinds of buildings around a demolished site. Zhang's method of exploiting 
an abandoned house makes a difference than that of Gordon Matta-Clark 
(1943-1978), whose gesture of cutting and piercing through buildings disregards the 
surrounding space (fig. 4-45). Moreover, Matta-Clark’s manner of cutting is central 
to the destruction of a house, while Zhang's hollowing makes his sign highlight the 
transforming city scape in contemporary Beijing. 
ii. From a window to a "positive-negative sculpture" 
As Zhang Dali further experiments with the technique of hollowing in 
Demolition, the negative head gains a new artistic form. It evolves from an austere 
empty space on wall (figs. 4-39，4-43 and 4-44) to a free-standing sculpture that 
bespeaks a great sense of mass and void within the head (figs. 4-46 and 4-47). The 
cause that leads to such a difference is that Zhang began by carving all materials 
enclosed by the sprayed line without missing any fine details around the undulations, 
and progressed towards shattering only the central area of the head that leaves a layer 
of bricks along the sprayed line. When Zhang applied this hollowing technique to a 
thicker wall, he increased the depth and textures of his sign (fig. 4-48). As a 
consequence, the head alters its form from a sharp anthropomorphic window to a 
three-dimensional negative space that manifests a greater sense of mass, volume, and 
void on a site. 
Undeniably, these shattered heads gain a new three-dimensional form that I 
called a "positive-negative sculpture". While most sculptures are positive in space, 
Demolition exists in both positive and negative spaces depending on how we 
perceive it. For viewers who only regard the act of demolishing the wall as the 
process of creation and the resulting empty space as the work, they may see the 
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hollow head as a negative sculpture (fig. 4-48). However, if we consider the fact that 
the act of creation involves both the selection of site and wall for spraying and 
hollowing, it is obvious that Demolition combines both positive masses of the house 
and the negative form of the head to form a positive sculpture that bears an 
anthropomorphic negative space in the center. 
Apart from the sense of three-dimensionality, this sculpture bespeaks a rich 
texture of demolition. It demonstrates a sharp material difference between the 
smooth plaster and coarse edges of the brick and earth. The creation of these textures 
is possible because of the characteristic manner of hollowing. Another reason is that 
most builders of the past applied several layers of plaster onto the brick-and-earth 
• • I on • 
wall before painting it white. Other textures come from the exposed brick and 
earth, among which some brick and earth are earthier in tone (fig. 4-46) while some 
are grey in color (fig. 4-47). In terms of the size and the shape of the brick, some are 
larger in size (fig. 4-46), whilst some are comparatively smaller (fig. 4-47). These 
differences come from the fact that each family use different kinds of bricks to 
construct their houses depending on their financial conditions - wealthy people 
afforded a greater portion of new and regular bricks on their houses; ordinary 
families usually used recycled old bricks in different shapes for their dwellings.181 
As Zhang left a layer of wall materials within the hollow head rather than polishing 
them into smooth edges, he turned the material characteristics of the old houses in 
Beijing into a language of art. Consequently, he created a rich sense of architectural 
destruction to his sign that constitutes the aesthetics of demolition in Demolition. 
Demolition further stands apart from other arts with the fact that it bespeaks 
an abstract form of destruction on human being. Such feeling is resulted from 
180 Bai Hequn, 75; Gao Wei, 211. 
181 Ibid. 
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combining his sign with sequential acts of peeling away the plaster layer of the 
sprayed head,.and shattering the bricks in the brain area (figs. 4-46 to 4-48). The 
resulting hollow head conjures up a sense of trauma as a "fresh wound."182 
Therefore, as a one-stroke head is shattered into a massively negative form, it 
becomes a sign that suggests the use of violence on men and the destruction of 
human life. Such effect is accentuated when one considers the fact that Demolition 
usually takes place in a deserted residential space where all inhabitants have been 
relocated to unknown places. When juxtaposing the shattered head with "AK-47" 
and "18K," it further creates an abstract picture that narrates a sense of tragedy and 
violence (fig. 4-43).183 Obviously, transforming the sprayed head into a shattered 
form allows Zhang Dali to alter the visual power of his sign into a sentimentally 
ruinous one. 
D. Summary and Futher Interpretation 
This chapter investigated the creation of new meanings in the one-stroke head 
executed in demolished spaces in Beijing. When it combines with destroyed wall 
surfaces, it forms a picture as if a sprayed individual inspecting or interacting with 
the demolished old houses in Beijing. Zhang Dali managed to renew the meanings of 
the head sign because it was strategically placed around distinctive fragments of a 
dismantled siheyuan, an intricate Ming-Qing housing structure in the history of 
Chinese architecture. On the other hand, he executed his sign on a wide range of 
destroyed houses across the city. As a result, the one-stroke head becomes a specific 
sign that addresses the destruction and the vanishing of old houses in the city. 
182 Wu Hung (2000), 762. 
183 See the discussion on the use of "AK-47" and "18-K" in chapter two of this paper. 
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Coupled with occasional uses of "AK-47" and "18K," these heads further highlight a 
range of social problems related to urban redevelopment and relocation that were 
discussed in chapter two of this paper. 
When executing the one-stroke heads on these broken fragments, Zhang 
creates a new tension between his sign and the demolished houses in the city, an 
aesthetics that is distinctive to Beijing in the era of urban redevelopment. Such 
language takes advantage of a gestural sign and tremendous amount of demolished 
siheyuans and old houses in the city. It differs from the ruins depicted in European 
paintings of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries on many levels. For one thing, 
the head sign is an abstract sign that allows recharacterization of meanings in 
different spaces. It differed than ordinary images by its fluidity and polysemy. 
Secondly, most damaged houses employed by Zhang are Ming-Qing siheyuans that 
are demolished by the district governments and real estate developers. Therefore, 
such aesthetics take place primarily in the context of urban renewal in Beijing. The 
artificial way of dismantling a house also makes a difference than the natural 
• 184 • 
degradation portrayed by European artists, in whom a sense of "weakness of man 
in front of eternal nature" is usually involved, a concept unexplored by traditional 
Chinese painters due to different approaches of understanding the relationships 
185 . 
between man and nature. From these analyses, we can see that the aesthetics of 
demolition in Dialogue and the aethetics of ruins in European paintings are 
184 Indeed, the methods and concerns in depicting ruins in European paintings have altered 
tremendously since its appearance in the Renaissance. To learn the transformation in the style and 
philosophical concern of painting ruins from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century, see Paul 
Zucker, "Ruins. An Aesthetic Hybrid," The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vol. 20, no. 2 
(winter, 1961): 119-130. 
185 My gratitude to Professor Frank Vigneron for highlighting this idea to me. For a discussion on the 
different attitudes in perceiving ruins and the nature between Chinese and European artists of the past 
and present, see Vigneron, 135-138. 
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dissimilar concepts. They differ in the attitude towards spaces as well as the manner 
of incorporating damaged buildings into art. 
As Zhang further experimented with the use of demolished materials in 
Beijing, he transformed the form and function of the head sign in the extended 
project, Demolition. Through shattering old walls within the one-stroke head, Zhang 
turned his head sign into a "positive-negative sculpture" that exists in space as well 
as creating a visual tension with the surrounding spaces. Some viewers may regard 
such approach of making art brutal because it bespeaks the application of violence on 
human beings. Nevertheless, the strategy of hollowing was actually resulting from 
the artist's daily confrontation with demolition taking place in the city among which 
some residents were forced to desert their house. Applying the skill of demolition on 
the head sign, Zhang transforms it into a visual form that conjures up social problems 
related to urban redevelopment in Beijing. Moreover, it also advances the language 
of demolition that has visualized the artist's criticism to the approach of urban 
development in the city. 
As the head sign develops a closer relationship with demolished spaces, not 
only does it alter its meanings, but also its form as a vanishing art. This is because 
this art will eventually disappear in its original form when the tagged or hollowed 
fragment vanishes from the city. One can only gain an understanding of this work 
through its photographic form whose subjects no longer exist in reality. In the next 
chapter, which is the final one, we will examine how Zhang Dali uses photography to 
turn these vanishing structures into permanent artistic form in which he also elevates 
the dialogue made by his head sign. 
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Chapter Five: Use of Photography 
In the previous four chapters, we have studied different strategies of Zhang 
Dali for using his personal sign in Dialogue /and Demolition. As most one-stroke 
heads were executed on walls in public and demolished spaces, they will eventually 
be dismantled as demolition further takes place on the executed sites. In other words, 
unlike ordinary works of art that will maintain in its physical form, Dialogue /and 
Demolition will cease to exist in its original form in the long term, which means that 
its concepts and strategies can only be narrated to viewers through photographs. 
Therefore, the photographs embody the idea of using the head sign as the key 
vocabulary of the work, as well as illustrating its polysemy in different spatial 
contexts. On this level, similar to most performance art, Dialogue /andDemolition 
relies on photography to convey the concept of a once happened act in a 
transforming city. 
Nevertheless, the photographs of Dialogue /and Demolition function more 
than a mere visual record of the work because they are the flattened form of reality. 
What we see from the photo is constructed by the photo-taker who has experimented 
with different approaches of photographing his head signs. The pictorial arrangement 
of the photographs is subjectively constructed with a high level of individual 
concerns. Therefore, photography is not purely used to record the past reality in 
Dialogue /and Demolition. It is the sixth artistic technique adopted by Zhang to 
enhance the meaning of dialogue in his sign. The skills and concerns involved in 
photographing the one-stroke heads, through which Zhang elevates the meaning of 
"dialogue" in his sign, are interpreted in this chapter. 
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A. Freezing the Moment of Disinterest 
Although the title of Dialogue suggests the idea of making conversation 
between two parties, the photographs captured by Zhang in some ways negate this 
idea. This is because none of the photos are illustrating the moments when 
pedestrians address the head. For instance, in Bologna, he has once captured the 
fleeting moment when a motorcycle was running along a road in a picture (fig. 1-17). 
To its right stands a one-stroke head that is facing the motorcyclist. Such 
composition appears again in another photo that has captured two head signs that are 
confronting with a road where an elderly couple are walking beyond the corner of the 
wall (fig. 1-45). The fact that none of these photos has illustrated the heads being 
noticed by the pedestrians suggests the idea that people in Bologna are generally 
oblivious of these sprayed images, creating a sense of isolation in the head sign. The 
motorcyclist and the couple have played an important role in composing the idea of 
alienation because they are the subjects of visual engagement of the heads that 
however receive no attention in return. Since the head sign was created to signify the 
artist, the picture has led to an advanced signification that the artist was generally 
alienated from people in Bologna. 
The technique of photographing the moment of disinterest is continuously 
practised but is transformed in Beijing because of a new architectural setting. At the 
underpass of Andingmen, Zhang has captured the instant when a passerby and a 
motorcyclist are passing the space without noticing the sprayed heads on wall (fig. 
3-5). In another photo, Zhang captures the second when two women have exactly 
passed a head sign, which in turn creates the effect that the head is stalking the 
women (fig. 5-1). We have also a third photograph that has captured the moment of 
disinterest - in a hutong, two boys have just walked past a one-stroke head executed 
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on the back wall of a siheyuan (fig. 5-2). Having the corner of its mouth dragging 
downward, the head appears as if in a dejected state. With its neck leaning forwards, 
it creates an effect as if "following two local boys to appeal for their attention."186 
However, one of the boys casts a "cool and dispassionate gaze"187 to the 
photographer rather than addressing the dispirited head on wall. These photos also 
demonstrate a sense of alienation between the one-stroke head and local people in 
Beijing. When reading the photos with reference to the condition of Zhang, one may 
come to the same idea that people generally ignored the head sign and the artist even 
though Zhang has already been repatriated to his home city. These heads, which are 
the signifiers of the artist, appear as if they are marginalized figures who seek to 
acquire attention from people in the city. 
Nevertheless, the idea that pedestrians generally neglect the heads is 
artistically constructed rather than objectively representing the truth. It is the result of 
subjective selection of a particular instant with the camera. People do not necessarily 
overlook the one-stroke heads as we know at least the fact that they have received 
both graffiti response in Bologna (fig. 1-22) and press discussion in Beijing. 
Nevertheless, Zhang Dali sought to photograph the moment of alienation as his art 
through pressing the shutter at the very instant when the pedestrians have just passed 
his signs.188 He also photographed the moment when a person has just turned her 
body away from the head sign as a gesture of disregard (fig. 5-3), or incorporating 
pedestrians who are walking away from the heads (fig. 5-4). These photos bespeak a 
sense of alienation and loss that summon sympathy from viewers. Nevertheless, the 
idea of alienation is resulted from photographing critical moments when people deny 
186 Wu Hung (2000), 756. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Zhang Dali told the current writer that he used Yasica Fx3, which is a manually-operated single 
lens reflex camera, for shooting Dialogue /and Demolition, in email on January 24, 2009. 
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the heads. The artist has made use of the instantaneous property of a camera, as 
Roland Barthes says, to “immobilize a rapid scene in its decisive instant"189 for 
creates a pictorial sense of alienation in his head sign. Without freezing the moment 
of disinterest into two-dimensional form, the idea of apathy would never be resulted. 
B. Experimentation with Photographing Distance and Angles for Dialogue 
While the head signs appear to be ignored by most people in Bologna and 
Beijing, it manages to conduct a wide range of interaction with their space on both 
non-ruined and demolished sites. Such effect is achieved by taking advantages of the 
characteristics of the space to compose different kinds of dialogue with the city. 
Therefore, it mainly deals with the experimentation of space rather than time, among 
which four approaches of shooting the heads and spaces are identified: 
i. Frontal close-up 
One of the fundamental methods is to make frontal close-up shots. This 
means that the heads are the key subjects in the pictures. They fully occupy the 
pictorial surface without revealing the entire conditions of the wall and the 
surrounding environments. When using this technique to photograph the heads 
executed on an old wall in Beijing, Zhang captures the conditions of which the wall's 
plaster has peeled off, thus defacing the heads and exposing the underlying old bricks 
(fig. 5-5). Therefore, such technique highlights the physical condition of the heads on 
wall, as well as illustrating the dialogue between his signs and its wall surface under 
the effect of time. 
189 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1981), 33. 
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The visual outcome can be very different when this photographic technique is 
applied to heads made in dissimilar cultural environments. In Bologna, a frontal 
close-up shot may show the interaction between the heads and other graffiti images 
(fig. 1-22). In Beijing, it may illustrate how the heads address the pre-existing 
commercials (fig. 5-6), construction materials (fig. 3-20-2 and 3-22)，and traces of 
the past on half-demolished sites (fig. 4-8). The messages conveyed by these photos 
are manifold. On one hand, they illustrate the strategies devised by Zhang Dali to 
interact with people in the two cities, with one seeking to communicate with graffiti 
artists, and the other pursuing to interact with all kinds of wall traces where graffiti is 
unavailable. On the other hand, they demonstrate the continuing effort of the artist in 
inserting his sign into the urban environment of Beijing. Therefore, such shooting 
technique helps accentuate the cultural significance of the head signs in two different 
cities. 
These photos also address the gaze of the viewers outside the photographic 
frame. Since the heads are frontally shot, the photograph's viewers are uninformed of 
the spatial context of the employed wall. They are instead made to have a vis-a-vis 
confrontation with the head signs and scrutinize the drawings and writings. Such 
manner of "reading" the work makes a difference than the act of "seeing" shared by 
the street viewers. Therefore, a frontal close-up shot employed by Zhang in Dialogue 
makes people look rather than merely see; in Roland Barthes' words, it "separates 
attention from perception, and yields up only the former, even if it is impossible 
without the latter."190 With this, the head sign extends its dialogue to people who are 
outside the photographic frame on top of making them to witness the dialogue 
between the sign and its wall. 
190 Barthes (1981), 111. 
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ii. Frontal shot 
Another method devised by Zhang is to widen the shooting scope to the 
neighboring obj ects or matters. A transition from the previous technique to this one 
is to position the head and objects in the center of the photo. As studied in chapter 
three, these objects are usually deposited by people in the space after Zhang spraying 
the heads at nighttime. Depending on their physical condition and orientation, 
different visual effects are resulted. It may create a picture as if the head sign is 
addressing a bicycle that is leaning right in front of it (fig. 1-36, the original photo). 
Photo capturing the placement of bulky obj ects in front of the wall creates an illusion 
that the heads are hiding behind the objects on site (fig. 3-10). These photos differ 
from frontal close-up shots by the fact that they have incorporated additional objects 
into the pictures. They manifest how the sign has invaded people's spaces and 
mingled with their daily life as a kind of communication. 
Zhang further extends the scope of shooting to objects that are not in direct 
physical contact with the heads. This happens when a person places an object, such 
as a tricycle, to the left of a one-stroke head (fig. 3-11), or some people cover the 
head with an iron gate (fig. 5-7). In the former situation, the frontal shot incorporates 
both the head sign and tricycle into the picture, for which some viewers may perceive 
that the head is addressing the tricycle to the left through its gaze. In the latter case, 
the composition creates an illusion that the head is imprisoned on site. Shooting the 
heads with these objects allows Zhang to create a wide range of visual interaction 
between his signs and the sites in photographic form, depending on the physical 
properties of the deposited objects and their relative positions with the one-stroke 
head. 
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Frontal shots are extensively applied to the head signs executed on 
demolished site. Since the integrity of the house is destroyed, these shots expose a 
wide range of dismantled structures and rubbles on site for experimentation in 
Zhang's photography. He may capture both the heads and traces of destruction 
frontally, such as ruined edges at the top of a wall (fig. 5-8), rubbles lying close to 
the intact or hollow head (figs. 5-9 and 4-46), as well as walls that bear a rich texture 
of broken bricks (fig. 5-10). Zhang's interest in these destroyed bricks and rubbles 
echoes Robert Ginsberg's description of the beauty of the wall and rubbles in his The 
Aesthetics of Ruins, in which Ginsberg describes that, "the walls ... impressive in 
strength, size, and scope, they are pleasing in shape, style, and substance."191 "The 
brick stands in its selfhood. Broken, it reveals a new texture, more tangible and 
exciting, a new color, brighter and more alert, a new density, more buoyant and 
lighter... This broken brick interests us ... They do not make up a wall. The wall 
makes up their showcase. Our eyes travel the intriguing edges and dip into the 
exposed core. Gone is dullness. The tactility is touching ..."192 From this, we can 
see that broken fragments of a house can be a compelling visual language in its own 
form. Making frontal shots of the one-stroke head along with ruined fragments and 
rubbles on a demolished site enables the artists to incorporate a wide range of 
textures and traces that is specific to the urban context of contemporary Beijing as 
his own aesthetics. 
iii. Inclined shot 
Given Zhang's interest in capturing the traces of demolition in his art, he 
extends the scope of shooting to broken structures that are perpendicularly connected 
191 Robert Ginsberg, The Aesthetics of Ruins (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004), 7. 
192 Ibid, 4. 
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to the drawn surface through an inclined shot. This kind of shot is taken with an 
angle to the drawn surface. It may be used to capture a series of heads on an interior 
wall from the far right for a higher sense of spatial interaction between the signs and 
the site (fig. 5-11). When using for a fragment that is vertically attached to a drawn 
interior wall, it creates the idea that the head is seeking to address a damaged 
fragment on site (fig. 5-12). Obviously, this shooting angle helps transform the head 
signs into an active seeker for demolition in contemporary Beijing, on top of creating 
a greater sense of dynamism in the pictorial frame. 
Apart from photographing the broken fragments on the wall and ground, 
Zhang uses a lower inclined shot to capture his signs and a bare tree that stands 
upright behind the drawn surface during the wintertime (fig. 5-13). The branches of 
this tree are twisted in all directions in a way comparable to the painted dead trees in 
Du bei tu 讀碑圖(Reading the stele, fig. 5-14), a Chinese painting that is ascribed to 
Li Cheng 李成 of Song dynasty. Nevertheless, Zhang's bare tree is incorporated into 
the pictorial surface through active experimentation with photographic angles in real 
spaces. Such technique also appears in Demolition in which the artist positions the 
branches of a bare tree within the hollow head (fig. 4-47). It appears that Zhang has a 
particular interest in integrating this kind of "natural form of ruins" or destruction 
into his art to enhance a sense of desolation in the work.193 
When an inclined shot is used for intact spaces, the photographic work 
demonstrates a sense of void and austerity in comparison to the demolished site. A 
good example is that Zhang experiments with capturing a head in a hutong with an 
inclined shot from the far right (fig. 3-9). Comparing with the same head that is shot 
193 Ginsbery says that "The tree as ruin meets with sympathetic response from the human visitor. For 
it stands upon the same ground as we do, raises its tired arms as we might, patiently endures the 
gnawing of the elements, yet ignores its coming collapse. The ruins, though dead, still stand ..." 
Ginsberg, 203. 
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with a less inclined angle (fig. 5-2), this one is more visually dynamic. With the 
vanishing point of the perspective located to the left, it creates an effect that the head 
is looking forward to dialogue with the upcoming person. Such composition appears 
as well in a photograph in which the heads executed on the wall by the ascending 
staircase of Deshengmen's flyover (fig. 3-6), which also bespeaks a sense of waiting. 
Nevertheless, the viewer has to bear in mind that it is the act of photographing the 
sign from the far right that leads to the creation of the effect. Obviously, an inclined 
shot allows Zhang to incorporate both the immediate object and space that lies in 
another dimension to create spatially dynamic dialogue with the heads; the illusion is 
unachievable with a frontal shot. 
iv. Wide-angle and panoramic shot 
In the later part of Dialogue, Zhang uses wide-angle shots to photograph his 
signs and the space. Since the scope of shooting is broader, the size of the one-stroke 
heads diminishes proportionally within the pictorial frame. This technique usually 
appears in photos where a rich texture of demolition is available on site. The only 
exception is the one-stroke head executed under a flyover in eastern suburb of 
Chaoyang District (fig. 3-18)，where the urban environment is replaced by a deserted 
landscape of wild grass and earth. This picture announces Zhang's interest in 
creating a desolate language in his art. When applied to the demolished site, such as 
Dialogue executed around the Imperial Archives, Zhang uses a wide-angle shot to 
capture both the extraneous construction located on the one end and the texture of 
destruction on the other side of the wall (fig. 4-35). Consequently, the photo's viewer 
is informed of the scale of destruction happened to the wall, as well as its interaction 
with the one-stroke heads and the "AK-47" sign. On another site at Dongbianmen, 
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Zhang uses a rather frontal wide angle to incorporate his sign on a fragile house and 
a pile of rubbles located to its right (fig. 5-15). Although these are real spectacle of 
demolition in the city, it is the use of wide-angle shot that juxtaposes the rubbles and 
broken walls with the heads, enhancing their signification as a "demolition-seeker." 
Dialogue demonstrates a proportional relationship between the photographic 
scope and the extent of destruction on a site. In a photo taken in front of Qianmen in 
2006 (fig. 5-16), a panoramic view is made to capture a highly damaged two-storey 
house that bears an "AK-47". To the far right of the photo is the one-stroke head 
executed on another wall. This shot contrasts sharply with the previous ones by the 
fact that the primacy of the one-stroke head is replaced by a gigantic structure of 
destruction, whose "line of destruction"194 engages the eyes of the viewer. The 
one-stroke head is turned into a subordinate figure that stands in the mid-ground. It 
seems that the artist demands the viewers to linger across the texture of the entire 
destructed structure: the gaze of the audience is doubly framed by the one-stroke 
figure standing on the far right side of the photo. The subject-ground relationship 
between the head and the traces of demolition is reversed when a panoramic view of 
the demolished site is captured. Although the illustrated view in the photo comes 
from reality, viewers have to notice that it is indeed a subjective photograph 
constructed by the artist with a distant view. 
As Dialogue /andDemolition is turned into photographic form, their visual 
drama is elevated through experimenting with different angles and distances of 
shooting. There is no hierarchy between these techniques because each has it own 
merit in composing a specific visual interaction in the works: a frontal close-up shot 
194 Ginsberg uses this phrase to describe the ruined edges in a ruin. Nevertheless, this concept can 
also be applied to contemporary Beijing where large amount of old houses have been destroyed. 
Ginsberg, 26. 
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highlights the sprayed head and the drawn surface; using a wider shot addresses the 
spatial context of the sign; an inclined shot captures the sign from the third 
dimension; and a wide-angle shot captures a broader context of broken masses and 
demolition. Each photographic angle and distance enables the expression of the 
characteristics of a site. Adjustment of these conditions can lead to very different 
visual outcomes (figs. 1-44 and 5-17). Obviously, this method of photographing 
differs from the use of the exposure time by the fact that it defines the spatial 
characteristic in a photographic work that in turn posits the gaze of the viewers. The 
technique that deals with the shooting time, however, freezes certain instantaneous 
moment to produce a sense of alienation in the photo. 
C. Additional Pictorial Motifs 
i. Discovered objects and wall panels 
On top of manipulating the time and the angle of shooting, Dialogue /and 
Demolition demonstrates an arbitrary use of discovered objects or buildings around a 
site to compose dialogues that go beyond the original space of the one-stroke head. 
This means that Zhang Dali actively searches for abandoned furniture (fig. 5-18) and 
objects (fig. 5-19), or other possible structures or buildings around the demolished 
sites (figs. 5-20 and 5-21), and brings them into conversation through photography. 
The visual effect is artificial because it demonstrates a profound sense of 
arrangement and order. Such idea is particularly obvious when Zhang makes a 
discovered dummy standing upright and confronting the one-stroke head (fig. 5-19). 
However, incorporating these found objects in Dialogue enables him to construct 
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visual interaction with the abandoned objects that are spatially disconnected to the 
drawn surfaces. 
In addition, introducing found structures into Dialogue /and Demolition 
creates spatial illusion in the photos. For instance, in fig. 5-18, Zhang makes a frontal 
shot of a discovered chair, "AK-47", two head signs, nibbles on the ground, and the 
traces of destruction on the top of a wall. The rubbles and the destroyed wall 
illustrate that this work takes place on a demolished site. However, with the 
co-presence of the white wall and the chair, a sense of interior is created. Therefore, 
the placement of an additional chair around the heads creates the spatial illusion 
between the interior and exterior spaces of a house. In fig. 5-20, the one-stroke heads 
are photographed from a distance through the window of a half-demolished house. 
This allows Zhang to reverse the subject-ground relationship between the sign and 
the wall as a new dimension of spatial illusion. Although the use of found objects 
and walls multiply the visual dialogues created in the work, for unclear reasons, these 
experimentations cease to appear in the later part of Dialogue /and Demolition. They 
are replaced by extensive incorporation of the surrounding architectures into the 
photographic work. 
ii. Surrounding architectures 
Since 1998, Dialogue /andDemolition demonstrates a recurring use of 
surrounding buildings to make dialogue with the one-stroke heads in photographic 
form. Architectures ranging from the styles of Ming-Qing Chinese to those of the 
twentieth centuries can be identified from the photos. Since these buildings are 
usually standing in a distance from the drawn surface, they are posited as the 
background of the photograph. Moreover, distinctive buildings are not necessarily 
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available around a demolished site. In this sense, to compose these photos, Zhang has 
to actively explore the possible drawn surfaces in the city around which certain 
architecture can be found. Thereafter, he flattens the drawn surface and the 
background buildings into the same plane to illustrate his dialogues. 
Ming-Qing architectures 
To employ the images of preserved Ming-Qing architectures, Zhang executes 
Dialogue and Demolition in demolished houses located on the eastern side of the 
Forbidden City in 1998 and 1999 (Map 8, no. 17; and Map 9, no, 3). Three years 
later, he executes his work on destroyed dwellings around Dongbianmen (Map 12, 
no. 9, 14, 15). These two sites allow him to incorporate the images of the corner 
watchtowers of the Forbidden City (figs. 4-22, 4-31 and 4-46),195 that of the Inner 
City (fig. 5-21), and the wall remains (fig. 5-22) into his art.196 The use of the corner 
watchtower of the Outer City is impossible because all of them were demolished in 
197 
the 1930s and 1950s.1"' Although no artist's statement is provided to explain the 
rationale of framing these architectures, we see that each shot is tailor-made to 
contrast the sprayed surface in the foreground with the Ming-Qing building in the 
background. Take the corner watchtower of the Forbidden City as an example. 
Zhang captures a hollow head with a lower angle. This allows him to posit the 
golden roof of the corner watchtower within the hollow area of the head (fig. 4-46). 
A distance view is used on the same site to incorporate the watchtower from a wide 
interior wall that bears a row of heads (fig. 4-22). For the one-stroke head executed 
195 Constructed as one of the outermost structures in the Forbidden City, the watchtowers were 
constructed along with the Palace in the Ming time and rebuilt under Qing dyasty. Steinhardt, 210. 
196 The slum area around Dongbianmen was demolished by the Chongwen district government in 
2002 in order to construct a memorial park for the wall remains of the Ming's Inner City. Dong 
Guangqi, 238-239. 
197 Wang Jun (2003), 316. 
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on a small freestanding wall, an inclined shot is used to juxtapose the heads with the 
watchtower (fig. 4-31). Comparisons made here illustrate how the sprayed wall 
interacts with a distant architecture on a two-dimensional level. Turning them into 
photographic form with a particular shooting angle creates a picture as if the 
one-stroke head addresses both the demolished and the classical buildings around the 
site. 
The corner watchtower of the Forbidden City is the most spectacular one 
among these Ming constructions. Geographically, it dominates the central area of the 
city. On the artistic level, it bears three layers of eaves and ridges that are covered by 
golden-glazed ceramic roof tiles with ornaments, red windows and doors on the side 
that bear blue and green decorative paint (fig. 4-31).198 The intricacy and luxury of 
this structure makes a difference to the austere and massive appearance of the corner 
watchtower of the Inner City, which is given only two layers of eaves and massive 
grey stone wall (fig. 5-21).199 The Forbidden City's watchtower is considered as one 
of the finest constructions in the history of Chinese architecture.200 Moreover, it is 
part of the Palace City, thus signifying the idea of inherited authority and royalty 
(“huangquan ft««s/7ow，，皇權天授).201 Therefore, employing this royal symbol to 
Dialogue and Demolition enables Zhang to contrast the soon demolished houses and 
a historically significant architecture that are closely located to each other. The 
juxtaposed view of the two constructions highlights the vulnerability of the 
demolished old houses compared to the preserved one in the age of urban 
redevelopment. 
198 Luo Zhewen, 151; Steinhardt, 213. 
199 Luo Zhewen, 150-1. 
200 Ibid, 149, 151. 
201 Ibid, 145. 
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“Socialist architectures with Chinese characteristics ”202 
Apart from classical Chinese architecture, Zhang adopts buildings that are 
constructed by the Communist Party in the late 1950s and the early 1960s. They 
include The Great Hall of the People (fig. 4-15), the Beijing Railway Station (fig. 
5-23), and the National Museum of Art (fig. 4-20). Although unexplained by 
Zhang Dali, these photos demonstrate an attempt to unify the buildings in the 
foreground and background in two manners: first, a row of one-stroke heads is 
executed on a destroyed wall in the foreground; second, a horizontal frame is used to 
capture these heads and the huge architecture in the background. Therefore, these 
three pictures differ from the watchtowers' photos by the fact that they highlight the 
honzontality of the socialist architectures. Their gigantic form makes a sharp contrast 
with the fragile conditions of the demolished houses. 
These photos also capture the rooftop of the socialist buildings as the 
background. Designed by the state's architects between 1958 and 1959, these 
rooftops manifest the state's attempt to combine Chinese and Western architectural 
elements as a new architectural style: the Great Hall of the People has its modern 
geometrical form capped by Chinese golden-glazed tiles (fig. 4-15);204 the Beijing 
Railway Station incorporates both turret that is covered by golden-glazed tiles, and 
the state-of-the-art curved roof-top and glass side-walls for the station's lobby (fig. 
202 The term is modified from the title of an article written by Liu Xiufeng 蓥!j秀峰，who was the top 
official of the department of construction and engineering in Beijing in the late 1950s. See Liu 
Xiufeng, "Chuangzao Zhongguo de shehui zhuyi jianzhu yishu fengge”倉fj造中國白勺j社會主義建築藝 
f/衙風格(Chinese art style of socialist architecture), Jianzhu xuebao 建築學幸艮(Architectural Journal), 
no. Z1 (1959): 3-12. 
203 The Great Hall of People and the Beijing Railway Station were completed in 1959, while the 
National Museum of Art in 1962. 
204 This is one of the stylistic characteristics. To learn the others from the perspective of the architect, 
see Zhao Dongri 趙冬日，“Cong Remin Dahuitang de sheji fangan tan xin jianzhu fengge”從人民大 
會堂的設計方案談新建築風格(New Building Styles Expressed in the Design Schemes of the Great 
Hall of People), in Beijing shi da jianzhu sheji 北京十大建築設言十(Beijing Ten Prominent Buildings; 
ed.), ed. Lin Kei 金嘉(Tianjin Shi: Tianjin daxue chubanshe, 2002), 191-193. 
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5-23); the National Museum of Art uses golden-glazed tiles and vertical columns 
to decorate the exterior top of the building (fig. 4-20). Therefore, these rooftops are 
prominent architectural sign that signifies the PRC s legitimacy. Coupled by the fact 
that these buildings were some of the "Ten Great Buildings" of the 1950s,206 they 
are strong architectural signs of the PRC. When being incorporated into Dialogue 
and contrasted with the sprayed houses, these state buildings become the embodied 
form of the state who witness demolition taken place in contemporary Beijing. 
High-rise buildings 
Zhang Dali makes his Dialogue address a wide range of high-rise buildings 
constructed in the recent decades. These include five-to-six-storey residential blocks 
constructed in the 1950s or 1960s (fig. 5-24), and commercial buildings constructed 
since the 1980s and 1990s (figs. 5-25 to 5-26, and 4-48). These pictures illustrate the 
proximity of these high-rises to the destroyed houses, as it appears that there is no 
transitional object between the two. Some of their forms are highlighted by a 
tailor-made frame. For instance, a boxy building is frontally captured as the 
background of the photo (fig. 5-25). A horizontally developed high-rise is given a 
horizontal frame (fig. 4-48) while a tall building is framed vertically (fig. 5-26). As a 
result, the photo is fully occupied by the destroyed and the new buildings. This 
creates a composite effect, as it is artificial to see these two kinds of stylistically 
dissimilar buildings dominate the same pictorial frame. Nevertheless, it makes the 
viewer to look into the stylistic and material differences between the new and the old 
without being distracted by other objects. 
205 Jin Lei, 173; and Li Chen 李沉,"Lishi de shushuo，，歷史的述說（What is Told by History), in Jin 
Lei, 195. 
206 According to Wu Hung, "the Ten Great Buildings are identified differently in various 
publications." Generally speaking, this term "the Ten Great Buildings" refers to "a group of 
monuments built around the country's tenth anniversary." See Wu Hung (2005), 253, footnote 26. 
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The reasons of using these architectural motifs in Dialogue /and Demolition 
are different in each case. However, these architectures have their styles distinctive 
of its age. For example, a five-to-six-storey building blocks that bear alternately 
protruding terraces on its fayade is a typical housing construction of the late 1950s 
and the early 1960s (fig. 5-24广'Glassy high 
-rise buildings only began to be 
constructed within the Second Ring Road of Beijing since the 1980s. They become 
widely developed around Beijing in the 1990s (figs. 5-26 and 5-27).208 Incorporating 
them into the art with a frontal shot confronts the viewer with the composite view 
between the new and the old Ming-Qing buildings. When we consider the fact that 
Zhang has once criticized the new architecture in an interview as follow: 
“那些新蓋的從功能到外形都非常噁心的建築，佔據那麼大的空間，可以說這是金 
錢和墮落污染了我們的環境，你不得不面對這個現實。”2C)9 
"Those newly-constructed buildings are not only repugnant from its function and 
appearance, but also occupying huge spaces. It can say that it is money and decadence 
corrupting our environment. You cannot ignore such a fact." (my translation) 
It is possible to infer that the artist seeks to contrast the huge banal design of the 
high-rise with the old destroyed house to illustrate his concern about the spatial 
development in Beijing, especially when he has also sought to contrast his sprayed 
house with the image of a crane and scaffolding (fig. 5-26).210 
Architecture constructed in the age of globalization 
207 Hoa, 151. 
208 The construction of high-rise buildings within the Second Ring Road has leaded to the 
implementation of a series of building control since 1982. See Sit, 251-254; and Dong Guangqi, 42 
and 83. 
209 Zhang Dali expressed this in his interview with Leng Lin, 169. 
210 The use of scaffolding in Dialogue /and Demolition was also identified by Wu Hung. See Wu 
Hung (2000), 760-761. 
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Since Beijing is occupied by newly constructed buildings in different 
architectural styles during the late 1990s and the early 2000s, they are widely 
available to be addressed by Zhang in Dialogue /and Demolition. These include 
commercial buildings that reflect the crude imitation of European Baroque 
architecture (fig. 5-28), and those appropriate the form of traditional Chinese-style 
rooftop around Wangfujing (figs. 4-19 and 5-29). There are also buildings that share 
the same name (fig. 5-30)211 and form (fig. 5-31)212 with other famous architectures. 
The intent to incorporate these architectures into the photographic work is prominent 
because Zhang always makes a close-up shot of his sign and the targeted 
architectures in the background (figs. 4-19，5-28 to 5-30). Fine adjustment to the 
inclined angle is made to bring the heads and the revealed buildings into close 
context in the pictures. However, in some cases, wide-angle shots are used to 
incorporate the crane (fig. 5-31), as well as the spectacle of stylistically varied 
buildings into the pictures (fig. 5-32). 
The reasons of incorporating each of these architectures deserve deeper 
analysis; however, one cannot overlook the fact that some of these architectural 
motifs are illustrative examples of urban development in many major cities in China. 
A prominent example is the use of traditional Chinese rooftop in the new 
constructions. Since the early 1950s, this practice has caused much controversy in 
Beijing. However, it was widely adopted in the construction of "The Ten Great 
Buildings" in the late 1950s. It has also gained popularity in the 1980s and the 
211 The steel-and-glass building appearing in the background of fig. 5-30 is the Capital Times Square 
；I匕京首都時代廣場，a shopping mall invested by The Wharf (Holdings) Limited of Hong Kong. 
Obviously, the developer has extended the concept of its property, Times Square, in Hong Kong to the 
commercial project in Beijing. Although the name "Times Square" originates in a commercial district 
in New York, it has been applied to a number of commercial buildings in Shanghai, Wuhan, 
Chongqing, Chengdu, and Dalian in China. See the official webpages of the Capital Times Square, 
http://www.bjtimessquare.com/about_bj.html and http://www.bjtimessquare.com/about-bj.html 
(accessed July 19, 2009) 
212 The constructing building in the background of fig. 5-31 is the Bank of China in Beijing. The 
design of its tower top closely resembles the Bank of China in Hong Kong. 
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213 1990s. ‘ Nevertheless, some of these buildings demonstrate a simple use of the 
traditional elements without observing the form and the structural details in the final 
design (fig. 5-29).214 Another urban phenomenon is the widespread imitation of the 
European Baroque Architecture in the new real estate project in Beijing. 
Nevertheless, these imitated buildings have their external design drastically different 
from the original Baroque style. Therefore, they remain a pseudo version of Baroque 
building in Mainland China (fig. 5-28). Given the widespread construction of these 
pseudo-Chinese and pseudo-Baroque architecture, discussion and criticism arises 
among the urban cultural critics and architectural scholars in the recent decade. 
Among them, Li Shiqiao points out in his article "Mediated Architecture" that: 
"There is ... a celebration of copies; copies of iconic traditional Chinese and Western 
buildings as well as formal emulations of the postmodern can be found in Chinese 
cities... What is authentic and what is copied becomes blurred. This is a cultural 
context in which the notion of intellectual property ... becomes a particularly 
troubling one."215 
Apart from the pseudo Chinese and European Baroque buildings, the image of the 
Bank of China appearing in Zhang's photo (fig. 5-31) closely resembles the Bank of 
China in Hong Kong, because both are designed by Ieoh Ming Pei.216 The Capital 
Times Square also has its name echoing the Times Square in Hong Kong because 
both belong to the same developer in Hong Kong (fig. 5-30).217 It seems that iconic 
architecture prevails around the capital city. This recalls Li Shiqiao's another remark 
213 Dong Guangqi, 254. 
214 Ibid, 254-255. 
215 Li Shiqiao, "Mediated AichxiQcXuTQ^ Architectural Theory Review, vol. 13 (2008): 11-12. 
216 Wang Jun 王軍,Caifangben shang de chengshi 採訪本上白勺城市(The city from interview; 
Beijing Shi: Shenghuo, dushu, xinzhi sanlian shudian, 2008), 164. 
217 Same as footnote 209. 
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that, "There is a celebration of fame; almost every city in China desires famous 
• 010 等 
architecture." . There are particular cultural context for each of these architectural 
images appearing in Dialogue and Demolition. Each of them is visually prominent 
example of the urbanscape in Beijing under the combined influences of 
postmodernism and globalization since the 1990s. 
The implication of using these pseudo traditional, Baroque, and "famous" 
buildings as architectural motifs in Dialogue and Demolition multiplies when the 
viewer considers the symbolic meanings behind these buildings. Take fig. 5-29 as an 
example. The photo captures the Chinese-styled rooftop of Sun Dong An Plaza in 
Wangfujing. This shopping mall has actually appropriated the name of the famous 
old Dong An market, which have attracted buyers around the city since the early 
twentieth century.219 However, as the old Dong An market lost its popularity in the 
mid-1980s, it was torn down for the construction of a state-of-the-art shopping mall 
with the capital from Sun Hung Kai Properties of Hong Kong in the 1990s. Therefore, 
when the construction of Sun Dong An Plaza is completed in the 1990s, it became 
"the first large-scale, high-quality urban redevelopment project in Beijing."220 This 
forms a layer of cultural meaning to this particular architecture. Another symbolic 
meaning behind this building is, as Anne-Marie Broudehoux explains in her article, 
"The Mailing of Wangfujing: Commercial Redevelopment in the Selling of Places", 
that: 
"It [Sun Dong An Plaza] signified the first phase of Wangfujing's redevelopment and 
the imminent eviction of hundreds of people from their neighbourhood. For this reason, 
many Beijingers resented Sun Dong An's appropriation of the famous market's old 
218 Li Shiqiao, 11. 
219 Broudehoux, 102-104, and 115. 
220 Ibid, 111 -2 . 
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name. They found it outrageous that foreign investors could usurp Dong Ail's name and 
capitalize upon its wide recognition and nostalgic capital to attract wealthy shoppers. 
And to do so while replacing an old storehouse of heterogeneity by a fabricated palace 
of luxury consumption."221 
From Broudehoux's analysis, we see that Sun Dong An is a signifier that signifies 
the invasion of transnational firm into the capital city, as well as the 
"commodification of tradition".222 Juxtaposing it with a half-demolished wall that 
bears the one-stroke heads creates multiple readings that are related to the urban 
development in contemporary Beijing. 
From the above discussion, we see that Zhang employs a wide variety of 
architectures in his art through photography. These buildings range from Ming-Qing 
imperial constructions, to socialist architectures with Chinese characteristics, 
residential housing blocks of the 1950s or 1960s, huge commercial high-rises, and a 
diversity of buildings constructed in the age of globalization. We are able to identify 
the styles and the periods of these buildings because of their historical significance 
and distinctive appearance. Moreover, most of these employed buildings bear 
identifiable sign meanings, which may further signify a wide range of messages to 
some viewers. Obviously, Zhang brings his head sign executed in destroyed houses 
to close interaction with different kinds of buildings through photography. He 
upgrades the meanings of "dialogue" in his art because it is extended from 
demolished sites to the preserved and new buildings across Beijing. 
221 Ibid, 115. 
222 Broudehoux points out that "such historical recuperation stems in part from a new trend in public 
culture: a desire to preserve or revive things Chinese, strongly influenced by the debates over the 
definition of a modern Chinese identity. It is also influenced by a global inclination for post-modern 
revivalism that rests on the packaging and commodification of tradition. This practice takes on a new 
meaning at Sun Dong An where an artificial re-creation paradoxically required the destruction of a 
more 'authentic' place." See Ibid, 113. 
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D. Summary 
This chapter studied how Zhang Dali uses photography to capture his head 
sign and the surrounding space in Dialogue /andDemolition. His photos illustrate a 
manipulative use of the shooting time, angle, and distance, which in turn creates a 
wide range of visual conversation between the one-stroke head and the site. In some 
photos, additional objects or well-recognized buildings are employed as the 
foreground or background motifs. It allows the artist to extend the conversation of 
his art to objects or different kinds of architecture across the city. Although some of 
these photos bespeak a sense of artificial qualities, they illustrate specific visual 
dialogue between the one-stroke head and its space. Therefore, the act of shooting in 
his works of art is not purely for documentation. It is a decisive step to enhance the 
meaning of "dialogue" in his sizable art project as well as the significance of the 
abstract head sign. 
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Conclusion 
After reading a hundred page of interpretation, we have gained a clear 
understanding of how Zhang Dali uses a head sign to construct his artistic languages. 
Dialogue /and Demolition is not an ordinary graffiti even though it revolves around 
the use of sprayed images in public spaces. It is a comprehensive art project that 
involves several artistic strategies and mediums: spray-drawing and writing in public 
and demolished spaces like a graffiti artist; hollowing a wall like a sculptor; and 
taking photos like a photographer. All these strategies are adopted at the service of a 
self-invented sign, the form and meaning of which change in relation to the strength 
and the gesture of spraying of the artist. Therefore, even though uses of signs are 
common in both contemporary Chinese and Euro-American art, Dialogue /and 
Demolition differentiates itself from others with its formal uniqueness, fluidity and 
abstract qualities of a consistently practised abstract image. 
Apart from the distinctive formal qualities, the head sign further gains new 
meanings by altering its context through several manners. A fundamental skill used 
by Zhang is to adopt well-defined signs, such as "AK-47" and "18K," to modify the 
meanings of the one-stroke head. Spatially, Zhang introduces this sign to different 
kinds of sites in Bologna and Beijing. This project demonstrates the idea that once a 
sign is inserted into a city, it alters its signification with respect to its spatial and 
socio-cultural contexts. Such idea is well exemplified when the head sign appears in 
different regions of Beijing, where constructions such as flyovers, traditional spaces 
like hutongs, culturally active spaces like bicycle lots, and demolished sites are 
readily available in the 1990s and 2000s. The polysemy of the one-stroke head in 
these spaces somehow explains why Zhang's paintings of the one-stroke head on a 
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white canvas (fig. 6-1) fail to arrest the viewer's attention compared to the one-stroke 
heads in real urban spaces. This is because in the pictorial surface of a canvas lacks a 
pre-existing context to re-contextualize the meaning of the one-stroke head. Every 
image or text appearing on a canvas has to be created by the artist. Nevertheless, 
when a one-stroke head appears in real spaces, it takes advantage of the 
characteristics of the site to generate a new message. After all, the fact that a sign 
gains new signification in a new context is a characteristic of sign. Therefore, 
Dialogue /and Demolition differs from other works of art with that fact that it goes 
into the real space and addresses the spatial characteristics through strategic 
placement and configuration of the head sign. 
The strategy of using signs in this work further evolves into new forms when 
it is executed in demolished spaces in Beijing. If the one-stroke head functions as the 
key vocabulary in this art and the executed site is the context in which this 
vocabulary is used, one can say that a demolished space offers Zhang with a wider 
range of new terminology and grammar to compose a new visual language in this 
specific spatial context. This is because a dismantled house, particular a siheyuan, 
offers a wide variety of uniquely damaged structures for the reconfiguration of the 
one-stroke head. Destroyed fragments and abandoned objects on site become 
additional subjects of interaction with the head. These spaces lead to the formation of 
the aesthetics of demolition in the work, which is unachievable in the intact spaces. 
On top of that, Zhang hollows his sign so that it combines with the demolished wall 
to produce a "positive-negative" sculpture. In other words, he changes the 
grammatical rules of using his sign in demolished spaces, as well as further 
transforming the visual appeal of this key vocabulary. Undoubtedly, as Dialogue 
/and Demolition takes place in demolished spaces, it actively experiments with the 
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discovered elements and the methods of representation. The approach of making 
active transformation in the usage of sign makes a difference to the practice of 
reproducing iconic images within the same context demonstrated by some 
contemporary Chinese artist during the 1990s and the 2000s. 
The more we learn about the uses of the head signs from the photographic 
form of this work, the more we realize the limitation of being a photo's viewer in 
comparison with a street viewer of the heads. One cannot deny the fact that as the 
material form of Dialogue /and Demolition is destroyed in the age of urban 
redevelopment, these photographs become the only window for us to learn about the 
dimension of the work. Since the process of photo taking is never an objective act, as 
Susan Sontag mentions, "photographers are always imposing standards on their 
subjects,"223 what we see from the photos is entirely the subjective creation of the 
photo-taker. This is particularly true when Zhang seeks to construct dialogue with the 
city through his sign. The use of photography becomes a decisive strategy to enhance 
the conversation executed by the one-stroke head. Illustrated by the final chapter of 
this paper, we see that Zhang has experimented with shooting times and angles to 
frame his sign and the spaces within the pictorial surface. Photos that capture the sign 
and objects in an artificial manner bespeak manipulative qualities that arrest the eyes 
of the audience. Therefore, the extended transformation of sign from its real space to 
the pictorial surface makes a conclusive remark on the usage of sign in this work of 
art. 
Indeed, Zhang has experimented with further transforming his personal sign. 
This includes turning the spray-drawn head into neon light, as well as exhibiting the 
photos within light boxes (fig. 6-2). Zhang also executes this project in other cities in 
223 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978), 6. 
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China. These include Shanghai (fig. 6-3), Wuhan 武漢(figs. 6-4 and 6-5)，Chibizhen 
赤壁鎭（fi& 6-6), Jingzhou 荆州（fi& 6-7), Yunyang 雲陽（fig. 6-8), and Chongqing 
重慶 ( f ig . 6-9), in some of which Zhang dematerializes his one-stroke head into the 
act of sketching with a flashlight at night (figs. 6-4 to 6-7，6-9). Nevertheless, the use 
of these new techniques and the signs executed in these cities are not addressed in 
this paper for three reasons. Firstly, works executed by these methods are not sizable 
enough for a comprehensive analysis. Secondly, these works were resulted during a 
few short trips of the artist to these cities.224 Therefore, their executing conditions 
differ remarkably than those in Bologna and Beijing, which means that other 
approaches of analyses are needed. Thirdly, the methodology of this research paper 
requires the studies of both the urban geography and the culture of the executed cities. 
The fact that the current writer does not have enough information about this deprives 
the possibilities of making comprehensive analyses on these works. Nevertheless, I 
reserve this issue for further research. 
Dialogue /and Demolition demonstrates an array of experimentations with the 
one-stroke head in the urban contexts of Bologna and Beijing. It will be insightful to 
make use of the analyses made in this paper to examine further the phenomenon of 
using signs among contemporary Chinese art. As for this art, as it transfers from one 
place to another, and fluctuates between different strategies, it speaks to the viewer 
with two new forms of aesthetics — the use of semiotics and the celebration of 
demolition, on both realistic and photographic levels. Since these languages are 
rather new concepts in history of Chinese and Euro-American art, new approaches of 
understanding its visual language are essential, which have hopefully been illustrated 
in this paper. Moreover, these two forms of languages have casted light on a number 
224 Zhang Dali expressed this to the current writer in July 2008. 
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of urban phenomena in predominantly Beijing, such as alienation, the authoritative 
control of space in flyover, the privatization of public spaces in hutong, the 
commodification of space and architecture in public commercial and newly 
developed areas, and the erasure of urban history as a result of demolition. With 
these cultural practices and problems addressed through manipulative uses of the 
one-stroke head, Dialogue /and Demolition features the conditions of Beijing of the 
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Map 1 A Bologna，s map that illustrates the hexagonal shape of the old city and the urban settlements 
developed along the radiating roads. 
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Map 2 and 2-2 - Beijing 
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Map 2 A Beijing's map that illustrates the regional concepts and the dimensions of present-day 
Beijing. The four districts in the center constitute the old city. 
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Map 3 — Dialogue in Intact Spaces in Bologna, 1992-1994 
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No. Locations No. of visual records Execution Year 
^ Via della Crocetta / / 
(Zhang Pali 's home) 
1 Via Tolmino 3 1992 
2 Via A. Costa 2 1992-1993 “ 
3 Via Sabotino 6 1993-1994 “ 
4 Pizza dell' Unita"~~ 1 1994 
5 Via Carbonesi 1 1994 “ 
6 Via Ugo Bassi 1 1994 “ 
7 Strada Maggiore 1 1994 
8 Stadio Comunale — 1 1994 
9 ViaFarini 3 1994 
Remark: 
i. Zhang Dali highlighted several roads in the map in response to the request of the 
current writer in May, 2009. The current writer subsequently made the white 
labels based on the visual and textual information provided by Zhang. 
ii. This mapping only represents some of the one-stroke heads executed in Bologna 
during 1992-1994. Some locations labeled here are captured in Wu Wenguang's 
documentary, At Home in the Wor/d 四海爲家，filmed in 1994 when Wu visited 
Zhang in Bologna. The others were unable to be mapped due to the lack of photo 
records provided by the artist. 
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Map 4 - Dialogue in Intact Spaces in Beijing, 1995 
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Map 4 
‘ Z h a n g Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
~ 1 9 9 5 8 1 A - 1 9 9 5 8 2 B 安定門立交橋 5 E x e c u t e d in A u g . 
1 9 9 5 8 3 1勝門立交橋 — 3 一 
3 1 9 9 5 8 4 “鼓樓大街 1 
1 9 9 5 8 5 ^勝門立交橋 6 
“ 1 9 9 5 9 1 B - 1 9 9 5 9 2 東二環路（十條橋和雅寶路之間） 2 E x e c u t e d in S e p t . 
~ ~ 6 1 9 9 5 9 3 B - 西單興隆胡同 4 
1 9 9 5 9 4 B 
~ ~ 7 1 9 9 5 9 5 A - 鼓 樓 東 14~ 
1 9 9 5 9 9 
8 1 9 9 5 1 0 1 - 1 9 9 5 1 0 2 東大橋（現在的京廣中心附近） — 2 E x e c u t e d in O c t . 
~ ~ 9 U n r e c o r d e d 一冰窖口胡同 • 3 E x e c u t e d in N o v . 
1 0 U n r e c o r d e d 校尉胡同 2 E x e c u t e d in N o v . o r 
~nUnrecorded 東四大街及燈市口附近 1 D e c . 
1 2 1 9 9 5 1 2 1 B 三裏屯南街 1 E x e c u t e d in D e c . 
~ / ~ U n r e c o r d e d 二環路雍和宮附近 1 U n k n o w n 
U n r e c o r d e d 隆福寺附近 1 U n k n o w n 
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Map 5 and 5-2- Dialogue in Intact Spaces in Beijing, 1996 
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Zhang Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
No. Works no. . Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 N o t r e c o r d e d 金 台 路 1 E x e c u t e d in spr ing 
2 199651 朝（陽門）內大街 1 Executed in May — 
3 199661A-C 隆福寺街 — 3 Executed in June 
4 199662 1 申路街 1 
5 Not recorded 雙橋 1 Executed in July 
6 Not recorded 管莊(大黃莊往東 ) 2 Executed in Aug. 
N o t r e c o r d e d 朝陽北路 “ 1 E x e c u t e d in Sept . — 
~~8 1 9 9 6 1 1 1 - 校尉胡同 6 Executed in Nov. 
1996115B 
~ 9 ~ 1996114 帥府園胡同 1 
" T 0 ~ 1996116 i 四 十 條 — 1 
11 Not recorded 地壇東門 — 1 
12 Not recorded 高井 3-4 
13 Not recorded 大黃莊 2 
14 Not recorded •朝陽北路 1 
15 Not recorded 朝陽北路和金台路交匯處 2 Executed in Nov. orD^：~ 
" 1 6 1 9 9 6 1 2 1 - 金台路 5 Executed in Dec. 
1996123D 
~ T l 1 9 9 6 1 2 4 A - 高井（在朝陽北路往東大 4 
• 1 2 5 B 黃莊和廣播學院之間) 
“18 1996126A-B 鼓樓東大街 2 
19 Not recorded 校尉胡同 1 
20 Not recorded —隆福寺 2 Unknown 
Not recorded j府井帥府園協和醫院前 2 —Unknmvn 
/ Three more Unable to identify the 3 Unknown 
unrecorded location 
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Map 6 - Dialogue in Demolished Spaces in Beijing, 1995-1996 
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Zhang Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
1995 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 1 9 9 5 8 4 鼓樓大街 1 E x e c u t e d in A u g . 
~ 1 9 9 5 9 5 A - 鼓 樓 東 14 E x e c u t e d in S e p t . 
1 9 9 5 9 9 
1996 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
I 1 9 9 6 5 1 朝（陽門）內大街 1 E x e c u t e d in M a y 
~ H 1 9 9 6 1 1 1 - 1 9 9 6 1 1 3 C 校 尉 胡 同 6 E x e c u t e d in N o v . 
I I I 1 9 9 6 1 1 6 東四十條 1 E x e c u t e d in N o v . 
I V 1 9 9 6 1 2 6 A - B 鼓樓東大街 1 E x e c u t e d in D e c . 
V U n r e c o r d e d 王府井帥府園協和醫院前 2 U n r e c o r d e d 
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Map 7 - Dialogue in Demolished Spaces in Beijing, 1997 
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Map 7-2 
* . . . . . ‘ Zhang Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
1997 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 199791-4 大黃莊 4 E x e c u t e d i n S e p t. 一 
~~2 1997125 十條 >3 E x e c u t e d i n D e c . 
3 ‘ U n r e c o r d e d 外 大 街 > 1 
4 U n r e c o r d e d 朝 陽 門 — > 1 
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Map 10 - Dialogue /and Demolition 
in Demolished Spaces in Beijing, 2000 
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‘ Z h a n g Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
1998 
No. Works no. . Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 9 9 8 1 I B , 豐聯廣場 2 E x e c u t e d in J a n . 
1 9 9 8 1 1 3 B 
~ 199812A-B 三豐井胡同 2 
/ 1 9 9 8 1 3 A U n r e c o r d e d ( l i g h t b o x ) 1 
/ 1 9 9 8 1 5 U n r e c o r d e d 1 
~ ~ 3 ~ U n r e c o r d e d 十 條 > 1 3 
1 8 8 9 2 1 - 6 B 十 條 2 3 E x e c u t e d in F e b . 
U n r e c o r d e d 十 條 口 4 
4 U n r e c o r d e d 張自忠路 6 
5 U n r e c o r d e d -朝外大街 1 
6 1998217-20 神路街 — 4 
_ 1998221 吉市口胡同 _ 1 
8 "1998221-3 富華大廈 一 3 一 
9 U n r e c o r d e d 一 校尉胡同 3 
1 0 1 9 9 8 3 1 A - B 校尉胡同 ~~ 2 一 E x e c u t e d in M a r c h . 
11 T99833 地安門東大街 1 
12 199834 張自忠路 1 
U n r e c o r d e d 十條豁口 3 E x e c u t e d o n A p r i l 10. 
1 4 1 9 9 8 1 2 1 - 2 C 一 朝外大街 3 E x e c u t e d in D e c . 
" I T " 1 9 9 8 1 2 3 —北京世界金融中心 — 1 
16 U n r e c o r d e d 朝陽門外 1 
17 199812Q-12B "^宮 — 9 
/ 1 9 9 8 1 2 1 3 - 2 6 U n r e c o r d e d 12 
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sjc . . . . Zhang Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
1999 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 9 9 9 1 1 - 2 U n r e c o r d e d 2 E x e c u t e d i n J a n . 
" 1 ~~199913-8 —朝外市場街 一 4 
1 9 9 9 1 9 U n r e c o r d e d 1 
2 ‘ 1 9 9 9 2 1 - 5 ~ F 條 豁 口 — 5 E x e c u t e d i n F e b . 
3 1 9 9 9 3 2 - 1 0 一 北 池 子 1 2 E x e c u t e d i n M a r c h . 
4 1 9 9 9 3 9 A - C •西單時代廣場 2 
~ 5 1 9 9 9 4 1 - 4 華僑大廈 3 E x e c u t e d i n A p r i l . 
199942 中國美術館 1 
6 199945 —西單中銀大廈 1 
199946-7 “ 手 帕 胡 同 _ 2 
1 9 9 9 5 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 U n r e c o r d e d 7 E x e c u t e d i n M a y . 
“199952 平安大道 — 1 
8 1 9 9 9 6 1 - 6 一 神 路 街 3 E x e c u t e d i n J u n e . 
9 199964A-8A 平安大道 1 
1 9 9 9 6 2 , 3 , 7 U n r e c o r d e d — 3 
11 1999102A-11 瓷器口 9 Executed in Oct. 
1 2 1 9 9 9 1 2 1 A 1 民大會堂 一 3 E x e c u t e d i n D e c . 
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‘ Z h a n g Dali's first home after returning to Beijing. 
2000 . 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
~ 2 0 0 0 8 1 A - B 菜 市 口 大 街 2 E x e c u t e d in A u g . 
“200Q82A-B —珠市口 2 
3 2 0 0 0 8 3 A “ 虎 坊 橋 1 
4 2 0 0 0 9 1 - 3 C —廣安大道 — 5 E x e c u t e d in S e p t . 
5 20Q094A 珠 1 
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# Zhang Dali's second home after returning to Beijing. 
2001 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 2 0 0 1 3 2 A - C 蔡元培故居 3 E x e c u t e d in M a r c h . 
2 "200133-4 東皇城根 2 
3 200135 亮馬橋路 1 ~ 
~ 2 0 0 1 3 9 A - 1 3 京城大廈 6 
昆倫飯店和京城大廈 
希爾頓酒店 
K e m p i n s k i H o t e l 
5 2 0 0 1 3 1 4 B 遂安伯胡同 1 — 
~ ~ 6 2 0 0 1 4 1 B - 1 0 D 牛 街 一 7 E x e c u t e d in A p r i l . 
2 Q Q 1 4 2 B —糖房胡同 1 
8 200144-5 棗林斜街 ’ 2 
9 200147-14 磚胡同 — 4 
10 200148 •法源寺後街 — 1 
~ 1 1 ~ ~ 2 0 0 1 9 2 和平里東街 3 E x e c u t e d in S e p t . 
12 2001102A-4 海運倉胡同 — 5 Executed in Oct. 
2001105-7 海運倉 — 3 
1 3 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 - 2 ^直門內小街 3 " E x e c u t e d in N o v . 
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杜 Zhang Da l i ' s second home after returning to Beijing. 
2002 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
~ 1 2 0 0 2 3 2 A - C 皇 史 成 3 E x e c u t e d in M a r c h 
2 0 0 3 3 3 B - 4 E 天 安 門 5 
2 " 2 0 0 2 4 1 A - 5 團結湖路 7 " E x e c u t e d in A p r i l 
~ ~ 3 2 0 0 2 5 1 A - B 京廣中心 6 E x e c u t e d in M a y 
1 2 0 0 2 5 4 B - C 西單時代廣場 _ 2 — 
5 ~ 2 Q 0 2 5 5 A 北 京 C B D 中 心 • 1 
~ 6 ~ ~ ^ 0 2 5 6 A - B 一 西 絨 綫 胡 同 2 
7 T Q Q 2 5 7 A - 8 B 東便門明城墻 ~ ~ 4 “ 
2 Q 0 2 5 9 A - B , 13 ^ 匕京站 3 
8 " 2 0 0 2 5 1 0 - 1 — 崇文門東大街 2 
9 2 0 0 2 5 1 4 B - 6 — 東 便 門 — 3 — 
1 0 2 0 0 2 6 1 A - 2 一 宣武門教堂 3 E x e c u t e d in J u n e 
~ l T ~ 2 Q 0 2 6 3 - 4 B “棗營北裏 9 
12 2 0 0 2 7 1 A - 5 一 慈 雲 寺 ~ 7 E x e c u t e d in J u l y 
" 1 5 2 0 0 2 7 6 - 8 朝陽門南小街 3 — 
14 2 0 0 2 7 8 —東便門南樓 — 1 
“ 2 0 0 2 7 9 A - B 東 便 門 2 
1 5 ~ 2 0 0 2 7 1 0 A - _東便門老/明城牆 2 — 
16 2 0 0 2 9 1 西城油房胡同 4 E x e c u t e d in S e p t . 
2 0 0 2 9 2 - 1 4 西城安兒胡同 5 
2 0 0 2 9 3 西城新壁街（古城） 1 
2 0 0 2 9 4 西城西新窃子胡同 2 
17 2 0 2 9 5 - B 朝內竹杆胡同 3 
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/ 2 0 0 0 2 9 6 朝內芳家園胡同 1 
1 8 2 0 0 2 9 7 - 1 1 朝內南小街 — 4 
19 2 0 0 2 9 1 2 A - C “ 西城新壁街 3 
20 2 0 0 2 9 1 3 “ —朝陽門內 1 
21 1002914 安兒胡同 “ 3 
Map 13 — Dialogue /and Demolition 
in Demolished Spaces in Beijing, 2003-2006 
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# Zhang Dali's second home after returning to Beijing. 
2003 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 2 0 0 3 8 1 - 2 A 宣 武 門 外 西 上 _ 2 E x e c u t e d in A u g . 
2 0 0 3 8 3 A - B ^ 外香爐營胡同 2 一 
3 2 Q 0 3 1 2 1 A - 8 ^ 裏 屯 東 街 1 2 " E x e c u t e d i n D e c . 
2003 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
/ N o d i s c o v e r i e s / / / 
2004 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
~ I 2 0 0 4 8 2 A - 3 U n r e c o r d e d 3 E x e c u t e d i n A u g . 
2006 
No. Works no. Locations No. of photos Remarks 
1 j 2 0 0 6 1 2 1 - 1 0 C I 前 門 13 I E x e c u t e d in D e c . 
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Illustrations of the Introduction 
M l i l i i i i l i M M I & l l 鉍 l i i i t t i l 
^ • p p s 
yiy&ISHHSSIllMiiIIIEIiMi S M B M i M ! 恶 二 二 。 1 二 ， 
I B P f f l l l W I I W M B M - H l i M M P M on canvas, 15.5 x 22.6 cm. 
“ Private collection, New York. 
誦 W i M 
琴 H W P M I I Sculpture, ArchUecturc, 
仲灿织邢办(Upper Saddle 
_ i i l l l f i l i h H n H l l i n i l t t l l l ^ ^ - " e l l a l L 
i f � 一 “ 、 】 
:¾！L ^ m M ：； 1 Fig_b MdyW a r h o 1 .F o u r 
^rnSmMMf 4 ^ 7 ’ -V , Marilyns, 1962. Synthetic 
I m p ' j • polymer paint and silkscreen 
1 ¾ ^ . ^ S S t ^ i m m f ^ ink on canvas, 76.2 x 61 cm. 
% C ^ M r > . ^ W m " Helman Collection. Andy 
j m f g ' \ W^T' Warhol, The Andy Warhol 
^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ " \ Show (Milano: Skira, 2004), 
J ^ l … 、 ； t , f i g . 7 . 
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tf I ^ P I 
t J j j 影汴 I v S ^ B from Truism, 1982. Spectaculor 
^ ^ ！ Board, Times Square, New 
^ J ^ ^ B B K ^ U B I B S E ^ H S ^ J p P P H S s t n ^ ^ l unci. Inc. Prom Jenm. I Iol/ers: 
^ 1 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ The 彻 仪 Installauon (Bufilo. 
^ ^ a m m ^ j r m m ^ — X ^ { { N.Y.:八lbnght-icnox 八rt 
tt t l w S (lullcn. 1990). 14. 
1 
W 基 , S k a ^ a f a ^ ^ * Fig. d Barbara Kruger. I 'nlitlcd 
W ^ ^ L ^ g t t T ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ H (The Marriage of Murder and 
V i silkscreen on vinyl, 15.5 x 21.8 
夢.^^^^^^^ cm. From Sam Hunter, John 
* Jacobus, and Daniel Wheeler, 
^ ^ ^ ^ Mk Modern Art: Painting, Sculpture, 
^ Architecture, Photography (Upper 
W T ^ ^ ^ i M ^ ^ a P ^ Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 
. ^ j f ^ F i L i iitMifV'-
Fig. e Daniel Bur en. Within and 
Beyond the Frame, 1973. From Guy 
Lelong: Daniel Buren (Paris: 
Flammarion, 
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: - … " ， , . . ^ ¾ i W3F.A (Details) 
Fig. 1-1 Red, Dark, White …Spirit of the Life and Death in Man 's World, No. 2 紅黑白系列…人間 
之生死靈魂,2 號，1986-87. Oil on canvas, unknown size. Courtesy of the artist. 
i t e f l 
i c i s i 
(Original) (Detail) 
Fig. 1-2 Zhang Dali (left) and his works from the series of Red, Dark, White --- Spirit of the Life and 
Death in Man's World, 1987. Ink and color on paper, unknown sizes. Courtesy of the artist. 
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k mm I E 
• . B S F l g . 1-3 丄济生命，1987. Ink and 
color on paper, unknown size. 
• • H ^ ^ H I ' ^ m ^ H Courtesy of the artist. 
Wi&m 
ms^mm^Mm. 
S ^ S S ^ ^ ^ S B Fig. 1 - 4 ^ 7 , 2001. Acrylic on canvas, 
！ H ^ S ! 
Fig. 1-5 Chinese Offspring • ， 
^ 2003. Fiberglass, dimensions varied, 
^ life size. Courtesy of the 
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^ H I H 
漏 、 w B l , ^ • • B v 
置擺 
/ I f J P m ^ g Q i m g ^ ^ ^ l Fig. 1-6 Wind/Hone/Flag 風馬 
^ j E M M H i ^ M ^ ^ B 旗，2 0 0 8 . Mixed Material, life size. 
From Zhang Dali 
• ods., Wind/Horse/Flagging: 
mmmmh^ V f ^ y ^ y - J H H 
H B 9 • 爾 
Fig. 1-7 Chinese Food That Gels 
• -ii,!,ni …. at Room Temperature 肉皮凍， 
2000. Chinese food in gel, metal 
* plate. From Feng Boyi 瑪博一 
and Fan林帆，eds., Wu-suo-
bu-zai: Zhang Dali zuopin (1995-
2008)無所不在：張大力作品 
(1995-2008) (Pervasion: Works 
^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • R R R R P ^ W • 1995-2008; 
_ Shenzhen: Hexiangning Art 
Museum, 2009), 29. 
Fig. One Hundred 
Chinese 一百個中國人， 
K ^ V l 2000. Resm, life size. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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1 ‘
 J
 ^ “ “丨感’： 
务、 i s m 
Fig. 1-9 Andy Warhol, Marilyn Monroe, 
1962. Silkscreen ink on synthetic 
polymer paint on canvas,211.4x144.7 
cm. Gift ofPhilip Johnson. ©2009 
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual 
Arts / Artists Rights Society (ARS), 
New York. From MoMA illustration 
database, 
http://www.moma.org/collection/browse 
_resuits.php?obj ect_id=79737 (assessed 
July 20, 2009) 
f P 霞 — — 
U X 1 1 T L K D (肌'1 丄>,1^1. Acniic and 
I • ‘ oil stick on canvas, 207 x 175.3 cm. 
/ ^ ^ ^ O f g S j T Collection of The Broad Art Foundation, 
•丨:S^^S^ttMr^^^^M A Santa Moma. From Jeffrey Deitch, 
w J ^ ' J m ^ & F J ^ ' I I 邏 Franklin Simians and Nicola Vassell, 
W^t/^^^mtiimmbM V K t f l L S cds., Jean-Michel Basqmat 1981: The 
1 > m J S M M . f f ^ Studio of the Street (Milano: Charta; 
’ ； -^WmmM ^ York： D e 础 彻 ⑷ 也 ， 2 0 0 7 ) ， 2 3 4 -
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> j | 
X $ i i 
y y 
F ig. ！“11 J a s P e r J o h n s - T a r § e t w i t h F o u r 
Faces, 1955. Encaustic and collage on canvas 
with plaster casts, 75.5 x 71 x 9.7 cm. 
^MMWm 
Fig. 1-12 Preliminary form of 
‘ ^ ^ ^ S S j j ^ ^ ^ m Dialogue, Bologna, 1992. Ink on 
newspaper with fire. Courtesy of the 
artist. 
m m m n m u m 
m , 
I ^ ^ V •• J f ^ ^ r f f f J 
1 -13 Early experimentation 
of Dialogue, Via Tolmino, 
Bologna, 1992. Paint and spray-
paint on pre-existing graffiti. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
IHHIIBHIHHHIHHIHHIIHHHHHIHI 
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H B ^ •fflMF I I 
Wtkmrn ii M I ‘ ^ 
• • F T ^ h ^ 
J [ ^ ^ ^ 丨 Fig. 1-14 Dialogue 
\ 199371, Bologna, 1993. 
~ \ ^ t t l j ^ b l From Zhang Dali, Zhang 
^TV Dali: Demolition and 
t d l D i a l o ^ u e ^ e i J m g ; 
• f a / ^ « 7 I f c r Courtyard Gallery, 
H H I H B l H f l h B a a i ^ H J U J L i 
HEBSflRHEHBHHRIHESBSBSIBIHIHHHIIESmmi^ ^JB 
滅釣OL . 
r f 1 c P H H 
FlS- M 5 Dialogue, 1992, 
Courtesy of the artist. 
. 
Fig. 1-16 Dialogue, 1992, Via 
Tolmino, Bologna. Courtesy of the 
artist. 
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Illustrations of Chapter 1 
i 
\ U Fig. 1-18 Ding Yanyong 丁衍庸.One-
^ stroke Crane 一筆鶴，1976. Ink and color 
on paper, hanging scroll, 88 x 36 cm. 
Collection of Mok E-Den. From The Hong 
Kong Museum of Art, ed., No Frontiers: 
The Art of Ding Yanyong (Hong Kong: 
Leisure and Cultural Service Department, 
秦 A • 2008), 268. 
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Xs^^Xi I / Fig. 1-19 Ding Yanyong One-stroke 
I CocA：—筆雞，1977. Ink and color on paper, 
J hanging scroll, 138 x 69 cm. Collection of Ting 
Lan Sai. Ibid, 274. 
H It h / 
(Q i 
I t ) 
^ Fig. 1-20 Ding Yanyong 丁衍庸.One-
stroke Cat —筆猫，1978. Ink on paper, 
^ J ^ hanging scroll, 69.5 x 32.5 cm. Collection 
零 of Mok E-Den. Ibid, 275. 
A 
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Illustrations of Chapter 1 
^ F i g . 1-21 Photograph portrait of Benito Mussolini. 
From Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benito_Mussolini 
(accessed July 20, 2009) 
a M ^ m i m \ Flg" 1-22 Dialogue 
� \ 199432, Piazza dell 
{ / W \ Umta', Bologna, 1994. 
From Zhang Dali, Zhang 




y j M ^ ^ l M o ^ ^ M m V ^ ^ B ^ g Fig. 1-23 Preliminary form of Dialogue on the floor, 
Bologna, 1992. Courtesy of the artist. 
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Illustrations of Chapter 1 
I , I I I 一 i t i i « 
• , il  I I J —^^^ • 圓 ― ^ ― — 
I j g > j | ： " j 
\ . I j t Fig. 1-24 Keith Haring draws 
^L • 漏 on the black paper that covers 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B A p P ^ , ' the outdated advertisement 
panels in New York's subway 
during the 1980s. 
Fig. The SAMO© Graffiti, 
photographed by Herny Flynt, 1999. 
FromHemy Flynt "Philosophy", 
http://www.henryflynt.org/overviews/ 
artwork_images/samo/1 .jpg (accessed 
- Mav25":uu9 ( 
J H ^ f I 
¥ J Jean-Michel 
WFj i 人. S Basquiat sprays a skull 
E P y j and text on wall. From 
M • / f T H Michel Basquiat 1981: 
j ^ l The of the Street 
(Milano: 
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卜 介 * ^ . J 
f r I t ^^m 
I n , I 厂 幽 , 
y #醫 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-27 Dialogue 199581B, Andingmen's flyover, Beijing, 1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
iff z … • • • • 
ir^wtMM 
R 0 I p T f 
I ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ M ^ j f e i ^ ‘ � 1 1 . i ASj^ -i 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-28 Dialogue 1998127C, Forbidden City, Beijing, 1998. From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: 
Demolition and Dialogue (Beijing: Courtyard Gallery, 1999), fig. 67. f 
• / 一丨 r 知 ^2. I S 
im^m � itLl "vL / \ Vv \ 
J \ j ^ 广 J \ 、^^ 
v V \ _ , I 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-29 Dialogue, Gaojing, Beijing, 1996. Courtesy of the artist 
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(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-30 Dialogue 199596C, Drum Tower East, Beijing, 1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
^ ^ H ^ l ^ l H l H i 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-31 Dialogue, Beijing, 1998. Courtesy of the artist. 
f y ^ t i — r t t i 
_ f 搬 一 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-32 Dialogue 199826A, Beijing, 1998. From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: Demolition and Dialogue 
(Beijing: Courtyard Gallery, 1999), fig. 51. 
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• r O I — — 
\ 1 o K 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-33 Dialogue 200278, corner watchtower at Dongbianmen, 2002. Courtesy of the artist. 
^ I n J : 
m j •霜 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-34 Dialogue 199591 A, East Second Ring Road, Beijing, 1995. From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: 
Demolition and Dialogue (Beijing: Courtyard Gallery, 1999), fig. 16. 
� _ … - a L D C T 
i C - � . � . 
T T 稱 1 t I c t 
、：^^  
• • B m 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-35 Dialogue, Chaoyang North Avenue and Jintai Road, Beijing, 1996. Courtesy of the artist. 
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(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-36 Dialogue, Longfusi, Beijing, 1996. From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: Demolition and Dialogue 
(Beijing: Courtyard Galleiy, 1999), fig. 25. 
(Detail) (Original) 
Fig. 1-37 Dialogue 199512 IB, South Sanlitun Street, Beijing, 1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
i � 
Fig. 1-38 A cartoon man who bears a high wide forehead. From 
r s Rodolphe Topffer, Enter the Comics (Lincoln: University of 
\ Nebraska Press, 1965), 18. 
Fig. 1-39 A cartoon man with a low-pinched brow and very 
^ thick lips. Ibid. 
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. 
* � ^ F i g . 1 -40 A cartoon man who bears extremely thin lips. Ibid. 
/ ( c \ 
- ！ 八 
Fig. 1-41 Dialogue, 
Dahuangzhuang, Beijing, 1996. 
• H H H U I I I H I H I B R I R R P i l i M R Courtesy of the artist. 
The Great Hall of the People, 
'i\ " Z 样 ， " 广 • Fig. !"43 Dialogue 
S I / C , / M • 199952, Ping’ an Avenue, 
C C H ^ Beijing. From Zhang Dali, 
乙.� V ^Mf “ �‘1 Zhang Dali: Demolition 
^ A > and Dialogue (Beijing: 
Courtyard Gallery, 1999), 
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j f f c i i 
m r : 
Fig. Dialogue 199594A, 
• ' T T ^ ' Xinglong Hutong, Beijing, 1995. 
- ' ' • J Courtesy of the artist. 
^ 1 .^ . 
• 滋 - 1 
J l ‘ i ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
J t W ^ Courtesy the 
mMsm 
^ ： ： ！ 
^ ^ 一 ’ ! I ‘ u 
y f l r , 蒙 F i g . 1 - 4 6 Diai°gue,Via 
T ^ , 遍 w . ^ ¾ ¾ . ^ ¾ ¾ Sabotmo, Bologna, 1994. 
F 了 二 二 仏 
undistributed film, At Home 
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關 獨 纖 ； j j l . . 
v / - — 
r "fl ( I — ‘ ..I, 
, j ^ ^ \ •• • ! II - I • II I 
飞 一 “丨丨"丨 __11....111^.1.1. 
I i 
I ‘！ , 
\ j 产 >/ 
P ^ / ^ H P O m i ^ ^ ^ B £ 二 — 二 F l g . ] - 4 7 D i a l ° s ^ Via Sabotino, 
I T ‘ • ; ^ B 0 b畔 1994•層. 
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mQ^m 
H ^ ^ H j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H B ^ ^ ^ ^ f Fig. 2-1 The Star of David in form of a yellow 
badge. It was used by the Nazi during the 
Holocaust to identify the Jews. From Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiie:Judenstern_JM 
W.jpg (accessed July 
. H P ； ' ； i ^ R ^ B 
} � ^ ^ ‘ \ f ^ ^ H Fig- 2-2Dialogue, Via 
N ^ f l l ^ B Tolmino, Bologna, 1992. 
m l 、 一 、 - ^ m ^ S H H I H I H H I H I H I H H H B S 
experimentation of 
D / ^ V m Tolmino, 
• Bologna, 1992. Paint and 
spray-paint on pre-existing 
• • • • • • • • • 
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f a ； 
• Fig. 2-4 Dialogue, Via A. 
• Costa, Bologna, 1993. 
• Courtesy of the artist. 
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na.svg (access July 10, 2009) 
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HomeintheWorUm 侮 
I , . . ^ i a i M ^ M 驗 , • 
輸 
Bolonga, 1994. Courtesy 
of the artist. 
H H H H H H R B H H H H H H H B H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H I 
Fig. 2-8 Dialogue, Stadio 
Comunale, Bologna, 1994. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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册 ’ . ， （ . 
J : i tw^d 7 I -^m ：二二hr�m 
Zhang Dali, Z t e g Da//: 
Demolition and Dialogue 
j 
！ 
Fig. 2-10 Dialogue, east 
二 9°9f6the 
W . 一 _ ” — I " " " " 
置、 m ^ i \ 
w J h 
^ ^ Fig. 2-11 Dialogue 
1998212，Shitiao, Beijing, 
1998. Courtesy of the 
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1 A f ® i l I C ] Fig. 2-\2 Dialogue \999A2. 
C ” I S I I c I c l I 1 / Beijing, 1999. From Wu Hung, 
y t e J h H i 二 h a 
mk. 
W ^ j , � 
The 
Courtesy of the artist. 
E j ^ ^ s A Lwf \ Fig. 2-14 Dialogue and Demolition 
^ a ^ M m - C ' 1998122A, K 醒 Bmldmg, Beijing, 
1998. From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: 
Demolition and Dialogue (Beijing: 
Courtyard Gallery, 1999), 
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I八賭（A • 
I 1 , ‘ 城 
i s 
Fig. 2-15 Dialogue 199921, Beijing, 1999. Ibid, fig. 
W^KBIKm 1 
f 一 f ^ ^ i r ^ ， 
Fig. 2-16 Dialogue, Beijing, 1997. 
m H ^ ^ m ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ H Courtesy ofthe artlst. 
Fig. 2-17 Dialogue 199599, East 
Drum Tower, Beijing, 1995. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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• • • • • • • I 
' r J m Fig. 2-18 Dialogue 2006129, in 
H H ^ ^ B l 1 ! ^ h ‘‘ f r o n t o f Qianmen, Beijing, 2006. 
I ^ Courtcsx 
H H B B l k H M i ^ A 
I | » i i J \ \ \ \ \ W I M r 
HI iiilli 
Fig. 2-19 Dialogue, Beijing, 
Courtesy the 
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圓 
Fig. 3-1 This map was created in 1740 during the reign of Qianglong, which illustrates the orientation 
of hutongs and siheyuans. From Leon Hoa 華 1¾洪，Congjian Zhongguo: chengshi guihua san shi nian 
重建中國：城市規劃三十年 1949-1979 (Reconstruire la chine), trans. Li Ying 李穎(Beijing Shi: 
Shenghuo, dushu, xin zhi sanlian shudian, 2006), fig. 21. 
. 5 fr ?* si b « s * ‘‘ $ s * » » a ! « t « « r • j 
^ ^ 藝龙 备肩 * 
i i « A C R Y L I C E P O X Y 
—乂 i i ^ i i j o M i � » • 
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W I ‘ I - -
I 代 》 _ 徵 看 _ 內 © •汽配‘：潫油："^ '鹱觴材料1½均有_ 
*器钃型_托豳@ 肩 雄 麵 芭 费 钼 
*觳麵闲籤顔!*古H B f f i铥描笆*醒紐兴遍•镧芭丨 r 1 n n , , , 
— ^ ^ ^ - \ rig. 3-2 Printed advertisement or 
£ . m ” J U T ^ J W I Caihong-sspraypamt, 1993. Yxom Jingji 
111• _ • ••鍾 "“ tequ 經濟特區(Special Zone Economy), 
V i： J / ^ 
— “ i no. 12, December 25, 1993. 
• 1 
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j j I |丨丨丨 丨||丨 
/ 看 ! 北 京 街 头 的 涂 鸦 E ^ ® 
I - • - _ 
t 你不经烧地公犮现 肘一呰龙术阁内的人评价说这祌涂鸦行为 
/y ： -个戍并抟儿个米衫苻的怿 足对 so年代西方 r a家（主耍足龙 i a )风行 p W j ^ J J U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I , 
： 诞 形 象 一 n 丨 唢 涞 勾 ㈣ 一时的 -涂鸦艺术•的校仿 .这种 -涂鸦 | 
的惻面人检.如S i•仅这一次.你一般不 艺术*现已党皇地进人沔方现代艺术的® 
会在总 .这一逛坫坫个顽饭所为 . ( u 货 .桩认为足 q新农现主义M路的 .对当 
足， ^ ¾并 : f | :如此 .你在当天 .或几天 吋处于主流的极少±义的饴锢的 «放 . ttMs纖•KKSt/iHK ： 
G再次外出时，你会在北识的另‘处拽 从60年代幵始少年.《；作猢沂们砍以KM 
方洱次发现它义铋然出现了，而以好汉对恃法汴的邯种轻钹幵始经常性地在 鸦出现的地方.我们卯问T—呰过路人-
你会f t不间的地力•摊邾见刊这个間栉的 银个纽约城的MTA(城帘夂逋W)地铁列 经济学躲一个中年教师说： '起 
怪枚 .这个沘影般的鸪而人K ,似乎朽 /iU:作2S&.喷湘iflTiJiST . 对 于 人 多 Jt. flitli没注您到这牲随免的涂在墙上 
-种钺天盗地之势.你允法w m避它. 钕地佚祸奔來说， a地的®行涂抹足对公 的东w ,后来见刊其它地方也冇 .也不 
而 这 个 人 脸 足 洧 楚 伧 们 为 什 么 这 样 做 . 我 想 竹 定 不 足 
出其作者的恶 —个路边饭馆的老扳说：-这坫就 
作㈣态度. ！ [ r k "丨 .了 .这谉沄坫 " "群十来织孩子聃 
这 就 记 北 I t ' * 齓没讲玩了 .应该开教 " 
il U i 头 的 涂 f t ^ j ^ ^ ^ H B —个过路人说：.权也觉得竒怪.这 
鸦’一个与北 ^ ^ P I ^ ^ H P ^ I ^ 不应该饵艺术吧？ 这 权 说 不 ； 
% 庄 ' R .文明 L , J ^ ^ ^ p ^ H t ^ a…… 
的筑凼极不和‘ — 一 个 路 过 的 外 地 民 工 说 ： - 找 不 知 s 
进的现象. 进这坫仟么， 可我好侬在其它地 I 
民 反 映 ， 这 忡 s s n 2 2 , , i : «»» 兌大学一个学生说：“以前听说过丨 
8益it?多的人K^ t^tV出现的B4M起 儿•墙界的佼占，简n抅成了奄无魅力可宫 ra外朽-T-这种琪的，_内Jt体的我不淸 
扔在沔年之前. 的挤总玻m ;的犯m行为 .热而 .钊了 s o 楚，这个砍叫做’涂鸦艺术’叫？* 
至今为止，议们在中田芡术®附近 年代，•涂朽艺术’在社公上 ®渐造成髟 中央荧院的一个炎箱m学生说： 
的垴上，二环路.三明叱汽妃绗. i f ^ - m 昀，并 r获拗在w难.博物馆和类术馆公 •这在我探也处耍拔胬軚抓的，他们（措 
吧 外 面 . 工 人 体 r r 馆 的 牧 m 处 扣 凉 �r•爭办嵌览的机会，这芴于说获铒了类似 涂鸦以这个找剌激，体验在危险坏 
卒 .轺街 n 等 处 均 ^ ¾ ¾ . ft人 沌艺术的认可.Mb•丨一批代农人物如哈 堍中摘砝坏的剌激察一来，他们耽 
祖格估计在北氽市内不少T-50处， 林.沙尔火和巴斯企厄特芩一跃成为了ra 逃 .听说在 A t f t t s s (令门为他们指定 
所介这�出现的涂 ? < !人 f t均坫刖 鉍名SI.他们的丨对形甚至被商处社会ff i 了可以涂抹的街K .如在另一K涂 
» . 红 喷 漆 制 作 出 来 的 . 费- -K•中以甿林垴为茗名 .咍林风将的卡 于违法 . 4 /像是在西德 _ 
—股ffiSftfe喷滦勾出飽丨M人险.fi_ 通 K i 形披印制在 T a 衫上钓处《竹 .这 某珑筑没计师说：*如果坫艺本，不丨 
i H i i : 抝红色项漆在旁蝻勾 .涂扔的 也在巾少华的前狗和后背上出现过 . 该以这种形式出现，这不太好.* 
作珩突今未孜明，也未介人•丨此亊 沔方•涂鸦艺水-的 fT•板和成功.无疑 一个•老北京“说：•这种人耍在过 I 
m t . 怂众城涂鸦«•的动机来躲 . i Y•多人包括艺 去，冇他十几年牢好 
間样的阁形，阏样的 r-法.在不阀 术界人士对此褒貶不一.怛绝大多放人认 否会干部说：‘应该抓起来.这 
地方出现 .这边谁「的？愧 /他们坫 为这种对沔方涂鸦艺术的闭中換仿.和其 太珩砑市容了.• 
在 t什么？为什么这么丨？ 对法汴不明竹的对抗心1«.堪本上姐幼稚 _个路过的繁供峩示：•只娄一迕 
3然这改不姑幼稚的儿欲的E P兴 的.从这评论.也反映出当丨WW内艺术界 到他.发现他.一足逮起来！ • 
之作 .报说 .涂鸦作扦怂一位•流浪艺 对学术品位和丨/j史定位的ii£商®求，创作 可以S刊.公众对这个M城涂鸦现 
术玄’.的#丨丨•丨铋Li离汗北W. RliE在怠 中严坩而评TV的圯考正在受到泠遍推粜， 象的态度堪本尨：不闼反慼和抵糾 . 
大利桨贱地 K 的商财上故伎 � r (演 . 酣北京公众的农決又如W哚？在朴涂 （ 资 任 编 铒 芦 苇 ） 
42 wa sr*u.i 
Fig. 3-3 Yang Fudong and Jianzhi's article on Zhang Dali's one-stroke head in Beijing, 1996. 
The photo in middle is taken at Andingmen's underpass in 1995. From Yang Fudong 楊福東 
and Jiang Zhi 蔣志,"Kan! Beijing jietou de tuya"看！北京街頭的塗鴉(Look! Street 
Graffiti in Beijing), Jiedao 街道（Street), no. 6 (1996)，42. 
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够 4 « __., „ 
，..< • • • “ ^ • 
一 J j f l P ^ . ^ S ^ ^ M 
^ f m ^ ^ K t ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ K k Fig. 3-4 Richard Serra. Tilted Arc, 1981 
^ ^ f c ^ ^ S y M B B B B (removed in 1989). Hot-rolled steel, 304.8 cm 
long. Federal Plaza, Foley Square, New York. 
From Hunter, S., Jacobus, J. and Wheeler, D. 
Modern Art: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, 
Photography (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: 
Prentice Hall, 2004), 712. 
i 舊^  置 彖 
‘ ？一 J I 
J g k Fig. 3-5 Dialogue 199581A, Andingmen's 
M f c : . . 愈 I . underpass, Beijing, 1995. From Zhang Dali, Zhang 
^W^ Dali: Demolition and Dialogue (Beijing: Courtyard 
Gallery, 1999), fig. 11. 
r r | ^ ^ ^ f - v � j m . 暫 
" J f r * U F l g ' 3 - 6 D i a _ e 199583, Deshengmen 
— ^ ^ \ underpass, Beijing, 1995. Ibid, fig. 17. 
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Wi i f t J ^ - j 1 1 
B i L 
Fig. 3-7 Dialogue, Deshengmen staircase, 
Beijing, 1995. Courtesy of the artist. • • • • • 
Fig. 3-8 Dialogue, 
Bingjiaokou Hutong, Beijing, 
1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
I Fig. 3-9 Dialogue 199593C, 
Xinglong Hutong, Beijing, 1995. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
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If . ) 
邮 — 一 
^ I V I H l ^ ^ ^ C S j U ^ ^ ^ i n i M X i a o w e i Hutong, Beijing, 
j 1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
1WM 
Shuaifuyuan Hutong, Beijing, 
b I K I H ~ 
、傳 J * ^ 4 
f f ^ f 
Fig. 3-12 Dialogue 1995101, Dongdaqiao, Beijing, 
1995. Courtesy of the artist. 
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• i , I 
tJ^J 
Fig. 3-13 Dialogue, Longfusi, 
Beijing, 1996. Courtesy of the 
n 
% ！ ^ ^ V N ^ ^ ^ S S j k J Fig. 3-13-2 Dialogue, Longfusi, Beijing, 1996. From 
^ L.B r^arflHB^Bi Zhan§ Dal1, zhans Dali: Demolition and Dialogue 
'^^S^BBS^^Hi ( B e i j m g : C o u r t y — Gallery，1999), fig. 25. 
l a t t B i f l H H H H I H 
3-14 Dialogue, Chaoyang 
North Avenue and Jintai Road, 
Beijing, 1996. Courtesy of the 
artist. 
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I \ v l j J f e ^ k i S i i ^ 
W S / ^ U g ^ S j g g S ^ ^ Fig. 3-15 Dialogue 1996123A, 
f j E l W ^ ^ p a M g i a i Jintai Road, Beijing, 1996. 
From Zhang Dali, Zhang Dali: 
• Demolition and Dialogue 
• (Beijing: Courtyard Gallery, 
1999), fig. 20. 
I 复 誦 f t ^ 广 1 1997111A, 
了 ‘ j I i Dahuangzhaung, Beijing, 1997. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
ft�_^_illlWiriiMMBlBiMIMMIMIIMM^ 
w s n m w ^ n ^ K f K K K K 
，1•丨 I 丨. 丨 , . j ^ i y i i ^ i g y 變 
Fig. 3-16-2 Dialogue 199711 IB, 
• Dahuangzhaung, Beijing, 1997. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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Fig. 
Gaojing, Beijing, 1996. Courtesy 
of the artist. 
Flg. 3-\l-2Dialogue \996\25B, 
Gaojing, Beijing, 1996. Courtesy of 
fmKBB^KWSmK^^Km t h e a r t i s t 
m m 
' v v ^ ^ B ^ 
Fig. 3-18 Dialogue, Gaojing, 
Beijing, 1996. Courtesy ofthe 
artist. 
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Flg- 3-19 Dialogue 
W ^ ^ K K t M K K K f f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r T X ^ Dahuangzhuang, Beijing, 
.�. ’ 一 二 ” 1997. Courtesy of the 
Fig. 3-20 Dialogue, Gaojing, 
纖:MupppiPRi 導‘ 
麵 J i m % 
Fig. 3-20-2 Dialogue, 
Gaojing, Beijing, 1996. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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；rl/ h 1 ¾ 
Fig. 3-21 Dialogue, 
Gaojing, Beijing, 1996. 
Courtesy ofthe artist. 
H H ^Mi 
t
 /、 I ‘. 二 
^ B f ^ f l W W K 
Guangzhuang, Beijing, 
^ ^ e s y ofthe 
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j ^ 1 — 1 V > U V " 
B i ^ f l S K S S S ^ B I 
1 1 - 權 ^ S t ^ P 
Fig. 3-24 Dialogue, Shuangqiao, 
Beijing, 1997. Courtesy of the artist. 
1 $ I 翁 
加 b l e m (丨0卯丨 Signal Symbol 
Fig. 3-25 The image of crossbones gains a new signification when it appears in different 
contexts. Adrian Frutiger, Signs and Symbols: Their Design and Meaning, trans. Andrew Bluhm 
(New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1998), 237. 
.；J i i i f p i ^ ^ 1 
�：、二 ：， 
乃 〜 - � � — ^ , • Fig. 3-26 Kacey Wong. Drift City, 
� ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c ^ l ： ： ： ： ^ The Forbidden City, Beijing, China, 
I 2003. Courtesy of the artist. 
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j m Fig. 3-27 Kacey Wong. Drift City, 
^ ^ Jin Mao Tower, Shanghai, China, 
^ ^ M f ^ ^ p ^ J g / S S f / t ^ K j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2002. Courtesy the 
醜 
一通 H K ^ i 9 B 9 • s mm^^ p s n n 
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I —, ^ H 
• ’ • ^ ^ ^ *，…'.‘,IIW_llll_jy_ll，lll.l 雀^^*——WW—MIIM I IIM 
J 
^ a S l ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ 1 3 - 2 8 Y a o JLH-chung 姚瑞 
中.World is for All-China 
l i g r i P i O j l - . & ’ … , B e y o n d China 天飞爲公.At 
L-： m S s t m K ^ ^ W d t h ^ ^ ^ ^ m S ^ B i Y o k o h a m a ‘ 1 9 9 6 t o 2 0 0 0 
( t h r e e p h o t o s f r o m a p h o t o 
I t 一 
Fig. 3-29 Wang Jinsong, In Front of Tiananmen, 1991. Oil on canvas. From Wu Hung, Remaking 
Beijing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 187. 
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、 本 " 
Fig. 4-1 The simplest type of siheyuan. From Lu Xiaang 陸翔 and Wang Qiming 王其明，Beijing 
siheyuan 北京四合院(Beijing Courtyard; Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe, 
1996), 79. 
Fig. 4-2 Siheyuans that are equipped with more than one courtyard. Ibid, 80-86. 
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